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RECORDING AND USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

You are welcome to record any part of any Council meeting that is open to the public.
The Council cannot guarantee that anyone present at a meeting will not be filmed or
recorded by anyone who may then use your image or sound recording.
If you are intending to audio record or film this meeting, you must:


tell the clerk to the meeting before the meeting starts;

 only focus cameras/recordings on councillors, Council officers, and those members
of the public who are participating in the conduct of the meeting and avoid other
areas of the room, particularly where non-participating members of the public may
be sitting; and
 ensure that you never leave your recording equipment unattended in the meeting
room.
If recording causes a disturbance or undermines the proper conduct of the meeting, then
the Chair of the meeting may decide to stop the recording. In such circumstances, the
decision of the Chair shall be final.

Agenda Item 1
MAYOR & CABINET
Report Title

Declarations of Interests

Key Decision

No

Ward

n/a

Contributors

Chief Executive

Class

Part 1

Item No. 1

Date: 14 September 2021

Declaration of interests
Members are asked to declare any personal interest they have in any item on
the agenda.
1

Personal interests
There are three types of personal interest referred to in the Council’s Member
Code of Conduct :(1) Disclosable pecuniary interests
(2) Other registerable interests
(3) Non-registerable interests

2

Disclosable pecuniary interests are defined by regulation as:-

(a)

Employment, trade, profession or vocation of a relevant person* for profit or
gain

(b)

Sponsorship –payment or provision of any other financial benefit (other than
by the Council) within the 12 months prior to giving notice for inclusion in the
register in respect of expenses incurred by you in carrying out duties as a
member or towards your election expenses (including payment or financial
benefit from a Trade Union).

(c)

Undischarged contracts between a relevant person* (or a firm in which they
are a partner or a body corporate in which they are a director, or in the
securities of which they have a beneficial interest) and the Council for goods,
services or works.

(d)

Beneficial interests in land in the borough.
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(e)

Licence to occupy land in the borough for one month or more.

(f)

Corporate tenancies – any tenancy, where to the member’s knowledge, the
Council is landlord and the tenant is a firm in which the relevant person* is a
partner, a body corporate in which they are a director, or in the securities of
which they have a beneficial interest.

(g)

Beneficial interest in securities of a body where:(a)

that body to the member’s knowledge has a place of business or land
in the borough; and

(b)

either
(i) the total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000 or 1/100 of
the total issued share capital of that body; or
(ii) if the share capital of that body is of more than one class, the total
nominal value of the shares of any one class in which the relevant
person* has a beneficial interest exceeds 1/100 of the total issued
share capital of that class.

*A relevant person is the member, their spouse or civil partner, or a person with
whom they live as spouse or civil partner.
(3)

Other registerable interests
The Lewisham Member Code of Conduct requires members also to register
the following interests:-

(4)

(a)

Membership or position of control or management in a body to which
you were appointed or nominated by the Council

(b)

Any body exercising functions of a public nature or directed to
charitable purposes , or whose principal purposes include the influence
of public opinion or policy, including any political party

(c)

Any person from whom you have received a gift or hospitality with an
estimated value of at least £25

Non registerable interests
Occasions may arise when a matter under consideration would or would be
likely to affect the wellbeing of a member, their family, friend or close
associate more than it would affect the wellbeing of those in the local area
generally, but which is not required to be registered in the Register of
Members’ Interests (for example a matter concerning the closure of a school
at which a Member’s child attends).
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(5)

(6)

Declaration and Impact of interest on members’ participation
(a)

Where a member has any registerable interest in a matter and they are
present at a meeting at which that matter is to be discussed, they must
declare the nature of the interest at the earliest opportunity and in any
event before the matter is considered. The declaration will be recorded
in the minutes of the meeting. If the matter is a disclosable pecuniary
interest the member must take not part in consideration of the matter
and withdraw from the room before it is considered. They must not
seek improperly to influence the decision in any way. Failure to
declare such an interest which has not already been entered in the
Register of Members’ Interests, or participation where such an
interest exists, is liable to prosecution and on conviction carries a
fine of up to £5000

(b)

Where a member has a registerable interest which falls short of a
disclosable pecuniary interest they must still declare the nature of the
interest to the meeting at the earliest opportunity and in any event
before the matter is considered, but they may stay in the room,
participate in consideration of the matter and vote on it unless
paragraph (c) below applies.

(c)

Where a member has a registerable interest which falls short of a
disclosable pecuniary interest, the member must consider whether a
reasonable member of the public in possession of the facts would think
that their interest is so significant that it would be likely to impair the
member’s judgement of the public interest. If so, the member must
withdraw and take no part in consideration of the matter nor seek to
influence the outcome improperly.

(d)

If a non-registerable interest arises which affects the wellbeing of a
member, their, family, friend or close associate more than it would
affect those in the local area generally, then the provisions relating to
the declarations of interest and withdrawal apply as if it were a
registerable interest.

(e)

Decisions relating to declarations of interests are for the member’s
personal judgement, though in cases of doubt they may wish to seek
the advice of the Monitoring Officer.

Sensitive information
There are special provisions relating to sensitive interests. These are
interests the disclosure of which would be likely to expose the member to risk
of violence or intimidation where the Monitoring Officer has agreed that such
interest need not be registered. Members with such an interest are referred to
the Code and advised to seek advice from the Monitoring Officer in advance.

(7)

Exempt categories
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There are exemptions to these provisions allowing members to participate in
decisions notwithstanding interests that would otherwise prevent them doing
so. These include:(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Housing – holding a tenancy or lease with the Council unless the
matter relates to your particular tenancy or lease; (subject to arrears
exception)
School meals, school transport and travelling expenses; if you are a
parent or guardian of a child in full time education, or a school governor
unless the matter relates particularly to the school your child attends or
of which you are a governor;
Statutory sick pay; if you are in receipt
Allowances, payment or indemnity for members
Ceremonial honours for members
Setting Council Tax or precept (subject to arrears exception)
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Agenda Item 2
MAYOR AND CABINET
Report Title

Minutes

Key Decision

Item No.2

Ward
Contributors

Chief Executive

Class

Part 1

Date: September 14 2021

Recommendation
It is recommended that the minutes of that part of the meeting of the Mayor and Cabinet
which were open to the press and public, held on July 14 2021 (copy attached) be
confirmed and signed as a correct record.
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MINUTES OF THE MAYOR AND CABINET
Wednesday, 14 July 2021 at 6.00 pm

PRESENT: Councillors Damien Egan (Mayor), Chris Barnham, Paul Bell, Kevin Bonavia,
Andre Bourne, Brenda Dacres, Amanda De Ryk, Jonathan Slater and Kim Powell
ALSO PRESENT: Councillor Bill Brown, Councillor Louise Krupski, Councillor James
Walsh
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Chris Best and Councillor Sophie
McGeevor.
499. Declaration of Interests
None were made.
500. Minutes
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on June 9 2021 be
confirmed and signed as a correct record.
501. Matters Raised by Scrutiny and other Constitutional Bodies
Three referrals from the Sustainable Development Select Committee were
considered alongside the agenda items on the same subjects.
502. Sustainable Procurement Strategy 2021-25
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Finance and Resources, Councillor Amanda De Ryk, the Mayor
and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that the new Sustainable Procurement Strategy for the period
2021 – 2025 be approved.
503. Borough of Culture Delivery Update
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Culture, Jobs & Skills, Councillor Andre Bourne, the Mayor and
Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that agreed that decisions on the award of grants over £10,000
and up to maximum of £250,000 from the Borough of Culture artistic
programme budget of £1.9 million be delegated to the Director of Culture,
Libraries and Learning.
504. Church Grove Community Led Housing: Update and amendments to
Development Agreement
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Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Housing & Planning, Councillor Paul Bell, the Mayor and Cabinet,
for the reasons set out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that
(1) the update and amendments to the Development Agreement in relation to
Church Grove included in section 5 be approved; and
(2) authority be delegated to the Executive Director for Housing, Regeneration
and Public Realm in consultation with the Director of Law, Governance and
Elections to negotiate and agree the final detail in relation to these
amendments to the terms of the Development Agreement and lease with
RUSS and any further amendments going forwards.
505. Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan
The report was presented by Councillor Bell who received the congratulations
of the Mayor for producing such positive proposals. The Cabinet was also
addressed by a local Ward member, Councillor Mark Ingleby, who expressed
the hope that the new Local Plan would link to the vision.
Having considered an open officer report, and presentations by the Cabinet
Member for Housing & Planning, Councillor Paul Bell and a Ward Councillor,
the Mayor and Cabinet agreed that the modifications made to the policy text
outlined in the examiner’s report be accepted and the examiners
recommendation that the plan should proceed to a public referendum be
approved.
506. Review of Public Consultation Feedback & approval to adopt Catford Town
Centre Framework
The report was presented by Councillor Bell who received strong support from
Councillor Krupski on behalf of the Sustainable Development Select
Committee. Councillor Krupski said the proposals should serve as an
exemplar for future development projects and she praised the levels of
engagement which had taken place with stakeholders and the local
community.
Local Ward Member and Vice Chair of the Sustainable Development Select
Committee Councillor James Walsh added his support and thanked officers
for their hard work in producing proposals with a clear narrative,
Having considered an open officer report, and presentations by the Cabinet
Member for Housing & Planning, Councillor Paul Bell, the Chair of the
Sustainable Development Select Committee, Councillor Louise Krupski and
by Ward Councillor James Walsh, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set
out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that:
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(1) the content of the report and changes made to the draft Catford Town
Centre Framework as a result of the 12th November 2020 - 5th February
2021 period of public consultation be noted;
(2) the Catford Town Centre Framework be approved as part of the evidence
base for the LB Lewisham Local Plan.
(3) the Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm be
authorised to make final changes to the Catford Town Centre Framework
document.
(4) the Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm, in
consultation with the Executive Director for Corporate Services and with the
Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning be authorised to undertake all
steps to progress work needed to report back to Mayor and Cabinet on
potential delivery mechanisms for Council-owned sites – including potential
partnership approaches and approaches to funding and phasing;
(5) the Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm, in
consultation with the Executive Director for Corporate Services and with the
Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning be authorised to undertake all
steps to progress work needed to report back to Mayor and Cabinet on a
strategy for Civic Accommodation/the Catford Campus;
(6) the Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm, in
consultation with the Executive Director for Corporate Services and with
relevant Cabinet Members be authorised to continue to bid for external
funding opportunities where they arise to support essential investment in
Catford and enable the delivery of the aims of the Framework Plan (within the
current delegation framework);
(7) continued development of the scheme to re-align the South Circular road,
in order to enable the delivery of the aims of the Framework Plan, including
working with TfL to reach agreement on matters of technical detail and with
TfL and DfT in relation to funding be approved; and
(8) the Executive Director for Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm be
asked to produce a response to the views of the Sustainable Development
Select Committee for Mayoral consideration.
507. Catford Regeneration Partnership Business Plan 2020-23
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Housing & Planning, Councillor Paul Bell, the Mayor and Cabinet,
for the reasons set out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that:
(1) the 2020 - 23 Business Plan for the Catford Regeneration Partnership
Limited (CRPL) be approved;
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(2) the proposed budget to deliver the above business plan and that an
annual update will be provided to Mayor and Cabinet in line with the
Company’s Articles of Association be noted; and
(3) both the business plan and budget be submitted at the next available
Council meeting to be endorsed.
508. Financial Monitoring Report 2021/22 Period 2
Councillor De Ryk confirmed there had been a £20.2M overspend related to
Covid measures and a £8.9M overspend from other sectors, mainly Adult
Social Care and Children Social Care. She recommended prudential
borrowing of £5M at an interest rate of £150k per year.
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Finance and Resources, Councillor Amanda De Ryk, the Mayor
and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that:
(1) the current financial forecasts for the year ending 31 March 2022 be noted
and Executive Directors be requested to continue to work in bringing forward
action plans to manage down budget pressures within their directorates;
(2) £5m of prudential borrowing be approved for the purposes set out in
section 16 and in agreeing the revenue impact of this borrowing of £150k per
annum be noted with the associated funding identified during the Council’s
Medium Term Financial planning process; and
(3) the overall position of the Capital Programme budget set out in section 16
with further details attached at appendices 4 to 6 be noted.
509. Medium Term Financial Strategy
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Finance and Resources, Councillor Amanda De Ryk, the Mayor
and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that
(1) the risks with regards to current year financial cuts, Covid and the
uncertainty of future government funding; and the potential for this to impact
negatively on the cuts levels required for 2022/23 be noted;
(2) the 2022/23 to 2025/26 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) and
outline approach being taken to identify cuts proposals required to meet the
remaining estimated budget gap of £26m over the next four years be
approved; and
(3) the timetable for bringing forward cuts proposals and building the 2022/23
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budget to Council in February/March 2022 be approved.
510. Public Realm Framework Contract
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Deputy
Mayor, Councillor Brenda Dacres, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set
out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that a new procurement of a new Public Realm Framework
Contract, for a fixed period of 4 years at an estimated cost of £2 million be
approved.
511. Building for Lewisham Enabling Works (part 1)
Having considered an open and a confidential officer report, and a
presentation by the Cabinet Member for Housing & Planning, Councillor Paul
Bell, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by a
vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that
(1) the budget secured through the GLA Small Sites Small Builders (SSSB)
grant programme, to proceed with enabling works on the Valentines Court site
be approved;
(2) the budget secured through the GLA Small Sites Small Builders (SSSB)
grant programme be used to proceed with enabling works on the Dacres
Road site, noting this site is currently under review, except the area where the
garages are currently sited, which is proceeding;
(3) the budget secured through the GLA Small Sites Small Builders (SSSB)
grant programme be used to proceed with enabling works on the Walsham
House site (previously allocated to the Eddystone Tower site);
(4) subject to planning permission being granted, Lewisham Homes, as the
Council’s development partner, be authorised to appoint a contractor to
undertake the necessary demolition as part of the enabling works for the
Valentines Court site;
(5) subject to planning permission being granted, Lewisham Homes, as the
Council’s development partner, be authorised to appoint a contractor to
undertake the necessary demolition of the existing garages as part of the
enabling works for the Dacres Road site;
(6) subject to planning permission being granted, Lewisham Homes, as the
development partner, be authorised to appoint a contractor to
undertake the necessary demolition as part of the enabling works for the
Walsham House site; and
(7) the budgets relating to recommendations 1 to 3 above be approved for the
sums stated in the confidential report
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512. Besson Street Approval of Business Plan (part 1)
Having considered an open and a confidential officer report, and a
presentation by the Cabinet Member for Housing & Planning, Councillor Paul
Bell, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by a
vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that:
(1) the fourth annual Besson Street Business Plan attached as Appendix A to
the Part 2 report be approved; and
(2) authority be delegated to the Executive Director for Corporate Resources
and Executive Director for Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm to
implement the Besson Street Business Plan once finalised.
513. Emission Based Short Stay Parking and Motorcycle Parking Charges
The report was presented by the Deputy Mayor who confirmed there would be
a 12 week consultation period on the charging proposals. Councillor Louise
Krupski presented the supportive views of her Select Committee.
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Deputy
Mayor, Councillor Brenda Dacres and the Chair of the Sustainable Select
Committee, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and
by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that:
(1) the introduction of emission-based short-stay parking charges to align with
all other permits currently issued throughout the borough be approved,
subject to statutory consultation via the Traffic Management Order process;
(2) a public consultation regarding the introduction of motorcycle parking
charges take place in August 2021 for 12 weeks;
(3) the results of the consultation (and any objections) be delegated to the
Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration and the Public Realm for sign off
and implementation.
(4) a requirement for motorcycles to hold a valid permit to park in any permit
holder bay, which will be charged based on emissions be approved, subject to
public consultation;
(5) a requirement for visitors travelling by motorcycle to display either a visitor
permit under the current charging system when visiting friends and family, or
purchase a cashless parking session when parked in short-stay bays, which
will be charged based on emissions be approved, subject to public
consultation; and
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(6) moving to a fully cashless system for short-stay parking within the borough
be approved; and
(7) the Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm be
asked to prepare a response to the Sustainable Development Select
Committee for Mayoral consideration.
514. Waste Strategy
The report was presented by the Deputy Mayor who underlined the Council’s
commitment to be a Carbon Neutral Borough by 2030. She was followed by
Councillor Louise Krupski who presented the wide ranging views of her Select
Committee.
Having considered an open officer report, and presentations by the Deputy
Mayor, Councillor Brenda Dacres, and the Chair of the Sustainable Select
Committee, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and
by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that:
(1) the commencement of the 12 week public consultation be approved and
that proposals outlined for the next 10 years of Lewisham’s Waste Strategy be
considered;
(2) the Executive Director for Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm be
asked to prepare a response to the views of the Sustainable Development
Select Committee for Mayoral consideration.
515. Business Case and Procurement Strategy for Young People's Sexual Health
and Substance Misuse Services
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Children’s Services and School Performance, Councillor Chris
Barnham, the Mayor and Cabinet , for the reasons set out in the report and by
a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that agreed that the commencement of the procurement of a new
Young People’s Substance Misuse and Sexual Health Service be approved
with a contract is expected to commence on the 1st April 2022 for a period of
three years, with an option to extend for an additional 1 + 1 years and that the
maximum annual budget available is £452,000.
516. Corporate Energy Contracts
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Finance and Resources, Councillor Amanda De Ryk, the Mayor
and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that
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(1) the Executive Director for Corporate Resources be authorised to approve
the procurement route of the energy contracts; and
(2) the Executive Director for Corporate Resources be authorised to approve
the award of energy contracts to the the winning provider following a
procurement process under a public sector framework agreement.
517. LGSCO public report into complaint about Children's Social Care
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Childrens Services and School Performance, Councillor Chris
Barnham, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by
a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that the contents of the report (Appendix 1) and the responses to
LGSCO recommendations, set out in the action plan (Appendix 2) be noted.
518. Statutory Proposal to close St Mary Magdalen's Catholic Primary School
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Childrens Services and School Performance, Councillor Chris
Barnham, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by
a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that
(1) St Mary Magdalen’s Catholic Primary School be closed with an
implementation date of 31 December 2021; and
(2) officers work with the affected pupils and parents along with the School,
Governing Body and Archdiocese to ensure that all displaced pupils are found
suitable school places elsewhere.
519. Updated Determined Admissions Arrangements in line with new DfE
Admissions Code 2021
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Childrens Services and School Performance, Councillor Chris
Barnham, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set out in the report and by
a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that
(1) the changes necessary as a result of the new School Admissions Code
2021 be accepted;
(2) the updated admissions arrangements for community schools for 2021/22
as set out in Appendix 1 be approved
(3) updated admissions arrangements for community schools for 2022/23 as
set out in Appendix 2 be approved.
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520. Textile collection bring bank service
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Deputy
Mayor, Councillor Brenda Dacres, the Mayor and Cabinet, for the reasons set
out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that:
(1) the procurement of a framework agreement for the provision of a textile
bring bank service for a period of 3 years with the option to extend for a period
of up to 1 year at an estimated value of £1,341,419 be approved; and
(2) an extension of the call-off contract with LM Barry for a period of six
months, whilst the Council procures a new framework agreement.
521. New Parking Enforcement arrangements on Lewisham Homes and RB3
managed Housing Estates
Having considered an open officer report, and a presentation by the Cabinet
Member for Housing & Planning, Councillor Paul Bell, the Mayor and Cabinet,
for the reasons set out in the report and by a vote of 3-0:
RESOLVED that
(1) the review underway of parking arrangements on Council owned Housing
Estates be noted, and the introduction of TMO’s (Traffic Management Orders)
for the purpose of managing and enforcing parking on housing land, including
existing Housing Estate parking sites and additional new sites where new
build developments are being constructed by Lewisham Homes be approved
in principle; and
(2) authority be delegated to the Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration
and the Public Realm to agree the draft scheme designs as set out;
(3) statutory consultation be carried out with secure tenants under Section
105 of the Housing Act 1985 and non-statutory consultation with leaseholders
regarding the proposed changes, with the results of that consultation be
reported back to Mayor & Cabinet for consideration prior to a final decision on
the introduction of TMO’s being made; and
(4) subject to the changes going ahead, a review of the parking charges for
current housing sites within the first year of implementation of the new parking
arrangements, the results of which will then be reported to a future meeting of
Mayor and Cabinet to sign off the review and agree the recommendations for
a new charging structure be approved in principle.
522. Exclusion of the Press and Public
RESOLVED that in accordance with Regulation 4(2)(b) of the Local
Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to
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Information)(England) Regulations 2012 and under Section 100(A)(4) of the
Local Government Act 1972, the press and public be excluded from the
meeting for the following items of business on the grounds that they involve
the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraph 3 of Part 1
of Schedule 12(A) of the Act, and the public interest in maintaining the
exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.
25. Building for Lewisham Enabling Works part 2
26. Besson Street Approval of Business Plan part 2
523. Building for Lewisham Enabling Works (part 2) relates to Item 13 in part 1
The report was considered in conjunction with the Part 1 report on the
agenda.
524. Besson Street Approval of Business Plan (part 2) relates to Item 14 in part 1
The report was considered in conjunction with the Part 1 report on the
agenda.
The meeting closed at 7.19pm
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Agenda Item 3
MAYOR AND CABINET
Report Title

Report Back on Matters Raised by the Overview and Scrutiny Business
Panel or other Constitutional bodies

Key Decision

No

Item No.

Ward
Contributors

Head of Business & Committee

Class

Open

Date: September 14 2021

Purpose of Report
To consider responses to matters previously raised by Select Committees.
3.1

Response to Sustainable Development Select Committee - railway
children urban national park - environmental protection and
Neighbourhood Plans

3.2

Response to Housing Select Committee in-depth review on
engagement in housing development

Page
16
541
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Chief Officer Confirmation of Report Submission
Cabinet Member Confirmation of Briefing
Report for: Full Council
Mayor and Cabinet
Mayor and Cabinet (Contracts)
Executive Director
Information
Date of Meeting
Title of Report

Part 1

Part 2

X

X

Key Decision

25th August 2021
Response to Sustainable Development Select Committee railway children urban national park - environmental protection
and neighbourhood plans

Originator of Report

Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration
and Environment
At the time of submission for the Agenda, I confirm that the report has:
Category
Yes
Financial Comments from Exec Director for Resources
Legal Comments from the Head of Law
Crime & Disorder Implications
Environmental Implications
Equality Implications/Impact Assessment (as appropriate)
Confirmed Adherence to Budget & Policy Framework
Risk Assessment Comments (as appropriate)
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Outline and recommendations
This report addresses a number of outstanding scrutiny matters and provides a
response to Mayor and Cabinet. The report covers officer’s responses to comments
made by Sustainable Development Select Committee on the railway children urban
national park - environmental protection and neighbourhood plans – 16th September
2020.
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1. Summary
1.1.

On Tuesday 15 September 2020, the Sustainable Development Select
Committee considered a submission from Councillor Ingleby on the Comments
of the Sustainable Development Select Committee on the railway children
urban national park - environmental protection and neighbourhood plans (link to
the agenda and webcast for the Committee's meeting on 15 September). This
report covers officers responses to the Sustainable Development Select
Committee’s referal to Mayor and Cabinet on the railway children urban national
park - environmental protection and neighbourhood plans – 16th September
2020.

2. Recommendation
2.1.

Mayor and Cabinet is recommended to approved the officers response and
report to the Sustainable Development Select Committee.

3. Sustainable Development Select Committee views
Recommendation 1: Hither Green sidings SINC case study
3.1.

The Committee recommends that the Council should update 2015/2016 site of
importance for nature conservation (SINC) review with a biodiversity action plan
to include the priority habitats of wet-woodland for Hither Green Sidings SINC in
time for its inclusion in the Local Plan.
Recommendation 2. Woodland and area tree protection orders

3.2.

The Committee recommends putting in place a woodland TPO in the enclosed
area inside the Nature Reserve *(this a privately owned site in the south east
corner of the nature reserve adjoing Railway Children Walk)*, to ensure the
many saplings and young trees are given a chance to succeed into a mature
woodland; and an area TPO on the triangular site behind the Ringway Centre
to protect the established trees amongst the mosaic scrubland, to avoid the
extinction of habitats and species across Grove Park Nature Reserve SINC as
well as – especially in their subsequent recording in the Local Plan – making it
clear that ecological lapses will not be tolerated and underlining the strength of
the ecological corridor and its role in establishing an Urban National Park.
Recommendation 3: Protection of ecological corridor along railway line from
South Circular to Chinbrook Meadows and the borough boundary

3.3.

The Committee recommends that a survey for the implementation of a Site of
Metropolitan Importance (SMI) be carried out along the entire corridor to protect
wet woodland, chalk grassland, rivers, ponds and ancient woodland and all
other green sites.
Recommendation 4: Delay in the Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan examination
date.

3.4.

The Committee recommends that the Council should agree re-designation
immediately and set date for examination for the Grove Park Neighbourhood
Plan to gain material weight.
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4. Officers response
Recommendation 1: Hither Green sidings SINC case study
4.1.

Further to the 2015/2016 SINC evidence report, London Wildlife Trust was
commissioned by the council to undertake a focused SINC review on the land
discussed. The completed report recognises the wet woodland and will provide
an updated citation for Hither Green Sidings SINC which will also be provided to
GiGL. This will ensure the latest evidence of habitats are formally recorded.
Given the quality of the report, this will be added to the Council’s evidence base
documents to supplement the existing SINC review. It should be noted that the
report concludes that the wet woodland habitat does not have the necessary
conditions or species composition to fulfill the criteria of the Wet Woodland
priority habitat typologies which would make it of value in a London context. It
has been determined to be ‘at best of Borough or Local importance’.
Recommendation 2. Woodland and area tree protection orders

4.2.

Following the due process to make a Tree Preservation Order (TPO), an area
TPO was confirmed by the Council in March 2021 for the land identified in
Recommendation 2.
Recommendation 3: Protection of ecological corridor along railway line from
South Circular to Chinbrook Meadows and the borough boundary

4.3.

The requested survey has now been completed, undertaken by the London
Wildlife Trust to determine if Hither Green Sidings SINC together with the
surrounding SINCs and open spaces meet the criteria of Metropolitan SINC.
The report concluded that the Hither Green SINC land does not meet
metropolitan status and that as a group of sites, further evidence would be
needed to ascertain if this group meets metropolitan status. This corridor does
however have one of the strongest possible planning protections from
inappropriate development via the designation of the land as MOL which is
equivalent to Green Belt. The designation of the corridor as Metropolitan SINC
does not automatically protect ecology but is a consideration if and when a
planning application is submitted. Officers are considering the designation of
the land as Local Green Space, in accordance with the outcome of the
Neighbourhood Planning Inquiry. This would be included in the next iteration of
the draft local plan.
Recommendation 4: Delay in the Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan examination
date.

4.4.

At its meeting on 14th July 2021 Mayor and Cabinet agreed to accept the
modifications made to the policy text as outlined in the examiner’s report and
approve the examiners recommendation that the plan should proceed to a
public referendum. The public referendum is scheduled for August 2021.

5. Financial implications
5.1.

There are no additional financial implications arising from the implementation of
the recommendations in this report. As stated in the July report, the Council’s
Electoral Services team has provided an estimated cost of undertaking the
public referendum. This was costed at approximately £30k and will be covered
by existing service budgets.
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6. Legal implications
6.1.

There are no legal implications arising from this report.

7. Equalities implications
7.1.

The Equality Act 2010 (the Act) introduced a public sector equality duty (the
equality duty or the duty). It covers the following protected characteristics: age,
disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

7.2.

In summary, the Council must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard
to the need to:


7.3.

eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and
other conduct prohibited by the Act.
 advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
 foster good relations between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
There are no direct equalities implications arising from this report.

8. Climate change and environmental implications
8.1.

The positive and proactive work that the Council is undertaken with support
from our neighbourhood groups is protecting the borough’s green infrstructure
and thus supporting the Council’s response to the climate emergency.

9. Crime and disorder implications
9.1.

10.

There are no direct crime and disorder implications arising from the
implementation of the recommendations in this report.

Health and wellbeing implications

10.1. There are no direct health and wellbeing implications arising from the
implementation of the recommendations in this report.

11.

Report author and contact

11.1. David Syme, Head of Strategic Planning, David.Syme@Lewisham.gov.uk
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Outline and recommendations
Mayor and Cabinet to consider the officer response to the 12 recommendations made by
the Housing Select Committee following the committee’s review of resident engagement in
housing development.
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Timeline of engagement and decision-making
Housing Select Committee, 30 January 2020 – Resident engagement in housing
development: Summary of evidence

1. Summary
1.1.

At its meeting of 30 January 2020, Housing Select Committee presented a summary of
their review of resident engagement in housing development.

1.2.

The committee noted that from the evidence that they had gathered as part of their
work that commenced in June 2019, there was already a number of examples of good
practice across the Borough.

1.3.

The committee considered that there was an opportunity to implement new practices to
build on the good work that was already developed and made 12 recommendations to
further improve resident consultation.

1.4.

This report sets out those 12 recommendations and the officers’ response.

2. Recommendations
It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet:
2.1.

Consider the officer response to the 12 recommendations made by the Housing Select
Committee following the committee’s review of resident engagement in housing
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development.

3. Policy Context
Housing
3.1.

The Council’s Corporate Strategy (2018-2022) outlines the Councils vision to deliver
for residents over the next four years. Building on Lewisham’s historic values of
fairness, equality and putting our community at the heart of everything we do, the
Council will create deliverable policies underpinned by a desire to promote vibrant
communities, champion local diversity and promote social, economic and
environmental sustainability. Delivering this strategy includes the following priority
outcomes that relate to the provision of new affordable homes:
 Tackling the Housing Crisis – Providing a decent and secure home for everyone.
 Building an Inclusive local economy – Ensuring every resident can access highquality job opportunities, with decent pay and security in our thriving and inclusive
local economy.
 Building Safer Communities – Ensuring every resident feels safe and secure living
here as we work together towards a borough free from fear of crime.

3.1.

Lewisham’s Housing Strategy (2020-2026), includes the following themes that relate to
the provision of new affordable homes:
1. delivering the homes that Lewisham needs.
2. preventing homelessness and meeting housing need.
3. improving the quality, standard and safety of housing.
4. supporting our residents to live safe, independent and active lives.
5. strengthening communities and embracing diversity.

4. Background
4.1.

In June 2019 the Housing Select Committee agreed to carry out an in-depth review of
resident engagement in housing development.

4.2.

The aims of the review were to consider how Lewisham Council and its housing
partners engage with communities around the process of regeneration and housing
development; what has been learned from previous engagement activity; how ‘seldom
heard’ groups and other local stakeholders, including TRAs, are engaged on housing
development; and what could be learned from other local authorities.

4.3.

Given that the Council and its delivery partner Lewisham Homes are working on the
Building for Lewisham Programme to deliver new, genuinely affordable, Council owned
homes, the committee agreed that it would be an appropriate time to review current
practice in order to support the Council to achieve its strategic objectives.

4.4.

The committee considered a wide range of information during the course of the review
through public engagement workshops, evidence sessions with subject experts, and
meetings with other local authorities.

4.5.

In the committees’ report of January 2020, they noted that from the evidence provided
that there was already a number of examples of good practice on resident engagement
emerging in Lewisham – particularly new initiatives to increase engagement with so
called ‘seldom heard’ groups. The committee has also been reassured by evidence
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from officers from the Council and Lewisham Homes that plans for future resident
engagement are in line with best practice.
4.6.

Whilst the committee had evidence of good practice, there is always room for
improvement and so the committee made a number of specific recommendations to
build on the good work.

4.7.

The report of January 2020 preceded the pandemic and the additional challenges that
lockdown has brought for officers and residents to engage. Officers across the Council
and Lewisham Homes have used innovative approaches to continue to engage with
residents during the period where traditional forms of engagement have not been
possible.

5. HSC recommendations and officer responses
5.1.

In its report of January 2020, the Housing Select Committee made 12
recommendations to continue to improve resident engagement on housing
development schemes. These recommendations and officer responses are outlined in
paragraphs 5.2 to 5.13:

Recommendation 1
5.2.

Early resident engagement should include detailed stakeholder mapping and early
engagement of local leaders, community groups and local service providers in order to
identify local issues and opposition, hard-to-reach residents, and engagement
preferences and opportunities.
Stakeholder mapping has been implemented for all potential schemes from the outset.
The Lewisham Homes Development team develop the stakeholder map at the outset
of the project, from discussions with Ward Councillors, the Lewisham Homes
stakeholder project team which includes the caretaking and housing management
officers and a walk and talk on the estate with residents, a survey and door knocking.
The survey enabled residents to provide their preferences for days of the week and
times for engagement and consultation activities and preferred methods. This identified
the residents who do not have access to the internet so that individual needs could be
met. The survey, followed up by door knocking, enabled residents at the outset of the
project to provide their key design priorities for review by the project team and
architects. This was followed up with a meeting where residents met the architects and
gave further insight to their community and design requirements.
The Lewisham Homes resident database is also reviewed, to further understand more
about the community and the consultation needs. From this Lewisham Homes have
been able to identify the demographics of people living on the estates and surrounding
areas and have tailored engagement to suit individual needs. For example, Lewisham
Homes have offered translation services for people where English is not their first
language and telephone contact alongside paper documents or 1-2-1 home visits are
provided.
All communication is sent to a wide radius area to invite the community to get involved
in a method of their preference. This can be through 1-2-1 meetings (online or in
person), online Zoom meetings, Commonplace dedicated web page commenting,
paper surveys and questionnaires.
Through early engagement residents have been listened to and have been able to
provide feedback on current issues they have on their estate such as lack of
refuse/recycling facilities and lack of bicycle storage.This feedback has then been
considered and has helped to shape design proposals before planning applications are
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submitted.
All stakeholder maps have contact details of local Councillors and MP’s for the Ward
each estate is located in, with Ward Councillor briefings held by Lewisham Homes on a
quarterly basis or more frequent if required
Lewisham Homes have a communication consultant for the majority of schemes who
they collaborate with to identify key community groups and political stakeholders and
develop an independent Statement of Community Involvement for each scheme.
The impact of Covid 19 and lockdowns has meant that Lewisham Homes have had to
limit in person community events. As an alternative, Lewisham Homes have offered to
engage with residents by holding webinars, speaking with residents on the telephone,
Zoom 1-2-1 meetings, hand delivering and distributing communication materials as
well as each site having a dedicated Commonplace website for the community to
provide comments. Where allowed as part of Government guidance, door knocking
and face to face events have taken place.
Through surveys and conversations with the community, it has been highlighted that
the majority of people’s engagement preferences is face-to-face. Lewisham Homes
have held successful estate pop up events with good attendance, but also providing an
interactive meeting online for people who feel more comfortable with this method of
responding to consultation. The community are encouraged to complete a survey
either in paper copy or online to give their feedback to design proposals.
Recommendation 2
5.3.

“Place attachment” – residents’ sense of local identity – should be analysed and taken
into account on larger-scale and complex projects.
Through consultations with residents i.e. through surveys and one to one
conversations Lewisham Homes and the Council have been able to capture what is
important to residents about their local area.
As an example, during a consultation event at Drakes Court, a resident advised:
"Drakes Court has a history. It was bombed in the war and rebuilt. It would be good to
have a plaque in memory of this". This feedback has been shared with the architects
who are looking in to how a memorial piece can be incorporated into the building or
landscape design.
As part of the development of the Heathside and Lethbridge estate, a local artist was
commissioned by Peabody Housing Association to produce a piece of public art.
Working closely with local residents it was decided that a new sundial commemorating
a local historic battle from 1497 - ‘The Battle of Deptford Bridge’ - would be built. It is
now the focal point of the public square provided alongside the new community centre,
nursery and café built as part of the scheme.
Through further consultations and engagement with residents the Council, Lewisham
Homes and housing association partners will be asking more questions focusing on
what can be done to support residents’ sense of local identity within the proposed
developments. Responses will be analysed by the community engagement team and
fed back to the design team.
The focus of large scale projects, such as the redevelopment of the Achilles Street
Estate is to allow existing residents to remain part of the community when the new
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homes are made available. The Council has committed to all residents who took part in
the ballot on the future of their estate, that they will have a new home available to them
on the rebuilt estate. As part of this commitment the Council will work closely with
residents regarding their preferences for their new homes which includes allocating
new homes close to current neighbours and support networks.
Lewisham Homes have developed with the Achilles Resident Steering Group (RSG) an
engagement programme, following training by an independent expert on various
engagement methods, so that residents could best determine what is suitable for their
community. The RSG then presented this back to their community in the form of an
online meeting, due to being in lockdown at the time, with positive feedback.
Lewisham Homes supported the RSG to engage with their community to develop the
Resident Design Charter following engagement activities with estate residents on what
design principles are important to them. This document was included in the
procurement tender pack for the selection of the architects and was followed up with a
walk around the estate and area with the architects upon selection.
The architects for the Achilles scheme and Lewisham Homes are working with the
RSG to hold a community event in the autumn to develop further with estate residents
the themes from the Resident Design Charter. In addition to this, workshops with
Deptford Green School children and Childeric Primary School children have been held
by the architects and Lewisham Homes to understand more about their views on local
identity and place attachment and it involved the school children interviewing local
businesses too.
At the the former Ladywell Leisure Centre development site Lewisham Homes held an
interactive in person workshop with involvement from the local St. Mary’s Lewisham C
Of E Primary School children and community residents. This was led by the architects
and local artitst Jake Sherwood. The community in the workshop developed a model of
the site and surrounding areas and gave local valuable insight into what would need to
be considered by the project team as important to local community needs.
Recommendation 3
5.4.

Early resident engagement should make the case for new homes as a social necessity
and highlight the potential benefits to the local area.
From the outset of engagement activities the Council and Lewisham Homes make it
clear the purpose of building new homes. The case is set out in all communication
materials that are shared with residents and stakeholders e.g. newsletters,
Commonplace website, surveys and information packs. Please refer to Appendix A
Elderton Road newsletter December 2020 as an example.
In this communication material we explain that housing is in short supply across
Lewisham and creating new homes is crucial to addressing the growing pressure on
the Council’s Housing Register.
In the published Residents Charter
(https://lewisham.gov.uk/inmyarea/regeneration/building-affordable-homes/theresident-charter-for-estate-regeneration), there is a guarantee to build an increased
amount of homes for social rent. The charter sets out the reason for this guarantee and
supports the case for new homes.
On individual schemes, the Council, Lewisham Homes and housing association
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partners highlight other benefits such as improved public realm.
Recommendation 4
5.5.

Plans for ongoing engagement and communications should be developed with the
involvement of residents and stakeholders, and feature a variety of involvement
structures, including at the design stage, based on residents’ engagement preferences.
For each Lewisham Homes development scheme there is a communication strategy
developed from the stakeholder map. For the Achilles estate, residents of the estate
were trained on community engagement and consultation by an Independent Expert
and following this they developed the Achilles commonplace website and newsletter
content is developed by the RSG and Lewisham Homes. A timeline of the project is
also developed at the design stage which is shared with residents and stakeholders to
view and to provide their opinions.
The first engagement survey for each community Lewisham Homes work with includes
a survey seeking their views on engagement preferences at the outset of the project,
This survey is provided in paper copy with a freepost envelope to residents and
residents are given the option to complete it online. Door knocking is carried out to
encourage residents to complete the survey. The results are analysed and preferences
of involvement are added to the stakeholder map for the Lewisham Homes
Development Engagement team to adhere to. Please see Appendix B for an example
survey.
Residents have commented to Lewisham Homes that the newsletters are useful
regular communications and recognise the Building for Lewisham branding on the front
of envelopes as important to open. Non resident leaseholders have commented they
are pleased the online meetings are continuing alongside in person events, as it
provides many with the opportunity to attend engagmenet activities even if not local, or
living in the UK.
From engagement activities, Lewisham Homes identified residents on the Achilles
estate who had an interest in more involvement. As such, theses residents had a
training programme from independent experts over 3 months to capacity build. These
residents became Communication and Design Champions, who with Lewisham Homes
jointly developed the Terms of Reference for the Achilles Resident Steering Group
(RSG). The Champions were also trained on how to engage others on their estate to
be involved, as such a youth representative was encouraged to take part and is now
the Vice Chair of the RSG.

Recommendation 5
5.6.

There should be different levels of engagement based on proximity to the
development, taking into account local geography, with the role of residents and
stakeholders in the process, and the key stages at which they can influence, made
clear from the start.
As above, there is a strategy on how to engage with different stakeholders for all of
the schemes which includes details of how stakeholders can influence at each key
stage. In the newsletters, that are also published on the commonplace website,
Lewisham Homes providetimelines showing the stages of the project and demonstrate
that the consultation has been meaningful by highlighting the feedback received and
how that feedback has been incorporated into the scheme. This is demonstrated in
Appendix C, Elderton Road July 21 newsletter. The Statement of Community
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Involvement also outlines clearly what feedback has been received and how this has
influenced design proposals and the co-design process.
All estate residents where development is being considered have been invited to
attend online and in person training by an independent Lewisham architect on design
stages, how to influence design, design policy and how to read architectural drawings
as part of Design and Communication Champion training. This has been attended by
over 25 residents so far with positive feedback. One of the feedback forms stated “it
was evident that an effort is being made to connect with residents and foster greater
inclusion with the development’ and another resident said ‘the Champions programme
empowers residents, promotes inclusion in community decision making and facilitates
positive change”.
Recommendation 6
5.7.

“Town-hall seminars”, bringing together councillors, officers, architects, and resident
groups to explore issues around development should be considered for larger-scale
and complex projects.
Due to Covid restrictions it has not been possible to have seminars in person, however
alternative methods have been found by having webinars with residents and online
design team meetings. Lewisham Homes have also held quarterly ward councillor
briefings to update on the development of the project including providing updates on
resident engagement.
With the easing of Covid restrictions we will be able to revert to ‘Town-hall seminars’
but will still provide the webinar option for residents who are shielding, who are
uncomfortable with meeting in person/in a group or now have a preference for the
online option.

Recommendation 7
5.8.

An engagement plan template should be developed for smaller and large-scale
projects.
As outlined in 4.5, there are engagement, consultation and communication strategies in
place for all schemes regardless of the size.
The communication, consultation and engagement strategies all differ depending on
the stakeholder map. However, they do all involve the Lewisham Homes Occupational
Health team and Lewisham Disabled People’s Chair as key stakeholders for review of
the accessible homes.
All of the Lewisham Homes schemes have a website on Commonplace. This website is
bespoke to each housing scheme and provides all correspondence to estate residents
and the wider community from the outset of the scheme, including newsletters. This
provides residents who move into estate void properties to ‘get up to speed’ on events
and involvement so far.
As part of the engagement strategy, this has involved where possible training residents
by an independent consultant on procurement to jointly select key project consultants.
The Ladywell Design and Communication Champions jointly procured and selected the
Landscape Architects with Lewisham Homes for the scheme, including the Champions
devising the tender questions and scoring matrix related to community engagement
and social value.
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Engagement with the community does not stop at the point for planning permission
being granted, Lewisham Homes continue to work with the community with Meet the
Contractor events, newsletters and attendance at TRA meetings to further shape the
process from when the new homes are completed and residents move in and integrate
with the existing community.
In addition to this, Lewisham Homes are working on developing with resident input a
revised approach to the Home User Guide. This Guide is to help residents know how to
operate items in their home, understand what is their responsibility and other key
information. Feedback from residents has suggested that information that has visual
aids is most helpful, such as a step by step video of how to operate the heating
controls, as such we are working on a project to develop this with residents.
Recommendation 8
5.9.

The Council and Lewisham Homes should work with other Council teams, external
partners and organisations, and local residents, to proactively identify and reach out to
hard-to-reach groups early on.
The Community Engagement team at Lewisham Homes have met with officers at
Southwark Council who are working on a similar programme of building new council
homes across the borough due to the extreme housing shortage. During the meetings
they discussed their methods on how to identify and reach seldom heard groups. They
do this by ensuring their engagement activities reflect the diversity of their estates
through profiling. Lewisham Homes have done this across all of the estates where
development is proposed by working with the housing management team and using in
house systems to support this.
Lewisham Homes also regularly meet with Tenants and Residents Associations and
existing local community groups to provide updates regarding the development of the
scheme who then communicate information to local residents who will then contact us
directly.

Recommendation 9
5.10.

Engagement methods for hard-to-reach groups should include making targeted
contact, specifically inviting attendance at engagement events, and community events
tailored to the interests and activities of the relevant hard-to-reach groups.
As well as sending invitations to consultation events, to maximise input, Lewisham
Homes make direct contact with residents who live on estates where the proposed
developments are taking place by contacting them on the telephone or by door
knocking when possible. This has proved to be effective for the Greystead Road
consultation event as residents were able to discuss their concerns/queries with
officers in advance and confirm their attendance. This contact also prompts residents
to refer to the communication material previously available so that they are fully
informed on the evolving plans. Through door knocking, Lewisham Homes has also
been able to identify where translated materials are required, but not previously known
and also develop engagement with younger residents.
Some of the young adults on the estates Lewisham Homes are working with have been
engaged through door knocking and grass roots engagement, as such some of these
residents are now working with Lewisham Homes on identifying opportunities for them
as part of the social value programme for work experience placements and local labour
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opportunities to work on the Building for Lewisham programme. One example of where
engagement has been successful in ensuring a long term legacy, is where a Lewisham
Homes resident was engaged about the Building for Lewisham programme and is now
employed on the Knapdale Close scheme as a traffic marshall. An interview with Chris
can be seen here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRN86CMZ8XA
Through surveys Lewisham Homes have managed to establish which residents have a
computer and which residents are IT confident. Some residents who live on the
Dacres Road estate disclosed that they were not comfortable using Zoom which
discouraged them from attending atraining workshop about design from an
independent architectearlier in the year. Subsequently Lewisham Homes arranged for
another workshop to take place on their estate in person in July 2021 which was well
attended.
Recommendation 10
5.11.

Independent advisors should be considered for major regeneration projects.
As part of the communication and engagement strategy for the Achilles Street
redevelopment, Lewisham Homes and the Achilles Resident Steering Group (RSG) are
currently jointly procuring an Independent Advisor (IA) who will provide information,
advice and support to estate residents. . This is of course to provide an option to
residents to talk to someone who is independent of Lewisham Homes and the Council.
The Achilles Tenants and Residents Association (TRA) is represented in the RSG.
Lewisham Homes set up a series of online meetings for the Achilles RSG with other
London Borough regeneration resident steering groups andtheir independent advisors
to enable sharing of information and lessons learnt, developing an understanding of the
Independent Advisor role and items they should consider for the brief.
In addition, the RSG jointly procured the Independent Chair for the Steering Group
meetings. Lewisham Homes has also employed TPAS (Tenant Participation Advisory
Service) to train the RSG members.

Recommendation 11
5.12.

Engagement activity should be monitored and data collected – particularly on
engagement with young people and residents who have not been engaged with before.
As part of the management of projects, the Council, Lewisham Homes and our other
housing partners record data from the various engagement events and contacts that is
GDPR compliant. This data is used to keep engaged stakeholders informed of
progress and also to identify those stakeholders who are seldom heard.
In May 2020 Lewisham Homes held an animation project to engage the younger
people living on the Achilles Street estate during Covid19 lockdown. Some of the
young residents were feeling confined in their homes by the lockdown, but Lewisham
Homes engagement team heard from calls to the estate residents at the time that they
enjoyed drawing as a way of reducing their anxiety. The aim of this project was for
young people to work with an animator employed by Lewisham Homes to teach the
young residents how to story board and create an animation of what the regeneration
story is so far on the estate and also what is important to them as part of the
regeneration. This animation was shown to the Lewisham Young Mayor, Councillors,
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estate residents and the architects. The four young residents aged from 6-16 years old
turned their vision in to an excellent animation, with narration by some of the group
that is published online. This can be viewed at
https://www.lewishamhomes.org.uk/achilles-estate-young-peoples-animation-project/
or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auQn_mDku0s
Recommendation 12
5.13.

Residents should be involved in evaluating engagement plans.

For the Achilles Street estate redevelopment the Resident Steering Group (RSG) has
been developing together with Lewisham Homes engagement team the engagement
plan. A key item that came out of the engagement plan, was the need to ensure that the
RSG meetings are transparent, as such the minutes are on the Commonplace website
so that all in the community can know what is discussed and also add comments
through the Commonplace portal of items they would like the RSG to cover in future
meetings. The RSG are also involved in selecting the communications consultant team
who will support the engagement proposals and get the wider community involved in the
project.
Feedback was given to the engagement proposals for Valentines Court that there is a
preference for an ‘in person’ event to be extended further into the evening to
accommodate people who have family/work commitments. This has been implemented.

6. Conclusion
6.1.

The Building for Lewisham programme is delivering modern, genuinely affordable, new
homes. These homes will be available to residents on the Housing Register – residents
that would otherwise be homeless or in need of a new home that meets their assessed
needs. The potential impact on residents who live on or near the sites being developed
for new homes is not underestimated.

6.2.

The Council, Lewisham Homes and other housing partners have been leading the way
on resident engagement over many years. The Council carried out a resident ballot on
redevelopment proposals for the Excalibur estate years before the GLA requirement to
ballot residents, a Resident Charter for Estate Regeneration has been adopted, there
has been a successful outcome to the Achilles Street estate ballot and officers have
adapted to the additional challenges from the pandemic to continue to engage with our
residents.

6.3.

Lewisham Homes are considering recommendations from the Social Housing White
Paper, The Charter for Social Housing Residents and other approaches to
engagement in partnership with community groups.

6.4.

Officers want to continue to develop and improve on how we engage with residents
before, during and after housing development and thank the Housing Select
Committee for their research and subsequent recommendations.

6.5.

As set out in this report, officers have considered the 12 recommendations made by
the committee and responded on what has already been actioned and what is shortly
to be actioned.

7. Financial implications
7.1.

There are no direct financial implications arising from the implementation of the
recommendations in this report.
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8. Legal implications
8.1.

There are no direct legal implications arising from the implementation of the
recommendations in this report.

9. Equalities implications
9.1.

Equality Act 2010 brought together all previous equality legislation in England,
Scotland and Wales. The Act included a new public sector equality duty, replacing the
separate duties relating to race, disability and gender equality. The duty came into
force on 6 April 2011. It covers the following nine protected characteristics: age,
disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

9.2.

The Council must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to:
 eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act
 advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic
and those who do not.
 foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those
who do not.

10.

Climate change and environmental implications

10.1.

There are no direct climate change or environmental implications arising from the
implementation of the recommendations in this report.

11.

Crime and disorder implications

11.1.

There are no crime and disorder implications arising from this report.

12.

Health and wellbeing implications

12.1.

There are no direct health and wellbeing implications arising from this report.

13.

Background papers

13.1.

More information on the previous Mayor and Cabinet and Housing Select Committee
reports are available on the Council’s website at
https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/

14.

Report author and contact
James Ringwood - Senior Development & Land Manager
020 8314 7944 - James.ringwood@lewisham.org.uk

15. Comments for and on behalf of the Executive Director for
Corporate Resources
Tony Riordan – Principle Accountant
0208 314 6854 – Tony.Riordan@lewisham.gov.uk
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16. Comments for and on behalf of the Director of Law,
Governance and HR
Len Tribe - Senior Lawyer
0208 314 7820 – Len.Tribe@lewisham.gov.uk
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ELDERTON ROAD NEWSLETTER
DECEMBER 2020
HAVE YOUR SAY – UPDATE ON POTENTIAL
NEW HOUSING ON YOUR ESTATE
Dear Resident,
Housing is in short supply across Lewisham
and creating new council homes is crucial to
addressing the growing pressure on Lewisham
Council’s waiting list. Some 2,300 Lewisham
families are currently living in temporary
accommodation, of which over 700 people
stay in nightly paid accommodation.
To help combat this problem, we have identified
a number of sites across the borough as
potentially suitable for development, including
the council owned garages on Elderton Road,
opposite the block of flats 18-28 Elderton Road.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Community involvement from the early stages is
important to Lewisham Homes when exploring
potential for new housing development. Thank
you to all who have given their input so far.
On 18 February 2020 we held a walk around the
site with residents who live on Elderton Road
and a drop-in event in Sydenham Library for the
community on the same day. At these events
residents of Elderton Road and surrounding
streets were invited to meet the architect
Stephen Taylor and members of Lewisham
Homes housing development project team, and
to give you the opportunity to share your views
so that they can be taken into account when
developing potential plans for new housing on
the garage site. We received some really useful
feedback from residents during the event which
we have fully taken on board.

PLEASE GET IN TOUCH
New Initiatives Team
Lewisham Homes
newinitiatives@lewishamhomes.org.uk
07851 258 652
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ELDERTON ROAD NEWSLETTER
DECEMBER 2020
We also received feedback on the Elderton
Road Commonplace web page that we have
considered to help shape designs.
You can view feedback that has been received
at eldertonroad.commonplace.is, on the
communications page. Below is a summary of
the feedback you shared with us:
•

Consider improving the current issues
with fly-tipping, street lighting and general
condition of the street

•

The current garages serve little purpose,
are a popular dumping ground and attract
antisocial behaviour which is not good for the
community.

•

Consider other vacant areas that could be
used to build the housing that is needed.

•

Consider providing trees on the street.

•

Consider minimising noise during the build of
new housing.

•

Consider what the parking arrangements will
be for any new housing.

•

Consider how the street will be used
by contractors and residents during
development works.

housing development and further investigation
of the site itself, which has been delayed due to
Covid19 lockdowns.

WHAT NEXT?
We are still in the very early stages of this
scheme and the plans for development have
not been finalised.

PROPOSAL FOR THE GARAGE SITE

If the analysis of the site determines that it is
financially viable to build new council housing
on the garage site, we will be inviting you to
another event to see some early designs and
for you to share your views. Please also check
the commonplace website at eldertonroad.
commonplace.is for regular updates.

From considering the community feedback,
an early indication is that potentially between
three and five flats could be built on the garage
site for much needed council housing. We are
investigating the cost of this proposal to see if
it is viable as part of exploring the potential for

PLEASE GET IN TOUCH
New Initiatives Team
Lewisham Homes
newinitiatives@lewishamhomes.org.uk
07851 258 652
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ELDERTON ROAD NEWSLETTER
DECEMBER 2020
CONTACT US

IN THE MEANTIME, WE STILL
WANT TO HEAR YOUR VIEWS.
We are committed to ensuring residents are
involved from the early stages of exploring
opportunities and want your opinions to
shape the potential of any future development.
There are various ways that you can give your
valuable local knowledge and input to the
project team and architects: Please see to the
right, various ways you can share with us
your comments and suggestions.

Commonplace Elderton Road web page
eldertonroad.commonplace.is

newinitiatives@lewishamhomes.org.uk

THE PROJECT TEAM
New Initiatives Manager - Nick Sills
07719 554 193

Nick Sills
New Initiatives
Manager

If you prefer communication in another
language other than English, please email
us at newinitiatives@lewishamhomes.org.uk
or call Dominique 07719 527 807

Dominique Stephenson
Community
Engagement Officer

PLEASE GET IN TOUCH
New Initiatives Team
Lewisham Homes
newinitiatives@lewishamhomes.org.uk
07851 258 652
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ELDERTON ROAD NEWSLETTER
DECEMBER 2020

newinitiatives@
lewishamhomes.org.uk

eldertonroad.commonplace.is

PLEASE GET IN TOUCH
New Initiatives Team
Lewisham Homes
newinitiatives@lewishamhomes.org.uk
07851 258 652
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ACHILLES STREET NEWSLETTER
VALENTINES
INFILL DEVELOPMENT
JUNE 2020

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR YOUR VIEWS
areas. The Resident Steering Group will be
REGENERATION
We would
like to hear more aboutUPDATE
your estate and your views on the potentialinvolved
for new housing
to be developed
in parts
of ValentineYou
Court.can
This
in choosing
the
architect.

survey will provide Lewisham Homes New Initiatives team with an insight into
yourdetails
estate andon
whathow
improvements
youpart
wouldof
likethis
to see.group
Your views
find
to be a
In light so
ofwethe
and
the
are important,
haveglobal
prepared pandemic
a short survey for
you all
to complete.
later in this newsletter.

uncertainty within normal life, we wanted
youhave
all on
what’s
The to
Newupdate
Initiatives team
sourced
a varietyhappening
of training, workwith
experience and job opportunities available for residents. The survey also seeks to
SECTION 105 CONSULTATION
of the
Achilles
area.
knowthe
if anyregeneration
residents are interested
in knowing
more Street
about these.
Despite the current lockdown situation,
YourLewisham
comments on this
survey will
be treated
as confidential.
Homes
and
Lewisham
Council are Under Section 105 of the Housing Act 1985,
the council has a legal obligation to consult
pleased to say we are still moving forward
with
secure tenants
on matters of housing
the regeneration
of theinto
estate
as draw
voted
All with
completed
surveys will be entered
a prize
for £40
of Sainsbury’s
vouchers.
management,
such
as
future demolition of
for by residents.
properties let by the council. The Section
Please complete and return this survey in the pre-paid envelope
Please provide your details – These details will be held for the purposes
105
consultation
the Achilles
Street
Theornext
exciting
step is to appoint an by
provided
online at
https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/S6YG1Q/
of
community
involvementfor
in development
proposals
and ensuring
proposals
has been
conducted
Lewisham
architect
to develop detailed designs for the community
6 November
2020.
investment
is provided
by Lewisham by
Homes.
GDPR
Council
results
were
considered
by in
new homes, commercial and landscaped
requires
dataand
to be the
retained
for as long
as required
for the purpose
the Mayor
and Cabinet
10 June
The Community Engagement team are available for assistance in
which
it was collected.
We will only on
use your
personal2020.
information to
completing this survey. If you have any questions about this survey or
would like a copy of the survey in another language or format, please
email newinitiatives@lewishamhomes.org.uk or call Alicia Lidbury,
Community Engagement Manager on 07851 258 652.

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Postcode:

collate your views for regenerating the estate, all personal information
provided to us with be processed online with our privacy policy at
https://www.lewishamhomes.org.uk/site/privacypolicy/

Email:

ABOUT YOUR HOME
1. Are you a (tick one only please):
Council tenant

3. Do you or any member of your household have any specific housing
needs because of a disability or mobility issue?
YES (if yes please give details in the block below)

Leaseholder

NO

Private tenant
2. Is the size of your home right for your family/you?
YES

NO (if no, tell us why in the box below)

4. Do you have children (16 years old and under) living in your home?
YES (if yes, what school do they attend? )

PLEASE GET
IN TOUCH

New Initiatives Team
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NO

VALENTINES COURT ESTATE INFILL DEVELOPMENT SURVEY
YOUR ESTATE
5. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly
agree

Agree

Parking on the estate is difficult at school run time when people that do not live on the
estate park here
There is not a secure location to put my bicycle on the estate as I am not allowed it in the
communal hallways due to being a fire hazard
There is antisocial behaviour on the estate
The recycling and refuse areas could be improved
The estate could be improved with better landscaping and planting
The paving and accessibility on the estate could be improved
Please provide more information to explain your choices above:

6. What current issues on the estate should be addressed?

7. What do you think of the proposal of new infill housing on the estate?

8. Is there anything else you would like the architects to be know?

9. Please tell us more about how your green spaces are currently used and by what age groups.
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Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

VALENTINES COURT ESTATE INFILL DEVELOPMENT SURVEY
10. What age groups should be provided for as part of new play space provision? Please tick as appropriate
0-5

6-10

11- 14

15 plus

11. Where do you think new play space should be provided on the estate?

12. Affordable homes for first time buyers has been mentioned in feedback to date as important to also provide in addition to
new council rented homes. Please tell us more about your thoughts on this.

13. Do you think the rubbish collection and recycling arrangements could be improved on the estate?
YES (if yes, please state how you would like it improved)

NO

14. Do you feel safe and secure living on the estate?
YES

NO (if no, tell us why in the box below)

15. What do you feel the current estate is missing, are there areas on the estate that could be put to better use?

16. Do you have any further comments or suggestions to make about your home, block and/or potential infill development on the
estate?
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new amenity areas (Put in order of importance marking
1 – 9 with 1 being most important and being the least)

in which field would you like to explore
opportunities? Please tick appropriate.

VALENTINES COURT ESTATE INFILL DEVELOPMENT SURVEY
ACHILLES STREET RESIDENT SURVEY

A range of play equipment for different ages
and abilities
4.Lewisham
What matters
you the most
when
15.
Homes istosupporting
residents
to considering
The
amenity
space
is
contained
away
from other
access
opportunities.
Would
be interested
new amenity
areas
(Putyou
in order
of importance
marking
areas
on
the
estate
in1 any
of
the
following?
– 9 with 1 being most important and being the least)
(please tick all that apply)
The play equipment is innovative and interesting
A range of play equipment for different ages
Apprenticeships
and
abilities area is safe and secure and has
The amenity
Work
experience
seating areas
The amenity space is contained away from other
Full
timeon
jobs
areas
the
estate using buggy’s and wheelchairs
It is easy
to access
Part time jobs
The play
equipment
is innovative
amenity
area is overlooked
soand
caninteresting
be observed
Volunteering
and overlooked for safety
The amenity area is safe and secure and has
Training
seating
areas
Good lighting
Other (please state): ...............................................
It
is easy
to access using buggy’s and wheelchairs
Shade
is provided
The
amenity
areamindfulness
is overlooked
so can be observed
Quiet
space for
environment
andagree
overlooked
safety Homes to keep your data
17. Do you
to allowfor
Lewisham
to5.communicate
with
you
in
regards to training,
engagement
Please
tick
what commercial
business
would
Good
lighting
and
other
opportunities?
(please
tick)
you like to see encouraged into the regeneration
YES
development?
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Shade isNO
provided

Architecture

Project management and

7.
IfIf you
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in job
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16.
you ticked
any of the
boxes
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15, in trades
surveying
Admin
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Construction
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Project management
8.
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access
to the internet
at home?
surveying
support
Construction
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Administration
Yes
No support
Landscaping
Other (please state):
Construction trades

9. Do you know how to use the internet?

Landscaping
Yes
8. DoOther
you (please
haveNo
access
to the internet at home?
state): ...............................................

10. What
Yes is theNobest way for us to communicate
with you? Tick where applicable
9. Do you know how to use the internet?

18.
access
the internet
(please
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YouDo
canyou
askhave
us to
stop to
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any time,
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out ofway
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will
not
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to
the
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Phone call
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that you wish for us to stop contacting you. Please be aware
Email
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that where
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this will
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Email
Text
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Letter
Commonplace
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mediarequire
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11. Would
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communication
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Social
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WhatsApp,
different
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If yes please state
Commonplace
https://dacresroadgarages.commonplace.is/
Twitter & Facebook)
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for mindfulnessstart
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up space
19. Do you know how to use the internet? (please tick)
5. Please
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Independent
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Name: Alicia Lidbury Email: newinitiatives@
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Dear Resident,
Housing is in short supply across Lewisham
and creating new council homes is crucial to
addressing the growing pressure on Lewisham
Council’s waiting list. Some 2,300 Lewisham
families are currently living in temporary
accommodation, of which over 700 people
stay in nightly paid accommodation.
a DEAR
number
of sites across the borough as
RESIDENT,
potentially suitable for development, including
the council owned garages on Elderton Road,

Community involvement from the early stages is important to Lewisham Homes and we are committed to consulting and engaging with the local community at the very early stages of potential
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HOW
YOUR FEEDBACK
BEEN CONSIDERED?
In March 2021 we held a month long digital consultation, on the proposals for Elderton Road.
ab`bj_bo=OMOM
During this time two webinar events were held with the project team where 10 residents joined.
These webinars were an alternative to our usual in person consultation due to government
restriction guidelines on the Covid pandemic at the time. In addition we had a website and
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All residents on Elderton Road and surrounding streets were sent an invitation pack giving
details of the initial proposals for new homes at Elderton Road and details of how to give feedHousing
is in short
supply raised
across during
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Dear Resident,
Housing is in short supply across Lewisham
and creating new council homes is crucial to
addressing the growing pressure on Lewisham
Council’s waiting list. Some 2,300 Lewisham
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accommodation, of which over 700 people
stay in nightly paid accommodation.(APRIL-JUNE 2021)
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Dear Resident,
Housing is in short supply across Lewisham
and creating new council homes is crucial to
addressing the growing pressure on Lewisham
Council’s waiting list. Some 2,300 Lewisham
families are currently living in temporary
accommodation, of which over 700 people
stay in nightly paid accommodation.
a number of sites across the borough as
potentially suitable for development, including
the council owned garages on Elderton Road,
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Community involvement from the early stages is
important to Lewisham Homes when exploring
potential for new housing development. Thank
you to all who have given their input so far.
On 18 February 2020 we held a walk around the
site with residents who live on Elderton Road
and a drop-in event in Sydenham Library for the
community on the same day. At these events
residents of Elderton Road and surrounding
streets were invited to meet the architect
Stephen Taylor and members of Lewisham
Homes housing development project team, and
to give you the opportunity to share your views
so that they can be taken into account when
developing potential plans for new housing on
the garage site. We received some really useful
feedback from residents during the event which
we have fully taken on board.
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Chief Officer Confirmation of Report Submission
Cabinet Member Confirmation of Briefing
Report for: Full Council
Mayor and Cabinet
Mayor and Cabinet (Contracts)
Executive Director
Information
Date of Meeting

Title of Report

Part 1

X

Part 2

X

X

Key Decision

14th September 2021

Ward Based Neighbourhood Community Infrastructure Levy (NCIL)

Originator of Report

Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration
and Environment
At the time of submission for the Agenda, I confirm that the report has:
Category
Yes
Financial Comments from Exec Director for Resources
Legal Comments from the Head of Law
Crime & Disorder Implications
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Equality Implications/Impact Assessment (as appropriate)
Confirmed Adherence to Budget & Policy Framework
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No

X
X
X
X
X
X
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N/A

Signed:
Cllr Paul Bell Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning
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Signed:
Emma Talbot, Director of Planning
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Control Record by Committee Support
Action
Listed on Schedule of Business/Forward Plan (if appropriate)
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Draft Report Cleared at Agenda Planning Meeting (not delegated decisions)
Submitted Report from CO Received by Committee Support
Scheduled Date for Call-in (if appropriate)
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KEY DECISION

Mayor and Cabinet

Ward Based Neighbourhood Community Infrastructure Levy (NCIL)
Date: 14th September 2021
Key decision: Yes
Class:
Ward(s) affected: All
Contributors:
Emma Talbot – Director of Planning
James Lee - Director of Communities, Partnerships and Leisure
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Outline and recommendations
At its meeting on the 5th June 2019 Mayor and Cabinet agreed the overall approach for
the allocation of the Borough’s Neighbourhood Community Infrastructure Levy (NCIL). The
implementation of this programme has been delayed by the COVID pandemic.
This report sets out the proposed revision to the approach to the delivery of the ward
based programme including the top up of the available amounts with CIL receipts collected
during the period 2018-2020 and the inclusion of an additional priority that allows project
proposals that will assist in Lewisham’s Covid-19 recovery.
It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet agree:








a top up of the existing ward based funds by a further £1,188,483 which was
collected through CIL receipts during the period of April 2018 – March 2020
bringing the available funding through the ward based funds to £2,931,270
the introduction of banded funded categories for each ward with an allocation of
over £50,000
the additional priority addressing projects that aim to assist in Lewisham’s
Covid-19 recovery that will benefit Lewisham’s communities at a local level.
the removal of the online longlisting phase of the original process and the
extension of the delivery timetable from up to 12 months to up to 24 months
that support be given to potential bidders in the form of cost breakdowns for
project types suggested through consultation undertaken to date and examples
from elsewhere
the delivery of the bespoke package of support for applicants as set out in the
report

Timeline of engagement and decision-making
5th June 2019 – Mayor and Cabinet - NCIL strategy
24th July 2019 – Full Council - NCIL strategy
11th March 2020 – Mayor and Cabinet - Priorities for the Borough-wide NCIL fund
10th March 2021 - Mayor and Cabinet - Top up of the NCIL Borough-wide fund and
proposing an additional Borough-wide priority

Is this report easy to understand?
Please give us feedback so we can improve.
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1.

Summary

1.1.

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a levy that local authorities can choose to
charge on “chargeable” new development in their area. An element of these funds are
to be spent at a local level and are known as Neighbourhood CIL (NCIL).

1.2.

Lewisham’s NCIL strategy was agreed by Mayor and Cabinet on 5 June 2019 and Full
Council 24 July 2019. The strategy is to allocate 25% of CIL receipts as NCIL and use
the ward structure as the basis for distribution. A portion of receipts are to be retained
in each ward they were generated, a portion redistributed across the wards based on
the index of multiple deprivation (IMD), and a portion set aside for projects that will
propose a borough wide benefit (borough wide fund).

1.3.

Further to the approach agreed to NCIL agreed by Mayor and Cabinet and Full
Council, a set of spending priorities for the borough-wide NCIL fund was agreed
through Mayor and Cabinet on 11 March 2020.

1.4.

On 10 March 2021 Mayor and Cabinet agreed to top up the Borough-wide fund with
NCIL funds collected between 2018 and 2020 increasing the borough-wide from
£580,933 to £977,094.

1.5.

At that meeting Mayor and Cabinet also agreed that an additional priority be added to
the list of agreed borough wide priorities to allow funding to be awarded to Projects that
will assist in Lewisham’s Covid-19 recovery by demonstrating a benefit to Lewisham’s
communities at a borough wide level.

1.6.

This paper provides an update on the process to identify local priorities for the
allocation of the ward based funds and make a number of recommendations to revise
the agreed process in light of the delay in implementation due to the COVID pandemic.

2.

Recommendations

2.1.

It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet agree:








a top up of the existing ward based funds by a further £1,188,483 which was
collected through CIL receipts during the period of April 2018 – March 2020
bringing the available funding through the ward based funds to £2,931,270
the introduction of banded funded categories for each ward with an allocation of
over £50,000
the additional priority addressing projects that aim to assist in Lewisham’s Covid-19
recovery that will benefit Lewisham’s communities at a local level.
the removal of the online longlisting phase of the original process and the extension
of the delivery timetable from up to 12 months to up to 24 months
that support be given to potential bidders in the form of cost breakdowns for project
types suggested through consultation undertaken to date
the delivery of the bespoke package of support for applicants as set out in the
report

3.

Policy Context

3.1.

The contents of this report are consistent with the council’s policy framework.

3.2.

The NCIL strategy will contribute to the implementation of the council’s seven
corporate priorities from the Corporate Strategy 2018-2022 through supporting local
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projects that are aligned with those objectives.
3.3.

The overall NCIL strategy provides funding and a system to help support the
implementation of the Corporate Strategy, and this report is consistent with the seven
priorities identified:










3.4.

Open Lewisham – Lewisham is a welcoming place of safety for all where we
celebrate the diversity that strengthens us
Tackling the housing crisis – everyone has a decent home that is secure and
affordable
Giving children and young people the best start in life – every child has access
to an outstanding and inspiring education and is given the support they need to
keep them safe, well and able to achieve their full potential
Building an inclusive local economy - Everyone can access high quality job
opportunities, with decent pay security in our thriving and inclusive local
economy
Delivering & defending: Health, Social Care and Support – Ensuring everyone
receives the health, mental health, social care and support services they need
Making Lewisham greener – Everyone enjoys our green spaces and benefits
from a healthy environment as we work to protect and improve our local
environment.
Building safer communities – Every resident feels safe and secure living here
as we work together towards a borough free from the fear of crime.

In addition the priorities selected by the wards to date and the recommendation in the
report to add a new priority will ensure that the ward based NCIL fund directly
contributes to the borough’s four themes at the heart of the Council’s response to the
impact of the COVID pandemic as set out in the Future Lewisham document:


A greener future



A healthy and well future



An economically sound future



A future we all have a part in.

4.

Background

4.1.

CIL is a levy that local authorities can choose to charge on new development in their
area. Local authorities must spend the levy on infrastructure needed to support the
development of their area, which can include a wide range of infrastructure such as
schools, hospitals, roads, open space and leisure facilities.

4.2.

Neighbourhood CIL is defined through R59F of the CIL Regulations (2010) which
enables the council to allocate a portion of CIL receipts to be spent on local priorities,
with spending of this portion subject to a wider definition of “The charging authority may
use the CIL to which this regulation applies, or cause it to be used, to support the
development of the relevant area by funding –
(a) the provision, improvement, replacement, operation or maintenance of
infrastructure; or
(b) anything else that is concerned with addressing the demands that development
places on an area.”

4.3.

The full background to Lewisham’s agreed NCIL approach was set out in the report
presented to Mayor and Cabinet on 5 June 2019 and Full Council 24 July 2019.
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4.4.

Further to the approach agreed to NCIL agreed by Mayor and Cabinet and Full
Council, a set of spending priorities for the borough-wide NCIL fund was agreed
through Mayor and Cabinet on 11 March 2020.

4.5.

On 10 March 2021 Mayor and Cabinet agreed to top up the Borough-wide fund with
NCIL funds collected between 2018 and 2020 increasing the borough-wide by 68%
from £580,933 to £977,094.

4.6.

At that meeting Mayor and Cabinet also agreed that an additional priority be added to
the list of agreed borough wide priorities to allow funding to be awarded to Projects that
will assist in Lewisham’s Covid-19 recovery by demonstrating a benefit to Lewisham’s
communities at a borough wide level.

5.

NCIL ward based fund

5.1.

The agreed strategy for the allocation began with each ward selecting its own priorities
for the allocation of funding. The agreement of these priorities was undertaken at ward
assemblies following consultation using the online platform Commonplace
(www.commonplace.is) which allowed residents to identify local priorities and support
suggested projects they would like to see delivered within their locality.

5.2.

In total 13,000 unique visitors participated across all 18 commonplace wards and over
17,500 made contributions providing suggestions for local priorities and projects and
commented on suggested ideas/projects. As of March 2020, when the ward NCIL fund
delivery ceased due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 17 of 18 wards had ratified either five
or six local priorities. The Downham Ward Assembly was subsequently postponed and
the priorities were agreed at a meeting on Tuesday 3 August, 2021 – see appendix 1
for the agreed ward priorities.

5.3.

Following the completion of the ward priorities approvals, the next stage would have
been to launch the fund and have an open call for projects. The postponement required
the overall programme to be reviewed with a number of revisions suggested in this
report covering:







5.4.

Ward allocations
Banded funded categories
Additional funding priority
Application process and delivery timescale
Support to potential bidders
Additional promotion and guidance

These are explored in more detail below:

Ward allocations
5.5.

It is recommended that the ward based funds are topped up with the NCIL funds
collected during 2018-20 in line with the borough-wide programme which received a
funding top up as approved by Mayor and Cabinet in March 2021.

5.6.

As the launch of the fund has been delayed by 16 months and with the impact of
COVID still to be assessed at both borough and ward level, topping up ward pots
would offer extra funding for existing projects, support recovery within local
communities and provide much needed relief and long-lasting benefits.

5.7.

This would mean that the funding available for each ward would increase as set out in
the table below. The full calculation for the uplifts are set out in appendix 1.

Ward

Ward amount
2015-2018 (agreed)

New ward amounts
2015-2020
(recommended)
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Bellingham
Blackheath
Brockley
Catford South
Crofton Park
Downham
Evelyn
Forest Hill
Grove Park
Ladywell
Lee Green
Lewisham Central
New Cross
Perry Vale
Rushey Green
Sydenham
Telegraph Hill
Whitefoot
Total

£49,057
£76,262
£54,466
£19,931
£29,382
£52,794
£595,306
£32,921
£32,274
£49,062
£16,193
£82,402
£265,816
£38,838
£198,884
£35,447
£65,340
£48,411
£1,742,787

£86,040
£128,765
£94,864
£30,958
£43,959
£88,589
£691,020
£65,926
£63,499
£62,923
£39,349
£465,884
£405,109
£145,181
£253,097
£88,084
£96,167
£81,855
£2,931,270

5.8.

Under this uplift some wards would see significant increases in funds – most notably
Perry Vale, New Cross and Lewisham Central – and it could be argued that this level of
increase would require further consultation to establish whether it would influence the
priorities selected.

5.9.

However, the original prioritisation exercise was not undertaken based on the level of
funding available and was applied uniformly across the borough regardless of the level
of funding i.e. the process was identical in Evelyn (£595,306) and Lee Green
(£16,193). The question put to residents was not ‘how would you spend this money’ it
was ‘what are your priorities for the ward’ and it was made clear that this process
would only be undertaken every 4 years with further funding likely to be available
during that period. As such, it is considered justified to allocate this additional funding
based to be assessed against existing priorities.

Banded funding
5.10.

Alongside the recommendation to increase the level of funding available for each ward
it is recommended that funding categories should be introduced for pots over £50k.
These would include small, medium and large grants and would be bespoke based on
the individual ward’s allocation. This approach would align to the borough NCIL fund
and provide a steer to residents and community organisations about the scale of
project they wish to bid for.

Additional priority
5.11.

Notwithstanding the rationale for maintaining the agreed priorities despite the
increased funding available it is also recognised that some ward Assemblies may wish
to recognise the impact that COVID has had in their communities over the past 18
months.

5.12.

As such we are recommending that each ward automatically have an additional priority
added which allows funding bids for projects which will assist in Lewisham’s COVID
recovery by demonstrating a benefit to Lewisham’s communities in line with the
wording agreed by Mayor and Cabinet for the Borough-wide pot in March 2021.
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5.13.

There is not time for this to be formally ratified at an individual ward level but each
Assembly will be included in the final allocation process which provides ultimate
discretion as to how far the new priority is utilised.

Application approach and timescale
5.14.

The original process set out a range of further steps following the agreement of the
ward based priorities which can be summarised as follows:






Initial officer assessment and prioritisation
Longlist of projects posted on Commonplace website for further community
feedback and engagement
Projects prioritised via ward assembly meeting
Projects agreed for funding
Delivery

5.15.

The second stage of this process was further Commonplace consultation to be
conducted following the internal assessment of applications. This stage would take up
to 16 weeks; 12 weeks for consultation and 4 weeks to analyse the data. Project
assessment including the Commonplace data would be presented at local assemblies
for approval. As the fund launch is overdue already by 16 months, it is recommended
that that this stage of the process is removed in order to accelerate the assessment
and approvals process and unlock funding earlier for communities. As the borough is in
recovery mode it would be a positive approach to expedite the approval process and
provide earlier access to much needed funds for local communities.

5.16.

The removal of this stage would allow ward ratified projects to be submitted to Mayor
and Cabinet for approval in March 2022, with project delivery commencing soon after.
If this stage remains the timescale for Mayor and Cabinet approval would be pushed
back to late June 2022.

5.17.

It is also recommended to increase the timescale for delivery of projects from a
maximum of 12 months to between 12 and 24 months. This is to acknowledge the
impact of the pandemic and offer flexibility to local communities over a longer period to
address current and future needs. It is also consistent with the Borough NCIL fund
programme and enables the two funds to run in parallel with completion by 31 March
2024.

Support for potential bidders
5.18.

It is clear from the ideas and suggestions put forward via the initial Commonplace
consultation that a significant number of residents may wish to put forward projects that
will need to be delivered directly by the Council such as play equipment in parks,
investment in buildings owned by the authority or traffic calming measures.

5.19.

As such it is proposed that a high level breakdown of costs for projects types regularly
highlighted through Commonplace is provided by the relevant Council departments to
ensure that residents can immediately understand the cost of certain items and
proposals can be constructed in a fully informed way.

5.20.

This will ensure that applications are not rejected due to unrealistic costing and will
reduce the need for multiple consultations with particular teams across 18 wards who
may have similar priorities and project ideas.

5.21.

In addition, officers will highlight projects which have been successfully funded in other
boroughs in order to inspire residents to look to projects which can create a real legacy
for the ward.

5.22.

An additional benefit is that unsuccessful priority projects and ward applications could
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be championed by residents and they could apply for other internal or external funding
to deliver projects.
Assessment and approval
5.23.

It is important to note that Assembly meetings have been on hold during the pandemic
and are, at the time of writing, only beginning again online. The overall Assembly
programme is also currently subject to review as part of the budget process, with the
future of the programme subject to further consultation.

5.24.

Notwithstanding this officers have assessed that Assembly meetings (likely to be
online) will remain possible during the proposed delivery timetable and the final
ratification and agree phase of the process remain as previously agreed.

Promotions and Assistance Programme
5.25.

Finally the ward based programme will be supported using existing local knowledge
and profiles and our increased intelligence gathered over the past year which includes;
Primary Care Networks, food networks, BME networks, faith groups, mutual aids and
community groups. This will allow the Community Development Team to ensure that
the overall process, and ultimately the Assembly meeting that considers the funding,
will be representative through reaching out to ‘seldom heard voices’ as identified
through the Council’s Democracy Review.

5.26.

It is anticipated that there will be increased interest from small community groups,
tenant and resident associations and individuals who have been active during the
pandemic. The programme will consist of workshops and 1-1 support including 6
workshops across consolidated ward areas with specific workshops for the
inexperienced applicant. Online resources will also include detailed guidance,
examples of projects, relevant research and wider community networking resources.

5.27.

Areas that have a ward fund of over £150k will have a bespoke support offer and will
have access to additional council officer resources as required to provide the required
level of support and assistance.

5.28.

Officers will ‘buddy-up’ to provide support in each ward, this will provide a more holistic
level of support and management of workshops and enquiries. This delivery approach
is being trialled for the borough NCIL with positive results to date allowing a flexibility of
resources.

6.

Summary of change and timescales

6.1.

The vast majority of the proposed process retains fidelity to the original strategy agreed
by Mayor and Cabinet on 5th June 2019 as set out in appendix 2.

6.2.

Apart from the significant increase in available funds the majority of the changes are
relatively minor. Overall the changes can be summarised as:
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6.3.



a top up of the existing ward based funds by a further £1,188,483



the introduction of banded funded categories for each ward with an allocation of
over £50,000



the additional priority addressing projects that aim to assist in Lewisham’s Covid-19
recovery



the removal of the online longlisting phase of the original process and the extension
of the delivery timetable from up to 12 months to up to 24 months



extra support be given to potential bidders in the form of cost breakdowns for
project types suggested through consultation undertaken to date



the delivery of the bespoke package of support for applicants as set out in the
report

The timetable for the delivery of the revised approach is set out in the table below:

NCIL Ward Fund Delivery Time-Table
September 2021 – March 2022
14th September

Stage 1 M&C Approval of revised delivery process
Stage 2 Launch Fund – Open Call
Promotion supported by Councillors

Mid-September – November

Include identified projects – Commonplace feedback
Support and Assistance programme – workshops x 6
across consolidated ward areas and thematic

8 weeks

1-1 surgeries – email/ phone/online/ in person
Stage 3
Due diligence Assessment
Identified projects analysis

December – February

Internal Scoring
Local Assessment & approval panel

Stage 4 M&C Approval

8 weeks

March 2022

7.

Overall Conclusions/recommendations

7.1.

The COVID pandemic has caused a significant delay in the delivery of the agreed NCIL
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allocation strategy. The recommendations in this paper seek to ensure that this vital
funding is increased and allocated as quickly as possible to ensure much needed
community led projects as part of the borough’s overall COVID recovery programme
are delivered.
7.2.

It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet agree:









a top up of the existing ward based funds by a further £1,188,483 which was
collected through CIL receipts during the period of April 2018 – March 2020
bringing the available funding available through the ward based funds to
£2,931,270
the introduction of banded funded categories for each ward with an allocation of
over £50,000
the additional priority addressing projects that aim to assist in Lewisham’s Covid-19
recovery that will benefit Lewisham’s communities at a local level.
the removal of the online longlisting phase of the original process and the extension
of the delivery timetable from up to 12 months to up to 24 months
that support be given to potential bidders in the form of cost breakdowns for project
types suggested through consultation undertaken to date
the delivery of the bespoke package of support for applicants as set out in the
report.

8.

Financial implications

8.1.

This report is seeking approval from Mayor and Cabinet to top up the existing NCIL
ward based fund with a further £1,188,483 bringing the available funding available to
£2,931,270.

8.2.

The Council commenced receipts of Community Infrastructure Levies (CIL) in 2015
and received a total of £9.287m between 2015 and 2018. In 2019, Mayor and Cabinet
agreed to a 25% top slice of CIL receipts being allocated to a Neighbourhood CIL fund.
25% of this NCIL was to be allocated to a borough wide based fund and 75% to a ward
based fund.

8.3.

During the period covering 2018 to 2020, the Council collected a further £6.6m in CIL
receipts, £6.3m net. In March 2021, Mayor and Cabinet agreed to a top up of the
borough wide based fund of £396k from these receipts.

8.4.

This report is seeking Mayor and Cabinet’s approval to top up the ward based fund by
£1,188,483, i.e. 75% of the NCIL allocation accumulated between 2018 and 2020.

8.5.

The basis of the split between wards, as shown in paragraph 5.7 above, was also
agreed by Mayor and Cabinet in 2019.

8.6.

All allocations will be contained within the fund and will add no pressure to the
Council’s budget.

9.

Legal implications

9.1.

Regulation 59 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 requires that a
charging authority must apply CIL to funding the provision, improvement, replacement,
operation or maintenance of infrastructure to support the development of its area.
Section 216 of the Planning Act 2008 defines infrastructure as including—
(a) roads and other transport facilities, (b) flood defences, (c) schools and other
educational facilities, (d) medical facilities, (e) sporting and recreational facilities, and
(f) open spaces
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9.2.

Where some or all of a chargeable development takes place in an area for which there
is a Parish council, the charging authority (other than the Mayor of London) for that
area is under a duty to pass to that Parish Council a proportion of CIL receipts,
calculated in accordance with CIL Regulations 59A and 59B
The amount of the proportion to be passed depends upon the precise circumstances,
for example In England, where all or part of a chargeable development is within an
area that has a neighbourhood development plan in place the charging authority must
pass 25 per cent of the relevant CIL receipts to the parish council for that area,
however where all or part of a chargeable development is not within an area that has a
neighbourhood development plan in place, and was not granted permission by a
neighbourhood development order made under TCPA 1990, s 61E or by a community
right to build order made under TCPA 1990, s 61Q then the amount to be passed is
15% of the ‘relevant CIL receipts’ to the parish council for that area.

9.3.

Regulation 59F provides that where all or part of a chargeable development is in an
area which is not a parish council, which is the position within the London Borough of
Lewisham, then a charging authority, which in this instance is the Council, may use or
cause to be used the CIL which would have had to have been passed to a parish
council, (the 15% or 25% set out in paragraph 9.2 subject to the restriction in 59A(7)
set out in paragraph 9.4 below). to support the development of the area by funding:(a)

the provision, improvement, replacement, operation or maintenance of
infrastructure; or

(b)

anything else that is concerned with addressing the demands that development
places on an area.

Therefore any projects that come forward as part of this additional priority will still need
to meet either (a) or (b).
9.4

Regulation 59A(7) states that the total amount of CIL receipts passed to a parish
council in each financial year, in accordance with paragraph (5), shall not exceed—
(£100 x N) x (IY / IO)
where—
IY is the index figure for the calendar year in which the amount is passed to the parish
council (as determined in accordance with paragraph 1(5) of Schedule 1);
IO is the index figure for 2013 (as determined in accordance with paragraph 1(5) of
Schedule 1); and
N is the number of dwellings in the area of the parish council
Therefore members will need to be satisfied that the amount passed for use does not
exceed this amount.

9.5

The Equality Act 2010 (the Act) introduced a new public sector equality duty (the
equality duty or the duty). It covers the following nine protected characteristics: age,
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disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.
9.6

In summary, the council must, in the exercise of its function, have due regard to the
need to:
(a) eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act; (b) advance equality of opportunity between people who
share a protected characteristic and those who do not; (c) foster good relations
between people who share a protected characteristic and persons who do not
share it.

9.7

The duty continues to be a “have regard duty”, and the weight to be attached to it is a
matter for the decision maker, bearing in mind the issues of relevance and
proportionality. It is not an absolute requirement to eliminate unlawful discrimination,
advance equality of opportunity or foster good relations.

9.8

The Equality and Human Rights Commission has recently issued Technical Guidance
on the Public Sector Equality Duty and statutory guidance entitled “Equality Act 2010
Services, Public Functions & Associations Statutory Code of Practice”. The council
must have regard to the statutory code in so far as it relates to the duty and attention is
drawn to Chapter 11 which deals particularly with the equality duty. The Technical
Guidance also covers what public authorities should do to meet the duty. This includes
steps that are legally required, as well as recommended actions. The guidance does
not have statutory force but nonetheless regard should be had to it, as failure to do so
without compelling reason would be of evidential value. The statutory code and the
technical guidance can be found at:
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/publication-download/technicalguidancepublic-sector-equality-duty-england

9.9

The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) has previously issued five guides
for public authorities in England giving advice on the equality duty:
1. The essential guide to the public sector equality duty
2. Meeting the equality duty in policy and decision-making
3. Engagement and the equality duty
4. Equality objectives and the equality duty
5. Equality information and the equality duty

9.10

The essential guide provides an overview of the equality duty requirements including
the general equality duty, the specific duties and who they apply to. It covers what
public authorities should do to meet the duty including steps that are legally required,
as well as recommended actions. The other four documents provide more detailed
guidance on key areas and advice on good practice. Further information and resources
are available at: https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/advice-andguidance/publicsector-equality-duty-guidance

10.

Equalities implications

10.1.

In addition to the Public Sector Duty under the Equality Act 2010, the NCIL ward based
fund seeks to further positively address the disproportionate impact COVID 19 has had
across many of our communities including; BAME communities, people with
disabilities, individuals with no recourse to public funds and those living in more
deprived areas of the borough.

11.

Climate change and environmental implications

11.1.

As Air Quality is recommended as one of the priorities in 14 of the 18 wards and
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Open/Green Spaces has been selected by all wards it is expected that any
infrastructure funded through this fund will have a positive impact in reducing air quality
and improving the environment although the nature of this can not be determined
ahead of the application and assessment process.

12.

Crime and disorder implications

12.1.

As Community Safety is recommended as one of the priorities in 15 of the 18 wards it
is expected that the fund overall will have a positive impact in reducing crime and
disorder although the nature of this can not be determined ahead of the application and
assessment process.

13.

Health and wellbeing implications

13.1.

The purpose of all NCIL funding is to offset any impacts of development and population
growth so the expectation is that any and all projects that receive funding will improve
the wellbeing of the local community.

14.

Glossary

Term

Definition

CIL

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a levy that local
authorities can choose to charge on “chargeable” new
development in their area.

NCIL

An element of the CIL funds (see above definition) are to be
spend at a local level and are known as Neighbourhood CIL
(NCIL).

15.

Report author and contact

15.1.

Emma Talbot – Director of Planning, emma.talbot@lewisham.gov.uk

15.2.

James Lee - Director of Communitieis, Partnerships and Leisure,
james.lee@lewisham.gov.uk

16.

Comments for and on behalf of the Executive Director for Corporate Resources

16.1.

Paula Young, Senior Planning Lawyer, Paula.Young@Lewisham.gov.uk

17.

Comments for and on behalf of the Director of Law, Governance and HR

17.1.

Shola Ojo, Principal Account, Shola.Ojo@Lewisham.gov.uk
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Appendix 2 – revised process compared to original outlined in the Mayor and Cabinet
report 5 June 2019.
Process agreed by M and C on 5 June 2019

Proposed revisions to post-COVID process

STAGE 1: Priority Setting (four year cycle)
Ward priorities ‘themes’ set by community through the
local assemblies with Members





Organised by ward, using local assembly and Member
structure
Council published guidance on NCIL process and
expectations
Priorities should be informed by the Local Plan,
Corporate Strategy 2018-2022, Infrastructure Delivery
Plan, and other corporate plans and priorities
Priorities should also be informed by any adopted
Neighbourhood Plan (where applicable)

OUTCOME: Ward priorities identified, agreed and
published – to cover four year period

Stage 1 complete
Funds are topped up and COVID recovery is
added as a further priority for all wards.

Remains the same

STAGE 2: ‘Open call’ for projects (biennial or annual
process – ward assembly to decide)
‘Open call’ for projects directly submitted to Council’s
website





Open call for project proposals
Submissions via online NCIL project proposal form to
either ward fund or the borough fund
Projects submitted direct to Council via online form
Projects to demonstrate how they meet the NCIL
framework criteria

OUTCOME: Potential projects identified by
communities, local assemblies and Members





Open call process remains the same
In order to assist communities the Council
provides a ‘menu’ of options that could be
delivered based on the ward priorities
Residents can either submit a community led
project or indicate support for an option from
the menu

Remains the same

STAGE 3: Evaluate projects and publish long-list
(biennial or annual process – ward assembly to
decide)
Council officers assess, filter and group projects from the
open call into a long-list



Evaluate initial project submissions against published
framework criteria
Council to publish long-list of projects

OUTCOME: Long-list published by Council



Initial officer assessment of bids with long list
to be presented to the relevant local Assembly

Long list stage is removed with officer
approved project taken back to the relevant
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Assembly to ensure prompt allocation of
resources
STAGE 4: Develop ‘project bank’ (biennial or annual
process – ward assembly to decide)
Prioritisation of long-list by the community via local
assembly with Members






Prioritisation of long-list projects for the ward fund via a
public vote ratified by the ward assembly with Member
involvement at a workshop
Projects for the borough fund prioritised by the Director
of Planning and recommendations prepared for M&C
Where NCIL funds are not sufficient to deliver the top
priority projects, ward assemblies to decide if they will
fund lower priority projects, part of a project, or wait
until further funding becomes available
Council to publish project bank with prioritised project
list




Prioritising list taken to Assembly for
ratification with Member involvement at a
workshop
Projects not agreed for funding but meeting
relevant criteria remain available to view

OUTCOME: Project bank published by Council with
prioritised projects identified

Remains the same

STAGE 5: Allocate and delivery (annual process)

Remains the same with overall allocation
paper presented to Mayor and Cabinet in
March 2022

All projects allocated through PID process through
Regeneration and Capital Delivery Board (RCDB) for the
ward fund, and M&C for the borough fund





Allocation process to follow existing PID process for
finance and legal audit
Allocations set through RCDB PID process to ward
fund
Director of Planning makes recommendations to M&C
on borough fund
Project delivery to follow existing finance and legal
audit process

Remains the same with overall allocation
paper presented to Mayor and Cabinet in
March 2022

OUTCOME: PIDs submitted and allocations made
aligned to available CIL receipts

Remains the same

STAGE 6: Monitoring, evaluation and reporting
(annual)

Remains the same





Reporting incorporated into existing AMR process
Relevant reporting on NCIL/AMR to Safer Stronger
Communities Select Committee and Sustainable
Development Select Committee
Project closure and reporting to follow existing PID
reporting and audit process

OUTCOME: Yearly monitoring through AMR

-

Remains the same
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IMD Top up
2015-2018
48,411.07
16,135.02
32,274.05
16,135.02
16,135.02
48,411.07
48,411.07
16,135.02
32,274.05
16,135.02
16,135.02
32,274.05
48,411.07
32,274.05
48,411.07
32,274.05
32,274.05
48,411.07

Ward amount total 2015-2018
(agreed)
£
49,057.18
£
76,261.55
£
54,466.13
£
19,931.40
£
29,382.21
£
52,794.09
£
595,305.62
£
32,921.22
£
32,274.05
£
49,062.12
£
16,193.08
£
82,401.81
£
265,815.82
£
38,837.96
£
198,883.71
£
35,447.19
£
65,340.36
£
48,411.07

Ward
2015-2018 amounts
Bellingham £
646.11
Blackheath £
60,126.53
Brockley £
22,192.08
Catford South
£
3,796.38
Crofton Park£
13,247.19
Downham £
4,383.02
Evelyn
£
546,894.55
Forest Hill £
16,786.20
Grove Park £
Ladywell £
32,927.10
Lee Green £
58.06
Lewisham Central
£
50,127.76
New Cross £
217,404.75
Perry Vale £
6,563.91
Rushey Green
£
150,472.64
Sydenham £
3,173.14
Tele Hill
£
33,066.31
Whitfoot £
0
Total
£
1,161,865.73 £ 580,920.84 £
2018-2019 total
£
801,447.17
2019-2020 total
£
5,801,238.41
Total
£
6,602,685.58
4% admin £
6,338,578.16
25% NCIL value
£
1,584,644.54
25% IMD top£ up 2018-2020
396,161.13
25% ward top
£ up 2018-2020
396,161.13
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1,742,786.57

2018-2020 ward retention
£
4,035.85
£
41,477.17
£
18,344.87
£
£
3,550.21
£
2,847.11
£
62,767.35
£
21,978.32
£
9,171.66
£
2,834.34
£
12,129.79
£
361,429.71
£
106,346.20
£
84,290.05
£
21,266.01
£
30,583.57
£
8,773.47
£
496.59
£

New IMD Top Up
2018-2020
£
32,947.40
£
11,026.48
£
22,052.97
£
11,026.48
£
11,026.48
£
32,947.40
£
32,947.40
£
11,026.48
£
22,052.97
£
11,026.48
£
11,026.48
£
22,052.97
£
32,947.40
£
22,052.97
£
32,947.40
£
22,052.97
£
22,052.97
£
32,947.40

792,322.27 £

Ward amount
2018-2020
£
36,983.25
£
52,503.65
£
40,397.84
£
11,026.48
£
14,576.69
£
35,794.51
£
95,714.75
£
33,004.80
£
31,224.63
£
13,860.83
£
23,156.28
£
383,482.68
£
139,293.60
£
106,343.02
£
54,213.41
£
52,636.54
£
30,826.44
£
33,443.99

396,161.13 £

New possible
ward amounts
2015-2020 (not
Borough Wide
yet agreed)
Pot
£
86,040.43
£
128,765.20
£
94,863.97
£
30,957.88
£
43,958.90
£
88,588.60
£
691,020.37
£
65,926.02
£
63,498.68
£ 580,932.86
£
62,922.95
£
39,349.36
£
465,884.49
£
405,109.42
£
145,180.98
£
253,097.12
£
88,083.73
£
96,166.80
£
81,855.06

1,188,483.40 £
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2,931,269.97

Borough wide
Borough wide pot combined
pot 2018 -2020 2015 - 2020

£ 396,161.13

£ 977,093.99
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Agenda Item 5
Chief Officer Confirmation of Report Submission
Cabinet Member Confirmation of Briefing
Report for:
Mayor
Mayor and Cabinet
Mayor and Cabinet (Contracts)
Executive Director
Information
Part 1  Part 2
Key Decision

Date of Meeting
Title of Report
Originator of Report





14th September 2021
Main Grants Programme 2022-25 Consultation
Report
James Lee
Ext. 6548

At the time of submission for the Agenda, I confirm
that the report has:
Category

Yes

Financial Comments from Exec Director for Resources
Legal Comments from the Head of Law
Crime & Disorder Implications
Environmental Implications
Equality Implications/Impact Assessment (as appropriate)
Confirmed Adherence to Budget & Policy Framework
Risk Assessment Comments (as appropriate)
Reason for Urgency (as appropriate)








No

Signed:

Cabinet Member for Business and Community Wealth Building
Date: 3rd September 2021

Signed:
Executive Director for Community Services
Date: 06/09/2021
Control Record by Committee Support
Action
Listed on Schedule of Business/Forward Plan (if appropriate)
Draft Report Cleared at Agenda Planning Meeting (not delegated decisions)
Submitted Report from CO Received by Committee Support
Scheduled Date for Call-in (if appropriate)
To be Referred to Full Council
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KEY DECISION

Mayor and Cabinet

Main Grants Programme 2022-25
Date: 14th September 2021
Key decision: Yes
Class: Part 1
Ward(s) affected: All
Contributors:
Executive
Director,
Services
Purpose
of the
reportCommunity
and summary

of recommendations

This report makes recommendations for the priorities and processes for the Main Grants
Programme due to operate from April 2022-March 2025, following community consultation.
It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet agree:
1.

That the overarching priorities for the programme are:
a. An economically sound future, specifically:
i. Advice Services and
ii. Enabling Digital Access for All
b. A healthy and well future
c. A future we all have a part in

2.

That four community fundraiser posts are funded, to be hosted by the VCS, with the
following areas of focus:
 1x FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on equality and equity including
ethnicity and disabilities as protected characteristics specifically impacted by Covid,
but with an expectation that the hosting organisation should also look at addressing
other protected characteristics as part of the brief, along with intersectionality.
 1x FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on geographical cold spots in the
borough/areas of high deprivation that do not have other sources of income such
as NCIL
 .5 FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on the arts
 .5 FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on sports

3.

That the Community Fundraiser funding is let earlier, through an Expression of
Interest/Interview process, and awards granted by late November 2021

4.

That significant partnership grants for advice and social prescribing are retained, but with
a more rigorous outcomes-based approach

5.

That partnership grants of £10,000 are established with clear, measurable and
proportionate partnership outcomes
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6.

That the approach to achieving equity in the Main Grants programme will be to focus
grants on projects which benefit:
 communities most impacted by Covid
 people with protected characteristics – specifically age, ethnicity, disability, sexual
orientation and gender reassignment, and
 seldom heard voices

7.

Funding Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic infrastructure support that is tied to and works
alongside the Community Fundraiser. The focus of the support will be capacity building
to enable collaboration, enabling organisations to identify need, generate ideas for
funding, and support to become sustainable.

8.

That a separate grant programme for Arts and Culture organisations is run aligned to
London Borough of Culture with the following strategic themes:
 A healthy and well future
 A greener future
 A future we all have a part in

9.

That the art and culture funding programme funds the following activities:
Funding a cultural anchor organisation to:
 Provide sector leadership
 Co-ordinate consortium funding bids
 Support emerging artists
 Nurture partnerships
Funding for organisations to address barriers to cultural participation focusing on:
 Ethnic diversity
 Disability
 Economic disadvantage
 Age (young people and older people)
One off funding to deliver projects around key themes:
 Increasing participation
 Addressing the climate emergency
 Celebrating diversity
 Promoting equality and fairness of opportunity
Address inequalities in the cultural workforce through
 Bursary funding for emerging artists
 Broadway Theatre associate artists
 Employment and training programmes
 Support for cultural and creative enterprise growth
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Timeline of engagement and decision-making
27th May 2021: Launch of consultation via online survey and two engagement events with
the voluntary and community sector (VCS)
22nd July 2021: Close of consultation (8 weeks)
14th September 2021: Revised proposals post-consultation to Mayor and Cabinet
23rd September – 18th November 2021: Programme open for applications (8 weeks)
December 2021: Provisional allocation letters sent – notice of change in funding to existing
groups
13th Jan 2022: Safer, Stronger, Select Committee - Main grants pre-decision –
recommendations for funding
17th Jan 2022 – Main Grants Appeals
2nd Feb 2022: Mayor and Cabinet – recommended allocations for agreement
January 2022: Overview and Scrutiny Business Panel – potential call in
April 2022: New grants begin

1.

Summary

1.1

Lewisham Council’s most recent Main Grants programme was let in 2019, with
agreements due to end at the end of March 2022. In May 2021, a full consultation with
the voluntary and community sector (VCS) was launched, with the purpose of identifying
local views on priorities for the new programme which is due to start in April 2022, taking
into account learning as Lewisham enters the post pandemic period. The consultation
sought views on the following three revised priorities:

1.2

1.3



An economically sound future (specifically Advice Services and Enabling Digital
Access for All)



A healthy and well future



A future we all have a part in

The consultation also incorporated a suggestion that organisations should be able to
bid for funds to employ community fundraisers to raise funds for initiatives with a
designated focus, including:


Equality



Sports, arts and culture



Geographical “cold spots” in the borough

The consultation also sought feedback on:


Funding of significant partners



Partnership grants



A specific arts grant programme aligned to London Borough of Culture
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Equalities and equity

1.4 The consultation concluded on 22nd July and having reviewed responses to the online
survey, meetings with service users and discussions with the VCS, we are reccomending
the criteria and process by which the 2022-25 main grants programme will be let.

2.
2.1

Recommendations
It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet agree the following priorities and processes
for the main grants programme 2022-2025:

2.2 That the overarching priorities for the programme are:
a. An economically sound future, specifically:
iii. Advice Services and
iv. Enabling Digital Access for All
b. A healthy and well future
c. A future we all have a part in
2.3

That 4 Community Fundraiser posts are funded, to be hosted by the VCS, with the
following areas of focus:
 1x FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on equality and equity including
ethnicity and disabilities as protected characteristics specifically impacted by Covid,
but with an expectation that the hosting organisation should also look at addressing
other protected characteristics as part of the brief, along with intersectionality
 1x FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on geographical cold spots in the
borough/areas of high deprivation that do not have other sources of income such
as NCIL
 .5 FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on the arts
 .5 FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on sports

2.4

That the Community Fundraiser funding is let earlier, through an Expression of
Interest/Interview process, and awards granted by late November 2021

2.5

That significant partnership grants for advice and social prescribing are retained, but with
a more rigorous outcomes-based approach

2.6

That partnership grants of £10,000 are established with clear, measurable and
proportionate partnership outcomes

2.7

That the approach to achieving equity in the Main Grants programme will be to focus
grants on projects which benefit:
 communities most impacted by Covid
 people with protected characteristics – specifically age, ethnicity, disability, sexual
orientation and gender reassignment, and
 seldom heard voices

2.8

Funding Black Asian and Minority Ethnic infrastructure support that is tied to and works
alongside the Community Fundraiser. The focus of the support will be capacity building
focused on collaboration, enabling organisations to identify need, generate ideas for
funding, and support to become sustainable.
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2.9

That a separate grant programme for Arts and Culture organisations is run aligned to
London Borough of Culture with the following strategic themes:
 A healthy and well future
 A greener future
 A future we all have a part in

2.11 Additionally that the art and culture funding programme funds the following activities:
1. Funding a cultural anchor organisation to:
 Provide sector leadership
 Co-ordinate consortium funding bids
 Support emerging artists
 Nurture partnerships
2. Funding for organisations to address barriers to cultural participation focusing on:
 Ethnic diversity
 Disability
 Economic disadvantage
 Age (young people and older people)
3. One off funding to deliver projects around key themes:
 Increasing participation
 Addressing the climate emergency
 Celebrating diversity
 Promoting equality and fairness of opportunity
4. Address inequalities in the cultural workforce through
 Bursary funding for emerging artists
 Broadway Theatre associate artists
 Employment and training programmes
 Support for cultural and creative enterprise growth

3.

Policy Context

3.1

As noted in the 2020/21 budget, the Council’s strong and resilient framework for
prioritising action has served the organisation well in the face of austerity and on-going
cuts to local government spending. This continues to mean, that even in the face of the
most daunting financial challenges facing the Council and its partners, we continue to
work alongside our communities to achieve more than we could by simply working
alone.

3.2

It remains clear that the Council cannot do all that it once did, nor meet all those
expectations that might once have been met, for we are in a very different financial
position than just a decade ago. Severe financial constraints have been imposed on
Council services with cuts to be made year on year on year, and this on-going pressure
is addressed in the 2021/22 budget report to Mayor and Cabinet, incorporating further
budget cuts for 2021/22 and noting the continued outlook for austerity to at least
2023/24. This is pending the Fair Funding Review (FFR) and Business Rates Retention
(BRR) consultations now due to conclude for 2022/23 at the earliest.

3.3

In addition to the ongoing pressures faced by the Council, over the past year, the
Council’s business, and the day to day lives of Lewisham’s residents, has been turned
on its head. In March 2020, Council activity simultaneously ground to a halt and
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ramped up in equal measure. With many traditional services wound down almost
overnight and a new, urgent focus on critical COVID response services the Council’s
staff, Councillors and partners faced new demands, challenges, pressures and
opportunities
3.4

The Council’s finances have been severely affected by the ongoing pandemic. The
cost of coronavirus for Lewisham is estimated to be over £60m this year and, with the
risk of a return of high levels of infections and further restrictions imposed, the impacts
will continue into 2021/22. How these costs will be funded in this financial year
(2021/22) and the budget pressures for future years will be met is not clear.

3.5

As such, in the midst of the COVID response we have had to begin the long, difficult
process of identifying cuts of at least £40m for the next three years (to April 2024) with
up to £24m to be cut in 2021/22 alone. In this context it has been agreed by Mayor and
Cabinet that the budget for the main grants (excluding contribution from the Better Care
Fund) will be cut by £800,000 (approximately one third) from 1 April 2022.

3.6

Lewisham’s recovery from coronavirus will be underpinned by the following anchoring
principles which will be at the heart of all decision-making, planning and action over the
coming months:






3.7








Tackling widening social, economic and health inequalities;
Protecting and empowering our most vulnerable residents;
Ensuring the Council’s continued resilience, stability and sustainability;
Enabling residents to make the most of Lewisham the place; and
Collaborating and working together with our communities and partnership across the
borough.
Lewisham Council’s Corporate Strategy, developed in 2018, agreed the following
priorities for supporting our residents:
Open Lewisham
Tackling the housing crisis
Giving children and young people the best start in life
Building an inclusive local economy
Delivering and defending: health, social care and support
Making Lewisham greener
Building safer communities

3.8

The Council has also reflected on what has worked well and what hasn't worked so
well over the pandemic, learning from it, nurturing and developing the new relationships
and community networks that have built up and recognising things that stand in the
way of a future where we can all benefit equally from what Lewisham and London has
to offer

3.9

This has led to the development of four themes which will focus our efforts on building a
future for all residents – we are Lewisham, and this is our future. The themes are based
on evidence of what our residents’ need – from all the rich data gathered and analysed
during the pandemic, and residents’ experiences in their own words as part of the Voices
of Lewisham project. They are:
 An economically sound future
 A healthy and well future
 A greener future
 A future we all have a part in
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3.10

We are also proud of our place and our role in London and you can see the Mayor of
London’s nine recovery missions clearly in our four strategic recovery themes:

3.11

The delivery of each of these themes will be supported by the activities of our residents
through local community action, both formally organised and otherwise.

4.

Background to the Main Grants consultation

4.1

Lewisham Council has funded the Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) through a
Main Grants programme for over 20 years, in 3-year funding cycles. The programme
was last fully let in 2019 following a full consultation on priorities. The Main Grants
programme retained the 4 themes that had been the basis of the programme in 2015.
These are:





Strong and Cohesive Communities
Communities that Care
Access to Advice Services
Widening Access to Arts and Sports

4.2

The 2019-2021 Main Grants programme allocation totals £3,064,308 per year made up of
£2,636,308 core Council funding and £428,000 from the Better Care Fund (BCF).

4.3

Due to the impact of COVID and wider financial pressures the Council is having to cut at
least £40m from its budget in the next three years (to April 2024) with up to £24m being
cut in 2021/22 alone. In this context the budget for the Main Grants will be reduced by
£800,000 from 1st April 2022. However, support for voluntary and community sector
groups remains a core priority for Lewisham Council and, in partnership with the NHS,
we will continue to invest £2,361,308 per annum through the Main Grants programme.

4.4

In order to set the priories for this spend the Council has undertaken a thorough review
of all of the available evidence on the impact of COVID and the needs of the borough
during the recovery phase.

4.5

We have consulted on replacing the current Main Grants priorities with new ones in line
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with the Council’s overall approach to recovery. The proposed new priorities are:




An economically sound future (specifically Advice Services and Enabling
Digital Access for All)
A healthy and well future
A future we all have a part in

4.6

Overall we proposed to focus on supporting the sector as a whole through strong
infrastructure, coordination and fundraising services rather than trying to directly fund
everything that is needed in the borough. We proposed to provide some level of project
funding but that greater relative weight be given to services that strengthen the sector
and allow it to benefit from the wider funding landscape across London and locally with
funding available for borough wide and ward based Neighbourhood Community
Infrastructure Levy (NCIL) in Lewisham in the coming months. As previously we
proposed that the vast majority of the funding will be for services for adults.

4.7

Lewisham will be London Borough of Culture in 2022 and we proposed that the best way
to protect investment in our cultural services is to align the current level of funding to
these organisations (with a proportionate cut) with the Borough of Culture programme
rather than retaining it within the Main Grants programme.

4.8

The proposals included:
 Funding under the three broad criteria outlined above

4.9



Significant grants to partners delivering advice and social prescribing services



Three Community Fundraisers hosted by the VCS, with specific focus areas
covering equalities, culture and sports, and `cold spots’ - areas of high need and
low services coverage in the borough



Small partnership grants of £10,000 for organisations willing to work with the
Council in the coming years



A specific funding pot for London Borough of Culture (LBoC), administered through
the LBoC Team as part of the wider programme



An approach to equality and equity that prioritised funding proposals on the basis of
those most impacted by Covid, an equalities-focused Community Fundraiser, and a
commitment to funding BAME infrastructure support

Taken together we felt that the above proposals would help ensure that the available
funding best meets the needs of our Borough over the coming three years (2022-2025),
but we were keen to hear the views of the sector and Lewisham residents.

4.10 This consultation was launched on 27th May and was open for 8 weeks till 22nd July.

5.

Consultation methodology

5.1

The consultation was run on the Council’s Citizenspace platform and through a number
of events with specific groups. A separate consultation on possible approaches to a
Borough of Culture led programme ran concurrently and the approach to, and outcome
of, that is set out in section 7. Respondents were also offered the option of responding
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via post to Laurence House or to call to request additional support by phone if needed.
5.2

Two information sessions were held on:
o
o

Wednesday 9th June 2:00 – 3:30pm
Thursday 17th June 6:00 - 7:30pm

5.3

The consultation was publicised via the Council and Lewisham Local website, and by
email to existing grant funded organisations and the wider VCS.

5.4

Council staff also attended service user forums to get the thoughts and views of service
users directly where VCS organisations requested this.

5.5

Additionally, two meetings were held with specific service user groups (older people and
those with learning disabilities) and a roundtable event was convened with key partners
in the sector and officers on the funding of BAME infrastructure. The event was held on
28th July and was focused on the needs of BAME led organisations in the borough and
the most effective infrastructure support to help grow a thriving and resilient BAME
voluntary sector.

5.6

The consultation focused on the following key questions from the proposals:
5.6.1 To what extend did respondents agree with our proposed priorities, i.e.
a. An economically sound future
b. A healthy and well future
c. A future we all have a part in
Respondents who disagreed were asked to comment on why they disagreed
5.6.2

To what extend did respondents agree with our proposed activities to fund under
these priorities, i.e.
a. An economically sound future, specifically:
i. Advice Services and
ii. Enabling Digital Access for All
b. A healthy and well future, specifically:
iii. Physical and Mental Health and Wellbeing
c. A future we all have a part in
iv. Building strong communities
Respondents who disagreed were asked to comment on why they disagreed

5.6.3

To what extent did respondents agree with the areas of focus for the Community
Fundraisers, i.e.
a. Equality and Equity including needs of BAME communities and needs of
disabled communities
b. Sports, Arts and Culture - activities and organisations that support health and
well-being through sports, arts and culture
c. Geographical cold spots in the borough/areas of high deprivation that do not
have other sources of income such as NCIL
Respondents who disagreed were asked to comment on why they disagreed

5.6.4

To what extent did respondents agree or disagree that we should continue to
provide larger grants to our significant partners for the provision of Advice
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Services and Social Prescribing.
Respondents who asked to comment on the reasons for their response
5.6.5

To what extent did respondents agree or disagree with the proposal for grants of
£10,000 to organisations who can demonstrate commitment to working in
partnership with the Council over the coming years.
Respondents who were asked to comment on the reasons for their response

5.6.6

To what extent did respondents either agree or disagree that providing a new and
dedicated funding programme for the Borough of Culture is a good idea
Respondents who were asked to comment on the reasons for their response

5.6.7

We indicated that we want to achieve equity by:




Focussing grants on those most impacted by Covid 19
Supporting BAME led infrastructure
Funding a Community Fundraiser targeted on equalities

To what extend did respondents agree or disagree that this is the right approach
to achieve equity
Respondents who were asked to comment on the reasons for their response
5.6.8

What impact did respondents think our proposed approach could have on these
protected characteristics










5.6.9

Age
Ethnicity
Disabilty
Sex
Gender Reassignment
Pregnancy/Maternity
Religion/Belief
Sexual orientation
Marriage/civil partnership

What impact did respondents think our proposed approach to the Main Grants
programme could have on residents





Refugees & Asylum seekers
Residents impacted by lack of housing & risk of homelessness
Residents impacted by loss or lack of employment
Residents impacted by socio-economic deprivation

5.6.10 Respondents who identified positive impacts on specific Protected Characteristics
or the additional groups identified above, were asked to describe these
5.6.11 Respondents who identified negative impacts on specific Protected
Characteristics or the additional groups identified above, were asked to describe
these
Respondents were asked to identify ways that we might mitigate the negative
impact
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5.6.12 Respondents were asked how useful the Community Fundraisers would be to
their organisations, were they to experience a cut to, or loss of their grant
5.6.13 Repondents were asked to identify other types of support that the Council could
offer, if we were unable to fund their organisation
5.6.14 Respondents were asked for any additional comments that they wanted to make

6.

Consultation Results

6.1

The online consultation was launched on 27th May and was open for 8 weeks till 22nd
July.

6.2

43 individuals in total attended the two information sessions held on 9th and 17th June
2021

6.3

There were 58 individual responses to the consultation. 56 respondents completed the
consultation online and a further 2 respondents returned responses by e-mail.

6.4

These were made up of:






76% (44 respondents) - Professionally, on behalf of a voluntary or
community organisation
5% (three respondents) - Personally, as an individual employed by a
voluntary or community organisation
10% (six respondents) - Personally, as an individual using services provided
by a voluntary or community organisation
9% (five respondents) – identified as other. This included; a volunteer, a
trustee, a Councillor, a resident and a sports provider.
29 of the responses (50%) were from existing recipients of Main Grants
funding. Assuming all those who responded did so professionally, on behalf
of their organisation, this would equate to 65% of those who responded
professionally on behalf of their organisations.

6.5

Officers also attended two sessions with service users from Ageing Well and Lewisham
Speaking Up (LSUP) during the consultation period.

6.6

The session with Ageing Well members, hosted by Diamond Club in partnership with
Ageing Well, was held on 29th June 2021 virtually, and was attended by 20 older
Lewisham residents.

6.7

The session hosted by LSUP was part of their weekly Tuesday meeting with members; it
was also held virtually, on 13th July 2021, and was attended by 28 LSUP members who
are people with learning disabilities and autism living in Lewisham.

6.8

In response to the survey, overall there was strong agreement on the priorities, with an
average of 92% of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing with the proposed
priorities. No respondent disagreed with the priorities. The breakdown of responses
against the individual pritoirty was:


An economically sound future - 91% of respondents either agreed or strongly
agreed with this priority



A healthy and well future – 97% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed
with this priority



A future we all have a part in – 87% of respondents either agreed or strongly
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agreed with this priority
6.9

There was strong agreement for the kinds of activities we propose to fund within each
priority, with an average of 88% of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing with the
proposals:


An economically sound future, specifically good quality, independent
Information and Advice Services – 76% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed
with this proposed activity. 9% (five) of respondents diagreed or strongly disagreed.
Comments included the need to address the root causes of poverty and financial
hardship; increase opportunities for employment; that advice should be a statutory
provision; and that advice services have become over-reliant on statutory funding.



An economically sound future, specifically enabling Digital Access for All
including training on digital skills, – 86% agreed or strongly agreed with this
proposed activity – no respondents diagreed with this activity



A healthy and well future – including volunteering, social prescribing, connecting
people to their local community or communities of interest as a means of improving
their well-being – 97% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this activity,
none disagreed.



A future we all have a part in – through investments in infrastructure to enable the
VCS to be independent – e.g. Community Fundraisers, volunteer brokerage and
community directory – 93% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this
activity, with only one respondent diagreeing with the proposed activities.

6.10 There was also a high level of support for the idea of community fundraisers with the
majority of respondents saying they would be useful if they were to lose their own
funding through the Main Grants programme. In addition there was strong support for the
areas of focus for these roles:

6.11



Equality and Equity – 81% of respondents agreed/strongly agreed with this area of
focus, 5% disagreed or strongly disagreed.



Sports, Arts and Culture – 71% agreed/strongly agreed with this area of focus,
while 9% disagreed/strongly disagreed



Areas with low service coverage/lack of access to local funds – 79% of
respondents agreed/strongly agreed with this area of focus agreed/strongly agreed,
4% disagreed or strongly disagreed
However, it is also important to note that this proposal prompted many comments and
questions from respondents. The common themes were:










The need for capacity building organisations and their abilty to fundraise rather than
doing it for them
The need to ensure sustainabilty longer-term rather than look to additional funding
for Lewisham in the next three years
The need for collaboration support to engage organisations and support them to
work together
The need to engage with external funders as part of the fundraisers role
The need to look at broader income generation models and business development
than just grant funding
The need for the equalities focused post to cover all protected charecteristics and
also include intersectionality, and socio-economic and health inequalities
How the three fundraisers will work together and coordinate their efforts
More clarity on the salary and on-costs so that there is parity across the three posts
and so that hosting organisations are clear about the budgets and expectations
Questions regarding culture and sports being too disparate as areas for one
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fundraiser to cover
6.12

Due to the range of issues raised by respondents, we recommend that some
amendments are made to the proposal to address the feedback received, including
separating the culture and sports brief and enabling the letting of these grants sooner –
the recommendations are outlined in more detail in sections 8.6 and 8.7.

6.13

The question whether we should continue to provide larger grants to our significant
partners for the provision of Advice Services and Social Prescribing prompted a more
mixed response with 53% of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing to this
proposal, while 29% neither agreed or disagreed, and 17% disagreed or strongly
disagreed with the proposal. While the majority of respondents agreed with the need
for both services, there were a range of issues and concerns raised by respondents.

6.14

Some of the comments (both from those who disagreed and those who felt unable to
agree or disagree) were:
 The need for clearer evidence that the two services – advice and social prescribing
- are effective and offer value for money
 Concerns that larger grants for these services will mean that investment in actual
provision, especially for smaller providers who will see an increase in referrals, will
lessen
 That newer providers are given the opportunity to apply, rather than fund existing
provision
 Offering a larger partnership grant to an African and Caribbean led infrastructure
organisation for social prescribing to ensure a proportionate offer to Lewisham’s
communities
 That the services operate as partnerships, with proportionate funding for partners,
rather than being funded as individual organisations

6.15

We recommend therefore that while we prioritise advice and social prescribing as
significant services, we take a more rigorous approach to funding these services, both
in terms of coordination and support of sector activity and responsibility for data and
evidence. This is set out in more detail in Section 8.8.

6.16

There was support for the proposal to introduce partnership grants of £10,000 to
organisations who can demonstrate commitment to working in partnership with the
Council over the coming years with 78% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with
this proposal, 14% neither agreed nor disagreed, and only 8% of respondents
disagreed or strongly disagreed.

6.17

There was also support for the provision of a new and dedicated funding programme
for the Borough of Culture with 69% agreed or strongly agreed with this proposal, 24%
neither agreed nor disagreed, and 7% disagreed or strongly disagreed.

6.18

Respondents who disagreed felt that this was not a good use of funds in the context of
Covid, that taking out this funding would impact on health and well-being programmes
and leave less for the main identified priorities in the grants programme, and that the
link between culture and health and well-being has not been sufficiently evidenced for
this to be an appropriate priority for the programme.

6.19

The LBoC grant programme was subject to a separate consultation, undertaken in this
same consultation period. The detail of proposals and results of the consultation are
outlined in Section 7.

6.20

On the question of whether the proposed approach of achieving equity through
focusing grants on those most impacted by Covid 19, supporting BAME led
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infrastructure and funding a Community Fundraiser targeted on equalities was the
correct one, there was again positive support with 76% of respondents saying they
agreed or strongly agreed with this approach, 19% neither agreed or disagreed, and
5% disagreed or strongly disagreed
6.19 There were differences in opinion in the comments, from those who felt that the
approach was too targeted to specific communities to achieve equality, and those who
felt it was not targeted enough. For example, it was felt by some that BAME communities
should be the sole focus, while others felt that prioritising some protected characteristics
over others would further result in marginalising communities.
6.20 It was suggested that while Covid-related priorities were important, the longer-term
inequalities and needs highlighted by the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA)
should not be ignored. Comments also referenced the need to focus on poverty as an
overriding issue, the need to build on Lewisham’s commitment to being a Borough of
Sanctuary, and the fact that core funding for equalities groups would be a better
approach to achieving equity than fundraising for projects.
6.21 It is likely that prioritising specific protected characteristics will have an impact on those
that have not been identified as areas of focus in the grants programme. We therefore
recommend that we amend the proposals so that we include protected characteristics
and seldom heard voices as a key criteria when prioritising bids, alongside those
impacted by Covid. We are also recommending that while we keep the priorities on
ethnicity and disability for the equalities focused fundraiser role, we have an expectation
that the hosting organisation should also look at addressing other protected
characteristics as part of the brief, along with intersectionality
6.22 Overall, respondents felt that the proposals would have a positive rather than negative
impact across the Protected Characteristics as set out below with the remaining
percentage of respondents either stating no impact or don’t know:









Age:
41% positive impact
9% negative impact
Disability
53% positive impact
5% negative impact
Ethnicity
62% positive impact
2% negative impact
Sex
24% positive impact
3% negative impact
Gender Reassignment
19% positive impact
3% negative impact
Pregnancy/maternity
16% positive impact
2% negative impact
Religion/belief
26% positive impact
0% negative impact
Sexual orientation
21% positive impact
3% negative impact
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Marriage/civil partnership
16% positive impact
0% negative impact

6.24

The Main Grants programme has historically addressed equalities (as defined by
protected characteristics) through funding organisations working with older people,
BAME communities, people with disabilities and LGBTQ+ communities.

6.25

It is therefore unsurprising that respondents felt most confident about assessing
positive or negative impact for these protected characteristics. However, it was noted
that within these protected characteristics, the largest percentages of respondents who
said they didn’t know what the impact would be, were in relation to gender
reassignment and sexuality. This may be an indication that awareness of the needs,
services and support for these communities is not well understood by the responding
organisations. However, overall there is also a large proportion of those who felt unable
to make an assessment about protected characteristics not a part of their remit. This
may indicate the need for more joined up working between and across equalities
groups and a stronger focus on intersectionality.

6.26

Intersectionality was a key theme identified through the Democracy Review and work
on Seldom Heard Voices led by the Safer Stronger Communities Select Committee;
the review identified the need for a stronger understanding of the intersectional needs
of residents and good practice in how we support individuals in a holistic way.

6.27

As such we will ensure that all projects funded with a focus on protected characteristics
have a requirement to address intersectionality; both in their approach to service users
and in creating effective pathways across and between services to offer the best
support to residents. We will also ensure that there is a regular network to support
organisations to learn from each other on the needs of diverse communities and
develop best practice.

6.28

When it came to the wider equalities considerations there was again strong support for
the proposals and a sense that they would make a significant positive impact in each of
the areas. Overall, respondents felt that the proposals would have a positive impact on
these additional groups impacted by inequality, with very few respondents feeling that
these groups would be further disadvantaged. Respondents felt that residents
impacted by lack of employment and socio-economic deprivation particularly would be
supported through these proposals:






6.29

Refugees and asylum seekers
53% positive impact
3% negative impact
Residents impacted by lack of housing & risk of homelessness
50% positive impact
0% negative impact
Residents impacted by loss or lack of employment
59% positive impact
0% negative impact
Residents impacted by socio-economic deprivation
60% positive impact
3% negative impact

The consultation also asked respondents to identify any positive impacts on specific
Protected Characteristics or the additional groups identified above.
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6.30

There were 28 responses to this question. Respondents highlighted that ethnicity,
disability and socio-economic deprivation were all factors addressed through the
programme and therefore it was likely that there would be a positive impact on
residents effected by these factors. Others commented that any grant programme with
a focus on equalities is likely to have a positive impact on those with protected
characteristics. One response highlighted the value of open access front doors as
important for equality, as it enables all residents to easily access a personalised
provision that is responsive to their needs. Another respondent commented that if the
Council funds services promoting equality, all protected characteristics would benefit.

6.31

In relation to identifying negative impacts on specific Protected Characteristics or the
additional groups identified there were 16 responses.

6.32

Respondents highlighted that cuts to current equalities focused groups will have a
negative impact on people with protected characteristics served by those
organisations; others commented that it is only possible to assess the equalities impact
once the new grants programme is awarded. There were comments about the need for
a clearer baseline in terms of need by protected characteristics and a map of funded
services responding to these needs.

6.33

Respondents raised the issue that social prescribing may be seen as geared towards
older people, and therefore may not be accessed by young people. Similarly it was
highlighted as a risk that the removal of arts and culture funding from the Main Grants
programme may mean that the whole programme, including the front doors, are seen
as geared towards adults and older people. Not identifying the needs of LGBTQ+
people while identifying some protected characteristics was raised as likely to have a
negative impact on this community. The negative impact of the pandemic and
insufficient support for people whose first language is not English was raised, and the
need for more coordinated support for refugees and asylum seekers, who one
respondent felt did not currently receive coordinated support.

6.34

There were 15 responses providing suggestions to how the Council could mitigate
against the negative impact of the cuts. These included:












building in potential to offer cyclical funding to organisations who are impactful
having a more robust monitoring programme
developing a better evidence base
requiring existing providers to deliver services needed/wanted by residents in ways
that are accessible to them
Sustaining work with vulnerable groups and communities - such as older people
with multiple health conditions
Funding new groups working with refugees offering targeted support such as
employment
Continued funding for language support
Specifying in funding to Advice Services the need for greater outreach and
engagement with people at risk of discrimination against each of the protected
characteristics
Addressing all the protected characteristics in the Main Grants Programme to
include complex and intersectional needs of the borough's communities, equitably
and equally, ensuring that minority groups such as trans people are not left behind
post COVID-19
Funding an African and/or Caribbean infrastructure organisation which provides a
platform for strategic conversation for transformation and tailored and responsive
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support to grow a more resilient Black third sector and healthier and more resilient
Black population
6.35

We will ensure that the new programme encompasses these ideas and principles, for
example in ensuring that the commissioned monitoring and evaluation framework
addresses the question about how we are addressing equity.

6.36

The section on equalities elicited several comments about funding for children and
young people (CYP), and the disproportionate impact of the proposed cuts on young
people. The Main Grants programme is focused on adults; this seems not to be clearly
understood by respondents. It is important therefore that the programme criteria clearly
identifies this, and highlights that funding for activities for CYP can be accessed
separately.

6.37

The final question related to the support that organisations might wish to see if the
Council was unable to provide direct funding and 54 of the 58 respondents answered
this question.

6.38

Common themes that emerged were:
 Opportunities for Networking and partnership working
 Training
 Promoting and showcasing activities of organisations
 Endorsement of funding applications
 Help to secure national funding
 Brokering relationships with other organisations that the sector could partner with
 Support with data
 Support identifying strategic opportunities
 Access to Council venues and space
 Enabling access to decision-makers
 Pro bono support

6.39

The Community Development team will review, prior to the letting of the grants
programme, the most effective way to provide this support to the VCS. Some of the
support identified will be deliverable through the funded programme – for example the
Community Fundraisers will play a significant role in enabling partnerships, and officers
could support with bringing key partners to the table to help discussions on need and
bids to be developed. Support with data for example, could be delivered through the
monitoring and evaluation framework with a plan for promoting and sharing this data on
a regular basis.

6.39

We asked respondents for any additional comments or contributions.

6.40


There were 34 responses, which included the following:
A number of organisations highlighted the valuable work they undertake with
vulnerable communities in Lewisham
There was a plea for sports organisations not to be forgotten
Others highlighted the fact that the Council needs to recognise the challenges faced by
the VCS through the pandemic and not to place further burdens on the sector, but
rather to take a partnership and enabling approach
Respondents appreciated and endorsed the fact that despite the cuts the Council was
committed to investing in the VCS
A question was raised about what role the Community Development team would play
within the new grant programme
Respondents endorsed the idea of the front doors
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There was a call for more co-production with the sector going forward
The need to assess and use the assets of existing organisations to support the sector
as a whole, and stabilise local funding for the sector

6.41

All feedback will be reviewed alongside the suggestions for supporting the VCS prior to
letting the grants programme, to ensure they are either embedded within the
programme or responded to by the Community Development team.

7.

Arts and Culture consultation and response

7.1

A separate consultation process was undertaken to gather views on the way that funding
might be used if the proposal was taken forward to develop a separate arts and culture
funding stream aligned to the Borough of Culture and its ongoing legacy rather than
retaining it within the Main rants programme.

7.2

The consultation took place in the same time frame as the wider Main Grants
consultation and was again run on the Council’s Citizenspace platform with respondents
offered the option of responding via post to Laurence House or to call to request
additional support by phone if needed.

7.3

There were 16 responses to the consultation, these were made up of:
 8 - Professionally, on behalf of an arts and culture organisation
 5 - Personally, as an individual employed by an arts and culture organisation
 1 - Personally, as an individual using services provided by an arts and culture
organisation
 2 - Other

7.4

Overall, there was strong agreement on the proposed strategic themes, with 12
respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing with the proposed priorities, four neither
agreeing or disagreeing and no respondent disagreed. The breakdown of responses
against the individual themes was as follows:

7.5



A healthy and well future – 94% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed
with this priority



A greener future – 100% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed with this
priority



A future we all have a part in – 94% of respondents either agreed or strongly
agreed with this priority

There was support for all activities we propose to fund within each theme but the level of
support varied across the range of proposals as follows
1. A cultural anchor organisation to:


Provide sector leadership – 56% of respondents agreed that this was important or
very important,19% felt it was slightly important, 13% were neutral and 13% felt it
was not important



Co-ordinate consortium funding bids - 63% of respondents agreed that this was
important or very important, 31% felt it was slightly important, 6% were neutral and
0% felt it was not important



Support emerging artists - 81% of respondents agreed that this was important or
very important,19% felt it was slightly important, 0% were neutral and 0% felt it was
not important



Nurture partnerships - 81% of respondents agreed that this was important or very
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important, 6% felt it was slightly important, 6% were neutral and 6% felt it was not
important
2. Funding for organisations to address barriers to cultural participation focusing on


Ethnic diversity - 88% of respondents agreed that this was important or very
important, 12% were neutral



Disability - 100% of respondents agreed that this was important or very important



Economic disadvantage - 100% of respondents agreed that this was important or
very important



Age (young people and older people) - 88% of respondents agreed that this was
important or very important, 6% felt it was slightly important, 6% were neutral

7.6

Consultation also included proposals to use film location income to provide one off
funding to deliver projects around key themes. There was very strong support across
the range of themes as follows:
 Increasing participation – 94% important or very important
 Addressing the climate emergency – 75% important or very important
 Celebrating diversity – 94% important or very important
 Promoting equality and fairness of opportunity – 94% important or very important

7.7

The consultation also included proposals to implement a number of measures designed
to address inequalities in the cultural workforce. Respondents expressed strong support
overall but with varying levels as follows:
 Bursary funding for emerging artists – 100% important or very important
 Broadway Theatre associate artists – 50% important or very important and 19%
slightly important
 Employment and training programmes - 81% important or very important
 Support for cultural and creative enterprise growth – 69% important or very
important

7.8

Some respondents provided detailed replies when asked if they would like to make
additional comments about the proposed support for arts and culture. The following is a
summary of the main themes raised:
 Five respondents commented on the proposal to fund an anchor organisation.
Varying concerns were expressed such as whether it would be possible for the role
to be delivered in a democratic, collaborative and neutral manner and across the
whole borough and responding to the needs of all art forms. Also concern about the
level of funding and the need for more detailed information about the role.
 The importance of funding as an endorsement
 Two respondents highlighted the importance of recognising that organisations work
across a number of priorities and communities, thereby promoting community
cohesion
 The importance of ensuring that the whole programme of support works in a
cohesive way
 Concern about further cuts to the sector
 Concern about lack of mention of wider equalities groups

7.9

All comments will be taken into consideration as the details of the funding programme
are further developed. Officers particularly recognise the importance of providing more
detail around the role of the anchor organisation, how it will be chosen and the
framework that will be put in place to ensure that it delivers a programme of work for the
benefit of the whole art and culture sector in Lewisham.

7.10 Overall respondents felt that the proposals would have a positive rather than negative
impact across most of the Protected Characteristics as set out below with the remaining
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percentage of respondents either stating no impact or don’t know:
 Age:
45% positive impact
13% negative impact
 Disability
50% positive impact
6% negative impact
 Ethnicity
62% positive impact
2% negative impact
 Sex
6% positive impact
6% negative impact
 Gender Reassignment
6% positive impact
6% negative impact
 Pregnancy/maternity
0% positive impact
0% negative impact
 Religion/belief
6% positive impact
0% negative impact
 Sexual orientation
13% positive impact
6% negative impact
 Marriage/civil partnership
0% positive impact
0% negative impact
7.11

In relation to the wider equalities considerations there was again support for the
proposals with respondents expressing a view that the proposals would have more of a
positive impact on these additional groups impacted by inequality, with very few
respondents feeling that these groups would be further disadvantaged:
 Refugees and asylum seekers
43% positive impact
0% negative impact
 Residents impacted by lack of housing & risk of homelessness
13% positive impact
0% negative impact
 Residents impacted by loss or lack of employment
44% positive impact
0% negative impact
 Residents impacted by socio-economic deprivation
50% positive impact
6% negative impact

7.12 The response to the consultation shows a high level of support for the strategic themes
set out in the proposals and for the proposed activities to be funded under each theme.
A slightly lower level of support was expressed around some aspects of the proposals
for a cultural anchor organisation and it is clear from comments provided by respondents
that a more detailed description of the role needs to be articulated and assurances
provided around concerns expressed.
7.14 Officers therefore recommend moving forward with this approach, which builds on
Lewisham’s role as Borough of Culture in 2022, provides an important legacy and an
effective response to the currents needs of the arts and culture sector.
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7.15 In relation to arts and culture, proposals respond to recognised inequality within the
sector seeking to provide a response that address these issues in Lewisham by
engaging those who are most disadvantaged.
7.16 Taking current art and culture grant recipients into account, officers do not anticipate any
specific impact on protected characteristics, although it has to be recognised that
reduced funding will have an overall impact. In mitigation the programme of funding
focusses more strongly on addressing inequality and will now be part of a package of
support that draws on wider resources, including film location funding and the Broadway
Theatre as a physical asset.
7.16 Future strategy around resourcing art and culture in Lewisham and specifically closing
the gap around inequality will have a stronger focus on bringing in external resources to
the borough. With reduced local authority funding available it is anticipated that support
for a cultural anchor organisation as proposed in this report will provide the necessary
capacity for successful future partnership bids.

8.

Feedback outside of online consultation

Lewisham Speaking Up and Lewisham Ageing Well
8.1

The consultation offered the opportunity for organisations to facilitate sessions with
service users so that Council officers could hear directly from residents about their
experience of services and their views about the proposed grants programme.

8.2

Officers attended two sessions with service users from Ageing Well and Lewisham
Speaking Up (LSUP) during the consultation period.

8.3

The session with Ageing Well members, hosted by Diamond Club in partnership with
Ageing Well, was held on 29th June 2021 virtually, and was attended by 20 older
Lewisham residents.

8.4

The group had met regularly in person pre-pandemic and was keen to learn more about
the Main Grants proposal and consultation.

8.5

After briefly outlining the purpose of the consultation, the officer took questions and
feedback from the group, which was delighted to share its newly developed Zoom
abilities. Participants made a number of points, including highlighting the benefits of the
1-2-1 training and support they had received in the use of digital devices, and the part
that improved digital inclusion had played in enabling them to access support and
interaction so as to reduce loneliness and isolation. Their improved access to digital
resources had also enabled them to access a range of online workshops, including
dance and exercise, which had been fun and kept them active and healthy.

8.6

They were passionate about how liberating they had found their increased ability to work
with digital technology, and their increased confidence in this area was clear. They
highlighted their appreciation for the facilitation of the current group which enabled them
to maximise the benefits from their weekly meetings and enabled everyone to participate
in a constructive way.

8.7

They were keen advocates of the Council’s support for digital inclusion and shared a
strong view that many of their friends and neighbours would equally benefit from training
and support of the nature they had experienced.
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8.8

The session hosted by LSUP was part of their weekly Tuesday meeting with members; it
was also held virtually, on 13th July 2021, and was attended by 28 LSUP members, who
are people with learning disabilities and autism living in Lewisham.

8.9

Officers worked with LSUP to structure the session so that it was accessible and
enabled participation. Further to officers outlining the context, discussion focused on
three questions:
What problems have you had to deal with in the least year? Were there extra problems
because of COVID?
How does LSUP help you and other people? What’s good about the things LSUP does?
How would it affect you if LSUP had less money for things like advocacy or selfadvocacy?

a)
b)
c)

8.10 In answer to the first question, members identified loneliness, isolation and loss of other
regular social contacts e.g. church, gym as a key challenge in the last year. Another
equally challenging issue for members was COVID regulations including mask wearing –
including impact on people with multiple impairments. The lack of appropriate IT and
inadequate data plans to access information and online services was a significant
challenge identified by members.
8.11 Members of LSUP were overwhelmingly positive about the benefits they gained from the
service, including:
 Feeling valued
 Social contact combatting loneliness and isolation
 Having a voice and being heard
 Feeling enabled to make contributions
 Increased confidence
 Knowing that disabled people are on the board representing people with learning
disabilities
 Many felt that the service they received was crucial to them
8.12 In answer to the question about reduced funding, the majority of attendees felt that
funding to LSUP should be increased or maintained as they felt they would not know
how to manage without the service.

Roundtable discussion on BAME infrastructure
8.13 The roundtable discussion was held on 28th July 2021 via Teams. The purpose of the
roundtable was to learn about the needs of Black Asian and Minority Ethnic-led
Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) organisations to help them thrive and continue
to provide services to BAME communities in Lewisham during post-COVID recovery.
Key objectives of the roundtable were:

To create a shared understanding of the definition and specific needs of BAME-led VCS
organisations in Lewisham

To understand the role of infrastructure and funding to best support BAME-led VCS
organisations in Lewisham
8.14 The session was facilitated by the Social Investment Consultancy and was supported by
the Ubele Initiative; both gave feedback from research that they had undertaken on work
with BAME organisations and funders that evidenced the inequality that exists in the
funding landscape and made recommendations on some ways that funders can address
this.
8.15 24 participants attended on the day. Organisations that participated in the roundtable
were either a) delivering services to BAME communities as part of a BAME-led
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organisation, b) funding BAME VCS organisations, and/or c) providing infrastructure
support to the VCS. There were also representation from public health services in
Lewisham. The roundtable was structured to include small-group discussions with
facilitators in each of the groups, as well as presentations and whole-group discussions.
8.16 A key issue was defining what ‘BAME led organisations’ mean. Among the participants
there was strong support for a definition that includes both the mission and purpose of
the organisation as well as the make-up of the leadership.
8.17 Discussions on the needs and challenges faced by BAME led organisations identified
the following as key issues that need to be addressed:


Sustainable funding with a long-term focus (rather than the short-term project funding
made available prior to and throughout Covid)



Challenges in eligibility for funding and commissioning - high numbers of BAME-led
organisations face barriers even in the pre-application stages. Funders often do not
recognise that the majority of BAME-led organisations are relatively small and have low
turnover or lack specific documentation which lead to them not being eligible for
funding at all. These barriers are not only applicable in securing funding, but also
commissioning opportunities



Need for flexibility in application forms. Participants also shared that the application
forms often require a level of proficiency in being able to express yourself, and
therefore benefit those who use sophisticated language that is knowledgeable about
the funding landscape. Members of BAME-led organisations felt that more flexibility
and consideration is needed during this stage to take into account different
backgrounds the applicants might come from and different levels of knowledge.



Removing other barriers in funding processes. A number of other barriers faced by
BAME-led VCS organisations that need to be removed were also mentioned, including
1) short turnaround times to respond to funding opportunities; 2) lack of succession
funding; 3) lack of compensation for fulfilling administrative requirements; and 4) long
payment periods.

8.18

In terms of what was needed from infrastructure support, participants highlighted:



Lack of flexibility of infrastructure - Participants felt that the current infrastructure at
times seems too rigid and does not always welcome change, whether in the form of
new leaders, new ideas or adopting individual approaches to supporting different
organisations.



Different, more flexible ways of supporting organisations – a number of attendees cited
the Familia Project (a food-related pandemic response in Lewisham specifically
targeting BAME communities) and other collaborative opportunities that enabled
organisations to work together in a short period of time to secure funding, rather than
the traditional and formal ways of delivering infrastructure through training for example.



Need for support for latter stages in organisational development. While it was
acknowledged that currently it is possible to get support for establishing the initial
policies, board and governance, it is much more complicated to get support to be able
to transition into the next stage and become more self-sustaining.



Following from above, the need for infrastructure support tied into looking beyond a
short-term funding bid – support around how the organisation can build on its learning,
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communicate its impact, plan for the next stage, apply for more funds, develop a track
record, and become viable.

9.



Feedback and mentoring. Based on earlier discussions around barriers in applying for
funds, participants discussed that they very rarely receive feedback on their
unsuccessful applications, which diminishes their confidence and does not let them
know what areas they can improve on later on. Alternatively, an idea of collaborations
between more and less experienced organisations were raised to be able to share
expertise on how to secure funding.



Supporting and growing leadership from BAME communities – enabling representation
and voice and making sure particularly smaller organisations with limited capacity are
supported by compensating them for their time and expertise.



Institutional racism. Participants expressed their concerns around institutional racism
across different structures that they work with. They felt that often commissioners and
funders do not accept their own privilege and implicit bias which increases the mistrust
from BAME communities.

Overall Conclusions and recommended response

9.1. The response to the consultation shows a high level of support for the priorities set out in
the proposals, namely
a) An economically sound future
b) A healthy and well future
c) A future we all have a part in
9.2

The response also showed a high level of support for the proposed activities to be
funded under each priority, i.e.: a) i. An economically sound future, specifically good
quality, independent Information and Advice Services a) ii. An economically sound
future, specifically enabling Digital Access for All, including training on digital skills b) A
healthy and well future – specifically physical and mental health and well-being –
including volunteering, social prescribing, connecting people to their local community or
communities of interest as a means of improving their well-being c) A future we all have
a part in – specifically building strong communities through investments in infrastructure
to enable the VCS to be independent – e.g. community fundraisers, volunteer brokerage
and community directory

9.3

We therefore recommend moving forward with these as our agreed priorities for the Main
Grants programme 2022-25. A number of respondents raised the issue of advice
services addressing symptoms rather than the fundamental causes of financial hardship,
specifically clearer pathways and opportunities for employment. We propose that as part
of the funding, advice services support the development of a clear pathway to
employment over the next funding cycle, and lead on partnerships with others in the
sector and with the Council on increased opportunities for employment.

9.4

While there was overall a high level of support for the idea of Community Fundraisers,
and for the areas of focus, the proposal prompted many comments and questions from
respondents. There was uncertainty amongst respondents as to whether or how the
fundraisers can support them if they were to lose their funding; uncertainty about how
the fundraisers would prioritise projects and bids; how the work would be coordinated
and how the work would achieve consistent support across the focus areas. It is
understandable that this proposal raised many questions. It is a new model and not one
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that has been attempted before through the Main Grants programme. However, the
proposal builds on learning from a collaborative fundraiser model that was trialled with a
small number of VCS partners. Conversations and discussions about the way
collaborative fundraising for the sector could work has already begun. A funding
partnership was set up to oversee this pilot which could continue to provide some
oversight and support for coordination of the Community Fundraisers. Further, we
believe the model offers scope for the VCS to take a leadership role and have more
control in directing its fundraising efforts. In order to address concerns expressed by
some that the posts will not assist them if they lose Main Grants funding it is proposed
that these grants are let through a bespoke and shortened process to ensure that
individuals can be in post before the end of the current funding round – see paragraph
9.7 below.
9.5

There was general agreement about the focus areas, although some concerns that
culture and sports could not be delivered in one fundraiser brief as they are too disparate
and require different kinds of subject expertise. A suggestion was that this post could be
split and hosted by relevant subject matter experts; i.e. an arts organisation to host a .5
FTE and a sports organisation to host an equivalent resource. Concerns were also
raised about the specific named characteristics for the fundraiser for the equalities brief,
as it was felt that other protected characteristics would be excluded.

9.6

We recommend that we proceed with the Community Fundraiser proposals but respond
to the issues raised by:
 Splitting the culture and sports brief, so that subject matter experts can host a
part time post each
 Keeping one of the Community Fundraisers’ focus on equality and equity
including ethnicity and disabilities, as communities specifically impacted by
Covid, but with an expectation that the that the hosting organisation should also
look at addressing other protected characteristics as part of the brief, along with
intersectionality. In line with the recommendation that ethnicity and disability are
specific areas of focus, we would welcome applications from organisations
directly working with and experienced in the needs of these communities.

9.7

In order to address the issues around coordination, consistency, mechanisms and
process for prioritising projects, we propose the process for Community Fundraiser
applications are expedited so that the fundraisers are in post as soon as possible, to
begin the work of engaging the sector and developing a coordinated plan of support. We
propose a three-week Expression of Interest (EOI) period from the launch of application
stage (26th September), followed by interviews, with awards of grants by late November
2021. This would enable early recruitment to the fundraiser posts.

9.8

There were mixed responses to the proposals for significant partnership grants for
advice services and social prescribing. While the majority of respondents recognised the
importance of both activities, there was concern that funding signposting might take
resources away from frontline services; there were concerns about larger partnership
grants cutting out smaller providers; there were also concerns and a call for the funded
activity to be evidence based, provide data and for the funded organisations to play a
role in coordination and support.

9.9

Based on the above, we recommend that there is continued priority given to advice and
social prescribing as significant services; however, funding these services should
encompass a more rigorous approach, with a clear expectation in terms of the design of
the service, outcomes, targets, development plans and the role of the services in
coordination and support of the sector. While maintaining the flexibility of the grants
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programme, we propose moving to a more commissioning-based approach to the two
services.
9.10 The majority of respondents were supportive of proposals for partnership grants of
£10,000, although there were some questions about what this small sum of money could
be expected to achieve. There was also a request for more clarity on the intended aims
and outcomes of partnerships.
9.11 We recommend that the partnership grants are part of the Main Grants scheme but
recommend that the grants are awarded on the basis of:
 Areas of the borough where we see the need for strong VCS leadership
 Aspiration and potential to grow on the part of the VCS
 Willingness to connect with partners and specifically to work closely with the Council
 Conversation and agreement with partners about how we work together moving
forward, including how we support each other to achieve our ambitions for the
borough
 Specific outcomes in relation to the above
9.12 The majority of respondents were in favour of a new and dedicated funding programme
for the Borough of Culture, we therefore recommend this is taken forward in line with the
findings of the separate consultation outlined in Section 7.
9.13 Our approach to equity was supported by the majority of respondents. However, issues
about the focus areas in terms of equity were raised, specifically in relation to our
Borough of Sanctuary commitment, and the needs of LGBTQ+ residents. We have
outlined the proposal for Community Fundraisers above. However, we recommend that
we change our approach in relation to how we assess bids overall to not just focussing
on those impacted by Covid, but extending this focus to include the protected
characteristics traditionally funded by the Main Grants programme, and seldom heard
communities.
9.14 Based on findings from our roundtable discussions about an effective BAME
infrastructure, we propose infrastructure support that is ideally tied to and works
alongside the Community Fundraiser. BAME led organisations through this support will
be able to collaborate, gather data and explore ideas about need, identify ideas for
funding, and be supported pre-and post- applications to become sustainable. This
approach responds directly to what BAME led organisations have asked for. We would
ensure that the intended support developed a robust framework of monitoring and
evaluation, to show how many of our BAME led organisations have been enabled to
grow and in what way, what income they have generated, the resulting increase in
support to BAME communities and the impact of this support.
9.14 Taken together it is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet agree the following priorities
and processes for the Main Grants programme 2022-2025:
9.15 Moving forward with the following priorities for the programme:
a) An economically sound future, specifically:
i. Advice Services and
ii. Enabling Digital Access for All
b) A healthy and well future, specifically:
i. Physical and Mental Health and Wellbeing
c) A future we all have a part in
i. Building strong communities
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9.16 Funding four Community Fundraiser posts, to be hosted by the VCS, with the following
areas of focus:
 1x FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on equality and equity including
ethnicity and disabilities as protected characteristics specifically impacted by Covid,
but with an expectation that the hosting organisation should also look at addressing
other protected characteristics as part of the brief, along with intersectionality
 1 x FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on geographical cold spots in the
borough/areas of high deprivation that do not have other sources of income such
as NCIL
 .5 FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on the arts
 .5 FTE Community Fundraiser with a focus on sports
9.17 That the Community Fundraiser funding is let earlier, through an Expression of
Interest/Interview process, and awards granted by late November 2021
9.18 Moving forward with significant partnership grants for advice and social prescribing, but
with a more rigorous commissioning-based approach
9.19 That we move forward with partnership grants of £10,000 but with clearer, measurable
and proportionate partnership outcomes
9.20 Our approach to achieving equity in the main grants programme will be to focus grants
on projects which benefit:
 communities most impacted by Covid
 people with protected characteristics – specifically age, ethnicity, disability, sexual
orientation and gender reassignment, and
 seldom heard voices
9.21 Funding Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic infrastructure support that is ideally tied to and
works alongside the Community Fundraiser. The focus of the support will be capacity
building focused on collaboration, enabling organisations to identify need, generate
ideas for funding, and support to become sustainable.
9.22 That we move forward with a separate grant programme aligned to London Borough of
Culture
9.23 That the art and culture funding programme has the following strategic themes:
 A healthy and well future
 A greener future
 A future we all have a part in
9.24 Additionally that the art and culture funding programme funds the following activities:
1. Funding a cultural anchor organisation to:
 Provide sector leadership
 Co-ordinate consortium funding bids
 Support emerging artists
 Nurture partnerships
2. Funding for organisations to address barriers to cultural participation focusing on:
 Ethnic diversity
 Disability
 Economic disadvantage
 Age (young people and older people)
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3. One off funding to deliver projects around key themes:
 Increasing participation
 Addressing the climate emergency
 Celebrating diversity
 Promoting equality and fairness of opportunity
4. Address inequalities in the cultural workforce through
 Bursary funding for emerging artists
 Broadway Theatre associate artists
 Employment and training programmes
 Support for cultural and creative enterprise growth

10. Application process and guidance
10.1 The programme will be launched on 23rd September and will close on 18th November (8
weeks). The application process will be managed on the recently developed funding
portal. The borough-wide NCIL programme was launched and managed through the
portal, and we will be using the learning from this process to ensure the Main Grants
application process is as accessible and easy to complete as possible.
10.2 Officers will ensure that the launch of the programme is publicised as widely as possible.
This will include the Council and partner’s websites (including Lewisham Local), by
e-mail to our existing funded VCS organisations and by e-mail to wider sector networks,
for example faith groups, BAME network, funding partnership, etc. It will also be
circulated widely within Council.
10.3 There will be three distinct application forms;
1.
Expressions of Interest for the fundraising posts
2.
Specific application forms for £10,000 partnership grants
3.
Specific application forms for grants under the agreed priorities
10.4 Officers will run a number of workshops for the VCS in the first 4-6 weeks of the period
to describe the application process and outline our expectations in terms of responses.
This proved extremely useful for organisations through the NCIL process. Similarly to the
NCIL process, we will tailor some of the workshops to our smaller VCS organisations.
10.5 Using learning from the borough-wide NCIL process and previous programmes of
funding, officers will ensure that the application process generates the information we
need for rigorous and consistent assessment of bids. We propose to have guidance for
assessors to ensure consistency in the assessment process.
10.6 Assessments will take place in November and December so that organisations can be
informed of proposed recommendations prior to Christmas. They will be informed with
the clear caveat that the recommendations are subject to the appeals process and
Mayor and Cabinet decisions.

11.

Monitoring and Evaluation framework

11.1 In response to calls to increase the rigour of the Main Grants monitoring and evaluation
approach, we will commission a specialist organisation to develop a specific framework
based on the range of services who receive funding through the programme.
11.2 The successful evaluation partner will work with the Council, health partners and VCS
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organisations to identify the key performance indicators that together show the impact of
the Main Grants funding to the VCS.
11.3 Flowing from this, the evaluation partner will work with the Council to identify the key
monitoring information to be gathered from all funded organisations and specific
information to be gathered by a smaller sub-set of funded organisations.
11.4 The evaluation partner will also work with the Council to develop a performance
dashboard that can provide quarterly information on key agreed data sets.
11.5 As previously mentioned, organisations that receive grants of more than £100,000 will
have specifically designed, rigorous monitoring arrangements.

12. Financial implications
12.1 The current available budget for the Main Grants Programme is £2,636,308 plus an
additional £313,000 of agreed Better Care Funding which specifically supports the grant
paid to Age UK Lewisham and Southwark in respect of SAIL (safe and Independent
Living).
12.2 As part of the councils Medium Term Financial Strategy a revenue saving of £800,000
(ref B-06 Cuts to Main Grant Programme) has been agreed for the 22-23 financial year
onwards. The new Main Grants Programme is due to run for three years from April 2022March 2025 and the annual cost will need be to be contained within the revised general
fund budget of £1,836,308 plus whatever ongoing funding is agreed from BCF for future
years.

13. Legal implications
13.1 Under S1 of the Localism Act 2011 the Council has a general power of competence to
do anything which an individual may do unless it is expressly prohibited.
13.2 The giving of grants to voluntary organisations is a discretionary power which must be
exercised reasonably, taking into account all relevant considerations and ignoring
irrelevant considerations.
13.3 In relation to any consultation exercise sufficient reasons must be given for any
proposal, adequate time must be given for consideration and response and the outcome
of the consultation must be conscientiously taken into account by the decision maker.
Taking into account the results of the consultation, the report sets out the revised
priorities of the Main Grants Programme, revised approaches and focus areas, and new
grant programmes to support particular social needs and themes.
14.4 Decisions on making a grant or giving assistance to a voluntary organisation require the
approval of Mayor and Cabinet where the level of a grant is over £10,000 (Mayoral
Scheme of Delegation section Q). Those decisions will be key decisions (Constitution
Article 16(c)(xiii)). As such it is for Mayor and Cabinet to approve the recommendations
with regards to the revised process for allocating grants in relation to the Main Grants
Programme.
14.5 The Equality Act 2010 (the Act) contains a public sector equality duty (the equality duty
or the duty). It covers the following nine protected characteristics: age, disability, gender
reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or
belief, sex and sexual orientation.
In summary, the Council must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to:
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eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act.
advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.

14.6

The duty continues to be a “have regard duty”, and the weight to be attached to it is a
matter for the Mayor, bearing in mind the issues of relevance and proportionality. It is
not an absolute requirement to eliminate unlawful discrimination, advance equality of
opportunity or foster good relations.

14.7

The Equality and Human Rights Commission has issued Technical Guidance on the
Public Sector Equality Duty and statutory guidance entitled Practice”. The Council must
have regard to the statutory code in so far as it relates to the duty and attention is
drawn to Chapter 11 which deals particularly with the equality duty. The Technical
Guidance also covers what public authorities should do to meet the duty. This
includes steps that are legally required, as well as recommended actions. The
guidance does not have statutory force but nonetheless regard should be had to it, as
failure to do so without compelling reason would be of evidential value. The statutory
code and the technical guidance can be found at:
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/legal-and-policy/equality-act/equality-actcodesofpractice- and-technical-guidance/

14.8

The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) has previously issued five guides
for public authorities in England giving advice on the equality duty:






14.9

The essential guide to the public sector equality duty
Meeting the equality duty in policy and decision-making
Engagement and the equality duty
Equality objectives and the equality duty
Equality information and the equality duty

The essential guide provides an overview of the equality duty requirements including
the general equality duty, the specific duties and who they apply to. It covers what
public authorities should do to meet the duty including steps that are legally required,
as well as recommended actions. The other four documents provide more detailed
guidance on key areas and advice on good practice. Further information and resources
are available at
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/advice-and-guidance/public sectorequalityduty/guidance-on-the-equality-duty/

14. Equalities implications
14.1 The proposals set out in the consultation and in this report have been based on:
 reviewing the ongoing inequity in Lewisham (set out in the Consultation
document, Appendix 1)
 identifying the emerging and/or worsening issues brought about by the pandemic
(set out in the Consultation Document, Appendix 1)
 consulting with our VCS and residents on the impact of proposals on equalities
(Section 6.22 – 6.36)
 Consulting with specific service users on the proposals (Section 8)
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14.2 Based on the above, we have set out our rationale for the proposals in relation to
equalities, assessed the impact on equalities and protected characteristics, and
proposed mitigations. This is outlined below.
14.3 The review of ongoing inequity and emerging need through Covid highlighted a number
of key issues that were important to address for recovery:
 Increasing financial hardship
 Impact on physical mental health and well-being
 Digital exclusion and the impact of this both in terms of accessing information and
support, in an intensely digitally-driven context
 The disproportionate impact of Covid, highlighting existing inequalities, for people
from BAME communities, people with disabilities, and those impacted by socioeconomic deprivation
 The need for communities to connect and become resilient post-pandemic
14.4 The proposals try to directly address these issues in the context of the voluntary and
community sector, and the preventative support they can offer, reaching out to our most
disadvantages communities and residents.
14.5 The proposals for large grants for advice and social prescribing respond to increasing
financial hardship and the impact on physical and mental health; digital inclusion and
building strong communities is one of our key priorities, and within this we have
highlighted what we believe will be strong foundations for infrastructure that will enable
communities to navigate their way to services, volunteer and participate – a good
community directory and volunteering brokerage are examples.
14.6 We have also set out our approach to achieving equity by:
 Focusing grants on those most impacted by Covid 19, residents with protected
characteristics, and our seldom heard communities
 Supporting BAME lead infrastructure
 Funding a Community Fundraiser targeted on equalities
14.7 On the basis of existing grant recipients, we assess that the following protected
characteristics and those additional factors/characteristics identified since Covid are
most likely impacted by these proposals:
 Age
 Disability
 Ethnicity
 Sex
 Sexual Orientation
 Gender Reassignment
 Refugees and Asylum Seekers
 Residents impacted by lack of housing & risk of homelessness
 Residents impacted by loss or lack of employment
 Residents impacted by socio-economic deprivation
14.8 The proposals suggest a number of focus areas for equalities, primarily based on a
review of the impact of Covid. These are: ethnicity, disability and those impacted by
socio-economic deprivation. As is evidenced by responses from the consultation, our
approach to equalities has general support, with many feeling that the impact on
ethnicity, disability and socio-economic deprivation, will be positive.
14.9 Due to the reduction of funding available through the programme, it is likely that other
protected characteristics not identified as focus areas in the new programme –
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specifically older people (as younger people were not the focus area of the Main Grants
programme), gender re-assignment and sexuality, will be impacted by loss of funds and
therefore lack of services. Respondents from the online survey have both commented
directly on this and highlighted this in the responses they have chosen.
14.10 In order to mitigate the above, we have recommended that we amend the proposals so
that we include protected characteristics and seldom heard voices as a key criteria when
prioritising bids, alongside those impacted by Covid, to ensure the needs of specific
communities such as LGBTQ+ people are responded to as part of this programme.
14.11 In relation to older people, and the potential loss of funding in this area, one clear
mitigation is the larger partnership grant recommended for a social prescribing ‘front
door’ service. This service is a key preventative intervention for older people and is
accessed primarily by older people, as is evidenced by monitoring data from the service.
Therefore older people remain a key beneficiary of the Main Grants programme. It is
important however, that we respond to the feedback from the consultation that larger
signposting services may be prioritised at the cost of smaller delivery organisations. We
are committed to ensuring that the pathway for support to older people, through the
social prescribing service, is effectively resourced going forward, through better use of
our small grants and Neighbourhood Community Development Partnership (NCDP)
grants.
14.12 The feedback from the consultation identified a number of other ways we can mitigate
the negative impact on equalities, including addressing intersectionality, focusing larger
funded services on targeting communities with protected characteristics, and developing
better data to assess how well we are responding to addressing equity. We will ensure
that the new programme encompasses these ideas and principles, for example in
ensuring that the commissioned monitoring and evaluation framework addresses the
question about how we are addressing equity.
14.13 We will also work closely with existing grant recipients to ensure that the impact on
service users is mitigated by identifying other streams of local funding, for e.g. boroughwide or ward NCIL, that other kinds of support for e.g. use of community spaces are
offered where needed, or that Community Fundraisers are able to support the
organisation to meet any funding gap moving forward.
14.14 There will be a further, full Equality Assurance Assessment (EAA) completed on the
recommendations for funding through the Main Grants programme

15.

Climate change and environmental implications

15.1

London Borough of Culture has provided the opportunity for the arts and culture sector
to take a lead in addressing the climate emergency, highlighting the issues in an
engaging way and bringing residents together to develop a solutions based approach.
A greener future is one of the strategic themes of the proposed programme of future
funding for art and culture, thereby resourcing this continued role over the coming three
years.

15.2

London Borough of Culture has also highlighted the role of art and culture in partnering
with the Council to address strategic objectives. During this time important relationships
have been developed between voluntary organisations and the Council’s Climate
Emergency Team which will continue to bear fruit as a result of the proposed funding
programme.

15.3

As part of London Borough of Culture a sustainable events plan has been developed
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as a means of encouraging organisations to consider environmental issues in their
planning. Funding applicants will be expected will be expected to sign up to this plan
and describe how they will contribute to a sustainable future.

16.

Crime and disorder implications

16.1

There are no direct crime and disorder implications from the consultation, and resulting
proposals for the main grants programme.

17.

Health and wellbeing implications

17.1

Many of the activities of the exsiting and proposed new grants programme address the
health and well-being of Lewisham residents and one of the criteria specifically
proposes social prescribing and voluntary sector services to support physical and
mental health and wellbeing.

18.

Background papers

18.1

Appendix 1 – Consultation on Priorities for, and approach to, the Main Grants
Programme – May 2021

19.

Glossary

Term

Definition

Main Grants programme

A funding programme operated by Lewisham Council,
providing support to a range of voluntary and community
organisations working with vulnerable residents and
contributing to the borough’s key priorities
Independent not-for-profit organisations, often registered with
the Charity Commission, working towards social objectives

Voluntary and Community
Sector

Report author(s) and contact
a. James Lee, Director of Communities, Partnerships and Leisure
James.Lee@lewisham.gov.uk
Tel: 020 8314 6548
b. Sakthi Suriyaprakasam, Community Development Service Manager
Sakthi.suriyaprakasam@lewisham.gov.uk
Tel: 020 8314 3310
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KEY DECISION

Mayor and Cabinet

Report title: Inward Investment – Cockpit Arts Deptford Development.
Date: 14 September 2021
Key decision: Yes
Ward(s) affected: New Cross
Contributors: Patrick Dubeck, Director for Inclusive Regeneration
John Bennett, Head of Economy, Partnerships and Jobs
Karen Fiagbe, Business Partnerships & Engagement Manager

Outline and recommendations
This report follows a Mayor & Cabinet report on 12 December 2018 on Inward
Investment. It is recommended to:


Approve the award of a grant aid agreement to Cockpit Arts for £2.3m capital
funding for the Cockpit Arts Deptford Development - funded through the £1.3m
Strategic Investment Pot and the £1m Good Growth Fund.

It is a Creative Enterprise Zone and Stride London project.
The Cockpit Arts Development is an extension project to an existing workspace in Deptford
that will bring forward
15,844of
sq.engagement
ft. of underutilised
space
on the ground and first floors,
Timeline
and
decision-making
unlocking the space and bringing it into use towards the public realm to support creative
businesses
and the school
throughInvestment
new studio spaces, a café, and an
Refer
to 12 December
2018community
report on Inward
education space.

It is a Creative Enterprise Zone and Stride London project.
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“It is recommended that under Section 100 (A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the
public be excluded from the meeting during discussion of this item because it involves
the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of part 1
of Schedule 12A of the Act as set out below and the public interest in maintaining the
exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.


Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including
the authority holding that information).

1. Summary
1.1. The Council has been working on inward investment initiatives that fit under the
Economy, Jobs & Partnership service’s remit to take a proactive approach to delivering
the borough’s inclusive growth aspirations. Encouraging people and businesses to see
Lewisham as a place to visit, live, learn, and do business.
1.2. Promoting investment in the borough is aligned to the following Corporate Strategy
priorities:
 Create more enterprise hubs and expand our business growth programme, giving
Lewisham’s start-up businesses the help they need to grow and become
sustainable.
 Investing in bricks and mortar like homes, schools and community amenities.
 Creating a thriving and inclusive local economy to provide high quality jobs and
opportunities.
1.3. The council has acted as an enabler, leading and supporting the development of inward
investment with industry and cross-borough Council partners; jointly bidding for a
number of the Mayor of London’s funding calls to match fund the expansion of enterprise
hub(s) and business growth. Further, the council has been specifically targeting funding
to support the borough’s Creative & Digital Industry (CDI) clusters in New Cross and
Deptford within Lewisham’s Creative Enterprise Zone. This will enable help the CDI
businesses to put down stronger roots in the borough through access to affordable and
appropriate workspaces; upskilling and creating job pathways; and access to the talent,
expertise, facilities and connections of Lewisham’s education and cultural institutions.
1.4. In December 2018 the Council was successful in jointly bidding for funding calls to
support the Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub. Mayor and Cabinet’s approval was granted to
enter into grant agreements for the:

Strategic Investment Pot (SIP) – Lambeth Council/City of London

Good Growth Fund (GGF), round 2 – Greater London Authority (GLA)
1.5. However, Covid-19 has had an unforeseen and significant negative impact on the
planned build of the Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub. The council has acted firstly to identify
options for it to progress. When that was not forthcoming, the council was able to
facilitate a pivot plan for an alternative workspace at Cockpit Arts. The Cockpit Arts
Deptford Development will continue to deliver against the Manifesto Priorities and
support the growth of the CDI sector in Lewisham.
1.6. We are seeking Mayor and Cabinet’s approval to enter into new grant aid agreement
for the alternative proposal, Cockpit Arts Deptford Development, because the previous
Mayor and Cabinet approval was for the Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub.
1.7. The purpose of this report is to seek permission from the Mayor and Cabinet to enter
into a grant aid agreement with Cockpit Arts.
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2. Recommendations
2.1. This report follows a Mayor & Cabinet report on 12 December 2018 on Inward
Investment. Mayor and Cabinet are recommended to:


Approve the award of a grant aid agreement to Cockpit Arts for £2.3m capital funding for
the [Cockpit Arts Deptford Development ]– This award is subject to the Council entering
into grant agreements for the £1.3m Strategic Investment Pot (SIP) and the £1m Good
Growth Fund (GGF) with Lambeth Council and Greater London Authority respectively.

3. Policy Context
3.1. ”Future Lewisham: Our borough’s recovery”, sets out the four themes at the heart of the
Council’s response to the impact of the pandemic. One of the four themes is “An
economically sound future”. Creating affordable and appropriate workspace is an
element of this theme which will help support local businesses and create more local
jobs.
3.2. This proposed project supports the delivery of the Corporate Strategy, specifically the
priority of “Building an inclusive local economy”.
3.3. The Council’s Creative and Digital Industry (CDI) baseline study and CDI strategy (July
2018), highlights that Lewisham is an emerging growth borough for the CDI sector.
Statistics showed that the CDI sector was growing at a rapid rate with +71%
employment growth over the five years leading up to 2018, faster than the capital as a
whole at 34%. The catalyst for the growth is in New Cross and Deptford with its strong
links to Goldsmiths, University of London. The key challenges are visibility, networks,
and workspace availability and affordability, with the additional challenge as a result of
the pandemic of the need to increase footfall and cash flow.
3.4. The proposed development at Cockpit Arts falls within Lewisham’s designated Creative
Enterprise Zone (in New Cross & Deptford). It also aligns with current and planned
Planning policy, being referred to in the draft Local Plan and in the adopted New Cross
Area Framework and Station Opportunity Study and Supplementary Planning
Document.

4. Background
Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub
4.1. Following approval from Mayor and Cabinet in 2018, Lewisham Council entered into an
agreement with the GLA for £1m Good Growth Fund and with Lambeth Council for
£1.43m from the Strategic Investment Pot funded Stride London Programme (formerly
known as the South London Innovation Corridor). This was funding to help support the
development of the Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub in partnership with Goldsmiths,
University of London, to bring back into use two derelict retail units on New Cross Rd,
to deliver an additional 619 m2 floor space for workspaces and business support.
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4.2. Good progress was achieved over the past two years - planning permission was
granted; design and construction teams appointed; local business and student
consultation and engagement completed. A final design and branding concept (NX Hub)
was agreed, and a business support programme rolled out (funded by Goldsmiths’
revenue match-funding) to start to build the network of CDI businesses ahead of the
completion of the physical workspace. The construction team was in position to start the
capital build, on site to “break ground”, when the first Covid-19 lockdown occurred in
March 2020.
4.3. The Covid-19 pandemic has created significant challenges for the construction industry
and Higher Education Institutions, and had an unforeseen negative impact on the
Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub’ build plans. The Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub build is no
longer proceeding in the timescales previously agreed.
4.4. The Council and funders have therefore mutually agreed with Goldsmiths to end the
grant aid agreement as the circumstances for the agreement had not been met.
4.5. Part 2 of this report contains further information that is deemed to be commercially
sensitive.
4.6. The Council continues to support Goldsmiths with their endeavours to secure their core
services and to grow their offering to create a focus for creativity, entrepreneurship and
innovation in the borough. This includes supporting their efforts through the Creative
Enterprise Zone, Stride London, and the launch of their online network ‘NX Hub’ offer
https://www.gold.ac.uk/nxhub/.

5. Pivot Proposal - Cockpit Arts Deptford Development
5.1. Established in 1986, Cockpit Arts is an award-winning social enterprise, recognised in
2019 on the NatWest SE100 index of top UK social enterprises, and an accredited
London Living Wage employer. Cockpit Arts is London’s leading studios for
contemporary crafts and the UK’s only business incubator for makers and designers. It
has a professional development programme for scholars of the Queen Elizabeth
Scholarship Trust (QEST), bursary programme and London Creative Network. Makers’
turnover and profits at Cockpit Arts have increased year-on-year since they introduced
the incubation model in 2005.
5.2. Cockpit Arts studios host over 140 independent creative businesses at their sites in
Deptford and Holborn. Through public showcases and business incubation services,
they provide exceptional makers and materials-based artists with the tools to succeed.
Many of the artists and makers based at Cockpit Arts are recognised internationally as
leaders in their field. Cockpit Arts was accredited in 2020 by the GLA’s Affordable
Workspace Accreditation Scheme.
5.3. In 2019, their makers generated £5.9 million total annual sales, with turnover up 7.7%
and profit of 12%. They have a waiting list of local entrepreneurs seeking space and a
churn of 12% per annum of businesses that require move-on growth space.
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5.4. Currently 80% of Cockpit Arts Deptford businesses are female led and 21% are Black,
Asian or Minority-ethnic led. This development aims to increase both representation
through:
 Seeking to address structural barriers, including systemic racism, inequality of
access to education and training, and socio-economic barriers
 Promote and celebrate the diversity of Cockpit’s community of makers
 Continually deepen their learning and evolve their understanding of diversity and
inclusion
5.5. Its location is also a good opportunity to further the Council’s efforts to grow local
creative clusters in South London, located within Lewisham’s main creative clusters in
the Creative Enterprise Zone of New Cross and Deptford.
5.6. The Cockpit Arts Deptford Development is a well-developed proposal that was already
on the reserve list for the GLA’s Good Growth Fund (GGF) projects, but was not
progressing due to a shortfall in match-funding at the time of their submission for round
3 funding applications. The shortfall in match-funding has now been addressed through
the proposed Strategic Investment Pot (SIP) grant funding through the Stride London
programme. The Cockpit Arts bid to the GLA had received letters of support from
industry and community organisations, plus support from the Mayor of Lewisham and
Ward Councillors.
5.7. The redeployment of £1m GGF capital funding to Lewisham Council for the Cockpit Arts
Deptford Development has been formally agreed and signed off by the London
Economic Action Partnership (LEAP) Investment Board and the GLA’s Executive
Director.
5.8. The Stride London programme board has approved the £1.3m SIP capital funding to
Lewisham Council for the Cockpit Arts Deptford Development and administrative signoff from the funder, City of London, is awaited.
5.9. Cockpit Arts will provide match-funding of at least £130,000 capital funding and
additional revenue funding for ongoing tailored incubator, business support and
educational programme for local school children.
5.10.
The Council has undertaken due diligence of Cockpit Arts and the credit safe
report has suggested they are a very low risk company.
5.11.
Cockpit Arts has submitted a detailed project summary report, executive
summary, architect design drawings, delivery plan, costing and expenditure profile with
milestones payment schedule, and letters of support for the Cockpit Arts Deptford
Development that has similar aims to the Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub. The project would
meet the Council’s priorities as it involves:
 Bringing forward 1472 sq. m. of underutilised space on the ground and first floors
that is largely unused due to unfit-for-purpose configuration. The extension project
would unlock this space, bringing it into use to support 130 creative businesses and
the school community through new studio spaces, an education centre, and cafe.
 Provide new storage and for-purpose studio space, with improvements to the front
and rear yards
 Create community space of two education rooms, public café, front garden by Q4
2022/23
 Mural wall will be renovated following extensive community engagement
 A long term incubator investment that will initially help to create 25 new jobs, and a
further 12 jobs per a year from business churn as businesses grow and move on to
new spaces
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Host community cultural events attracting 4,000 visitors by Q4 2023/24
Uplift in annual footfall of 16,000 by Q4 2023/24

5.12.
In comparison to Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub, the Cockpit Arts Deptford
Development brings some additional value for money:

OUTPUT/OUTCOME
DELIVERABLES
More spaces

GOLDSMITHENTERPRISE HUB

COCKPIT
ARTS
DEPTFORD
DEVELOPMENT

619 m2

1472 m2
(155m2 new build)

Amount of commercial
/business space being
created or improved (m2)
GIFA
Less money to build
Forecast capital build cost
(funding)

£5.8m

£2.34m

More people supported
Expected
number
of
people
who
actively
350 per year
participate in the project
Number of new jobs being
created/
existing
jobs 60
being
protected
and
safeguarded
Of which, number of new 60
jobs created

4000 per year
130

Year 1: 25
Year 2: 12
Year 3: 12

Total: 49

5.13 The reasons for awarding a grant aid agreement to Cockpit Arts are set out below:




urgency to support creative people and businesses that has been severely impacted by
Covid-19 in terms of workspace and support
to secure the funding with a project that could commit to deliver against the grant-funded
programmes with outcomes that benefit the borough residents
well-developed position of the Cockpit Arts Deptford Development proposal, that is
similar to the Goldsmiths Enterprise Hub’s concept and outcomes; that offer value for
money and have already secure letters of support from The Mayor of Lewisham, ward
Councillors, Council officers, industry and community.
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6. Financial implications

Bid

Source of Funding

Stride London

Strategic
Investment 1,300
Pot- Capital

(Formerly known as
South
London
Innovation Corridor)

(£,000)

Status

uncommitted

Total

1,300

Good Growth Fund – Good Growth Fund
Cockpit
Arts
Deptford
Cockpit Arts
Development

1,000

committed

130

committed

Total

1,130

Total

2,430

6.1. This report is seeking approval to award a grant aid agreement to Cockpit Arts for the
Cockpit Arts Deptford Development programme. The contract value of £2.43m will be
funded by £1.3m from Stride London (Strategic Investment Pot with Lambeth Council),
£1m GLA Good Growth Fund, and £130k match funding from Cockpit Arts. These
funding pots have been agreed and are awaiting administrative sign-off. No Council
funding is required for this project.
6.2. The Council will act as a conduit for grant payments from the funders to Cockpit Arts.
Payments will only be made once the funders are satisfied that the required outputs
have been achieved. This minimises the Council’s exposure to financial risk.
6.3. Cockpit Arts has a very high credit safe score of 96 which is considered to be low risk
(any company with a score under 40 would be considered by the Council to be a high
risk). This places the company in the top 25% of 3865 companies sampled by credit
safe from the same industry. The company has good financial ratios and turnover has
been between £900k and £1m over the last 5 years. 2020 retained profit was £66k (£77k
in 2019) and shareholder’s funds are approximately £1.5m.
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7. Legal implications
7.1.

Under S1 of the Localism Act 2011 the Council has a general power of competence to
do anything which an individual may do unless it is expressly prohibited. This includes
the awarding of grants for projects of benefit to the local community.

7.2.

The giving of grants to community organisations is, however, a discretionary power which
must be exercised reasonably, taking relevant considerations into account and ignoring
irrelevant considerations.

7.3.

The report recommends that a grant aid agreement is awarded to Cockpit Arts for the
Cockpit Arts Deptford Development. Cockpit Arts will provide match funding of £130,000
capital funding.

7.4.

This is a key decision and must be included in the key decision plan.

7.5

The Equality Act 2012 (the Act) introduced a new public sector equality duty (the equality
duty or the duty). It covers the following nine protected characteristics: age, disability,
gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race,
religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

7.6

In summary, the Council must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to:

Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act.

Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.

Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.

7.7

The duty continues to be a “have regard duty”, and the weight to be attached to it is a
matter for the Mayor, bearing in mind the issues of relevance and proportionality. It is not
an absolute requirement to eliminate unlawful discrimination, advance equality of
opportunity or foster good relations.

7.8

The Equality and Human Rights Commission has recently issued Technical Guidance
on the Public Sector Equality Duty and statutory guidance entitled Practice”. The Council
must have regard to the statutory code in so far as it relates to the duty and attention is
drawn to Chapter 11 which deals particularly with the equality duty. The Technical
Guidance also covers what public authorities should do to meet the duty. This includes
steps that are legally required, as well as recommended actions. The guidance does not
have statutory force but nonetheless regard should be had to it, as failure to do so without
compelling reason would be of evidential value. The statutory code and the technical
guidance can be found at: http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/legal-and-policy/equalityact/equality-actcodes-of-practice-and-technical-guidance/

7.9

The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) has previously issued five guides
for public authorities in England giving advice on the equality duty:






The essential guide to the public sector equality duty
Meeting the equality duty in policy and decision-making
Engagement and the equality duty
Equality objectives and the equality duty
Equality information and the equality duty
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7.10 The essential guide provides an overview of the equality duty requirements including the
general equality duty, the specific duties and who they apply to. It covers what public
authorities should do to meet the duty including steps that are legally required, as well as
recommended actions. The other four documents provide more detailed guidance on key
areas and advice on good practice. Further information and resources are available at:
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/advice-and-guidance/public-sectorequalityduty/guidance-on-the-equality-duty/
8. Equalities implications
8.1 There are no immediate equality implications associated with the recommendations,
however, currently 80% of Cockpit Arts Deptford businesses are female-led and 20% are
Black, Asian or Minority-ethnic led (which is above the National average for this subsector). This development aims to increase both representation through a Diversity and
Inclusion strategy:




Address structural barriers, including systemic racism, inequality of access to
education and training, and socio-economic barriers
Promote and celebrate the diversity of Cockpit’s community of makers
Continually deepen their learning and evolve their understanding of diversity and
inclusion

9. Climate change and environmental implications
9.1. There are no immediate environmental implications associated with the recommendations
of this report.
10. Crime and disorder implications
10.1.There are no immediate crime and disorder implications associated with the
recommendations of this report.
11. Health and wellbeing implications
11.1. There are no immediate health and wellbeing implications associated with the
recommendations of this report.
12. Background papers
12.1 Mayor & Cabinet report - Inward Investment Initiatives, 12 December 2018.
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13. Glossary
Link to Oxford English Dictionary here.

Term

Definition

CDI

A term used to describe the Creative and Digital sectors

SIP

Strategic Investment Pot is funding pot available from the City
of London

GGF

Good Growth Fund is a funding pot available from the Greater
London Authority

GLA

Greater London Authority

SPD

Supplementary Planning Document

NX Hub

New Cross Hub

Incubator

A start up space for businesses, normally includes business
support as well as physical space

QEST

A charity dedicated to excellence in craft

GLA LEAP

Greater London Authority and the Local Enterprise Partnership
for London

GLA CIB

Mayor of London’s Corporate Investment Board

14. Report author(s) and contact
Karen Fiagbe, 0208 314 7090, karen.fiagbe@lewisham.gov.uk
Comments for and on behalf of the Executive Director for Corporate Resources
Shola Oja
Comments for and on behalf of the Director of Law, Governance and HR
Mia Agnew

15. Appendices
Appendix 1 – Cockpit Art Executive Summary
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Executive Summary: Cockpit Arts Deptford Redevelopment, July 2021
Introduction

This document sets out proposals for redevelopment of Cockpit Arts, Creekside, Deptford.
Our vision is to build a thriving hub for craft, design and making in the heart of Deptford, providing
affordable studios, expert business support, local jobs, and a rich community programme of
workshops, events and training.
Building on Cockpit Arts’ 19 years of operating in Deptford, this project will refurbish, extend and
optimise unused space for the benefit of local people and over 60 resident craft microbusinesses.
Making the building and activities more open, welcoming and accessible, the project will see a
transformation of Cockpit Deptford from relatively self-contained organisation into a vibrant
community hub on Deptford’s Creekside. It will combine expanded specialist, affordable studios for
creative businesses, shared equipment hubs, and new flexible education spaces to meet growing
demand for events and practical workshops by and for local groups.
In summary, the project will deliver:
§
§
§

New extension in front yard creating a for-purpose, flexible education space
Refurbishment of existing ground floor and first floor to create new studios and education spaces.
New storage and studio space in rear yard.

Total area improved/created:
Of which, new build:

1465 m2
143 m2

Breakdown by area type:
New / improved studios:
New education space:

623m2 (existing: 351 m2)
141 m2 (existing: 83 m2)

Total project cost:

£2,430,000

Contents

The diagram on page 2 presents our project logic model. The remainder of this document provides
further detail, evidence and rationale for each component of the logic chain, organised as follows:
Logic Model Diagram

p. 2

About Cockpit Arts

p.3

SECTION 1: Context and Rationale

p. 4

SECTION 2: Aims and Objectives

p. 7

SECTION 3: Project Design and Activities

p. 8

SECTION 4: Project Outputs and Outcomes

p. 12

SECTION 5: Diversity and Inclusive Growth

p. 14
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4. Deliver and host programme of
cultural and community events

3. Provide business incubation and
training for makers and craft SMEs

2. Create new cultural, community,
education and training facilities

1. Create new studios for
makers, designers and craft SMEs

Project Elements

Improved &
increased creative
workspace
More start-ups and
SMEs receiving
business support &
training

Outputs

Make Better Places
More cultural activities
taking place.
Positive perceptions of
change in local area.

Empower People
Improved skills.
More local people
using community
spaces and accessing
cultural activities.

Grow Prosperity
More SMEs benefiting
from low-cost space.
More SMEs moving
into the area.
Increased business
turnover.

Outcomes

Opportunities: Increase creative workspace, empower creative SMEs to thrive,
expand cultural offer, enrich community connections, improve resilience.

Creative industries key sector in Economic Development Strategy 2018. Culture & Good Growth one of 4 priorities in Culture Strategy. London has lost 17% studio space in 3 years.
Further 24% at risk in next 5 years. Investment in cultural infrastructure & protecting culture at risk key actions in Cultural Infrastructure Plan 2019.
Deptford and New Cross is one of the Mayor of London’s first Creative Enterprise Zones. Lewisham Borough of Culture 2022.
One of the 20% most deprived neighbourhoods in the country. Established arts & cultural organisations. Area changing rapidly with new residential developments.
Cockpit established in Creekside, Deptford, 2002. A NatWest SE100 UK top 100 social enterprise, offering space & support to 65 businesses (83% female. 21% BAME).
Cockpit commended by GLA Culture at Risk office as an exemplar of best practice for its support of studio holders through Covid 19

Context

Vision
A thriving hub for craft, design and making in the heart of Deptford, providing affordable studios, expert business support, local jobs, and a rich community programme.

London:
Lewisham:
Creekside:
Cockpit Arts:

Inputs

Challenges: Risk of loss of specialist, affordable workspace and local cultural
identity. Disconnected communities. Unused / under-optimised spaces.

Aims

Funding

Cockpit team
Trustees
Partners

1. Support craft
and design
businesses to
start-up and grow
2. Open up
enhanced cultural
spaces for local
community uses
3. Enrich
Creekside's public
realm and
creative identity
4. Build resilience
and foundations
for future vision

Increased local
cultural assets &
community spaces
Improved public
realm
Good quality design
that meets local
needs
-
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ABOUT COCKPIT ARTS

Cockpit Arts is London’s leading studios for contemporary crafts and the UK’s only business incubator for
makers and designers.
Home to over 150 independent creative businesses at two sites in Deptford and Holborn, we provide
exceptional makers with the tools to succeed, creatively and commercially. Our services include specialist
workspace, in-house business coaching and training, and public showcases. Many of the makers based at
Cockpit are recognised internationally as leaders in their field.
All Cockpit Arts studios and services are subsidised, and 20% of our early-career makers are supported
through full bursaries, receiving free studio space, equipment and in-house business coaching and training.
An award-winning social enterprise, we are recognised on the 2020 NatWest SE100 index of the UK’s top 100
social enterprises for the impact of our work.
In 2022, Cockpit will celebrate 20 years of operating in Lewisham. Since 2002, we have been an important
presence in Deptford, as a social enterprise providing specialist workspace for crafts people, shared
equipment for textiles, ceramics, wood-turning and leather work, in-house business incubation support, and
employment opportunities, in particular for young people.
Our Deptford studios are currently home to 65 microbusinesses. 83% of businesses at Cockpit are female-led
and 20% are led by makers of African, Caribbean, Asian and dual or mixed heritages.
Having been nominated by Lewisham Council, we successfully achieved accreditation in 2020 on the Mayor of
London’s Workspace Accreditation scheme.
Covid response
Cockpit responded to the Covid pandemic by introducing radical discounts for already subsidised studio fees
for our resident makers. By September 2021, those discounts will have continued for 18 months.
We kept studios open throughout lockdowns for those unable to move their practices home and we
supported makers with individual advice and coaching, enabling them to access emergency funds, and more
30 training workshops on resilience, fundraising and promoting and selling online.
As a result, we retained all staff and kept 150 makers in business at Cockpit Arts over the 15 months of the
pandemic.
We were commended by the Mayor of London’s Culture at Risk office as an example of best practice for our
support of creative businesses during Covid-19, and received recognition on the Social Enterprise UK Roll Call
of Honour for our work during the pandemic.
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SECTION 1: CONTEXT AND RATIONALE
This section sets out the social, economic and cultural context for our project, the infrastructure challenges
that we seek to address, and the business, cultural and employment opportunities we wish to create.
1.1 Context
London
The creative industries is a key sector in London’s Economic Development Strategy 2018. Culture and Good
Growth is one of four priorities in the Culture Strategy, and the sector has enjoyed 24% growth in jobs since
2012. In a sector worth £58.4bn pre-Covid, one in every six jobs in the capital was a creative one. Set against
this, the Cultural Infrastructure Plan 2019 reports that London has lost 17% studio space in 3 years, with a
further 24% at risk in the next five years. Investment in cultural infrastructure and protecting culture at risk
are key actions in the Plan.

The benefits of creative sector growth are unevenly distributed. The creative industries are characterised by
inequalities and barriers to access (Panic! It’s an Arts Emergency 2018). In London 95% of workers in the
sector come from advantaged backgrounds, and women and Black, Asian and minority ethnic individuals are
underrepresented (Culture Club, Centre for London 2019).
Lewisham

Creative sector growth in Lewisham outpaces that across London. The creative and digital industries was
Lewisham’s fourth fastest growing sector over the five years to 2017, with a 54% increase and 71% (+1,580
jobs) employment growth (Lewisham Creative & Digital Industries (CDI) Baseline Report, 2017). However,
development pressures have posed, and continue to pose, a threat to the supply and affordability of creative
workspaces in the Borough. (n 2018 only 3% of industrial and 5% of office space was vacant).
Lewisham is home to one of the Mayor of London’s first six Creative Enterprise Zones in Deptford and New
Cross. Announced in 2018, Deptford and New Cross was the first CEZ to launch. The CEZ aims to increase
creative industries employment by 30% to 1300 people and 700 businesses in 3-5 years; to protect at least
9,861 sq. m of permanent, affordable creative workspace; and to promote inclusive growth and diversity.
The ambition for Lewisham’s Creative and Digital Industries strategy is to become one of London’s fastest
growing creative and digital boroughs and a major creative workshop for London. Its ais include development
of dynamic local hubs and clusters (New Cross and Deptford as initial focus), secure current workspace
infrastructure in the face of development pressures (ensuring a diversity of workspace typologies); provide
talent development to enable sector growth; and use creativity to increase engagement and inclusion.
In 2022, Lewisham will host London Borough of Culture, and Cockpit is a Borough of Culture delivery partner.
Deptford

Deptford and New Cross represents the “largest creative and digital cluster in Lewisham … [and] is an area
with great potential to contribute to the CDI sector in London and has experienced rapid employment growth
over the last five years.” (Lewisham Creative & Digital Industries (CDI) Baseline Report, 2017). The area is a
priority focus for the Borough’s creative and digital strategy.
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Despite this, Lewisham Arts Education Network (LEAN) reports a lack of places to learn about craft and
making: there is evident demand at, for example, Lewisham Peoples Day from ‘all ages of children and young
people but nothing really on offer.’ The 2015 My Place, My Time survey of 1006 young people aged 10-18
years (in the south of the borough) revealed high demand for more cultural activities: 49% had not attended
any activities or clubs, and at the time of the survey only 4% were attending an organised activity. Lewisham’s
Curriculum for Life, recently created by young people, confirms this appetite for creativity and cultural
enrichment, alongside skills and employment training.
Findings from an interactive workshop at Pepys Resource Centre in November 2019 conducted by Goldsmiths
sociologist Anita Strasser reveal how people feel about regeneration in Deptford. Whilst participants said
Deptford has ‘a great community that makes me feel at home’ with ‘a rich culture’, they were concerned
about ‘loss of familiar places’ and felt that regeneration was ‘top-down’ and ‘segregates people’. Participants
called for socially inclusive regeneration, investing in the youngest community members, with long-term,
sustainable planning, points that are reprised throughout Strasser’s research.
Deptford is Changing finds that there are no longer cultural or social places for young people to go who don’t
want to ‘dance or act’. Recognising the risk that regeneration prices artists out of the area, it asserts that the
arts have ‘a central role to play in re-imagining civic connections between historically marginalised individuals
and groups. ... Art creates new contexts and purpose to increase participation and engagement across
generations, across cultures and across abilities.’
Key issues identified in the Deptford Neighbourhood Plan include loss of identity and disregard for history and
heritage, missed opportunities relating to the circular economy, and poor skills training. In response, the Plan
sees the opportunity for more residents, businesses and local stakeholders actively and effectively involved in
decisions. The Plan has stated priorities to ‘encourage community cohesion and active citizenship’, and to
support ‘the enhancement of not-for-profit spaces dedicated to cultural, arts and community activities.’
Creekside

Creekside, Deptford is in one of the 20% most deprived neighbourhoods in the country (Index of Multiple
Deprivation 2019) and is now changing rapidly with new developments at Kent Wharf and Sun Wharf bringing
in large numbers of new residents, risking further the disconnection described in Deptford is Changing.
The area benefits from long-established arts and cultural organisations. Lewisham’s 2017 CDI Baseline report
finds that the concentration of artist workspace in Deptford ‘is highly valuable in the context of the Mayor’s
Cultural Infrastructure Plan and Creative Enterprise Zones’ and notes the importance of institutions providing
not only workspace but also wider public engagement. However, it also notes that development pressures are
a potential threat to affordability levels.
Cockpit Arts, Deptford

Since 2002, Cockpit has been an important presence in Deptford, as a social enterprise providing affordable,
specialist workspace and shared equipment for over 60 creative enterprises, in-house business incubation
support, and apprenticeships, with 20% of studio holders supported by bursaries.
Cockpit is a UK top 100 social enterprise, and, nominated by Lewisham Borough Council was in the first wave
of accredited spaces in 2020 in London’s Workspace Accreditation Pilot.
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Since March 2020 and the onset of the Covid pandemic, Cockpit steered a steady course supporting our
community of 150 makers without losing sight ensuring the charity’s sustainability, balancing short-term
survival with the opportunity for long-term transformation. We raised over £300,000 to support our resident
creative businesses (including support from London Borough of Lewisham), ran digital and public events, and
continued a programme of business support and coaching, with over 30 workshops in the first six months of
the crisis, as well as one-to-one coaching.
As a result, we retained all staff and kept 150 makers on board and in business at Cockpit Arts over the 15
months of the pandemic. Cockpit was recognised for our leadership through Covid on the Social Enterprise UK
Roll Call of Honour and cited as a best practice exemplar by the GLA’s Culture at Risk office.
1.2 Rationale

Against the context set out above our project addresses the following challenges and opportunities.
Challenges

§
§
§
§
§

Risk of loss of affordable workspace in London and subsequent talent drain (where only those who
are most privileged could continue to practice in London)
Specific loss of specialist ‘messy, dirty, noisy’ light industrial craft / maker space
Risk of loss of local cultural identity and disconnected communities
Inequality of access to creative occupations
Unused / under-optimised spaces at Cockpit Arts Deptford

Opportunities

§
§
§
§
§

Safeguard and increase affordable, specialist creative workspace for makers
Empower craft SMEs and microenterprises to thrive through specialist business support
Open up Cockpit to the local community with an expanded cultural offer
Enrich community connections
Improve resilience of Cockpit and its resident businesses
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SECTION 2: AIMS and OBJECTIVES
The overall aim of the project is to open up Cockpit Arts to create an enhanced, thriving hub for craft, design
and making in the heart of Deptford, providing affordable studios, expert business support and local jobs,
alongside a rich community programme of workshops, events and training.
Building on Cockpit’s 19 years’ experience of providing specialist craft workspace and business support, the
project will optimise currently under-used, run down, and inefficiently configured spaces, making the building
and activities more open, welcoming and accessible to local people.
Aims
Our specific aims are to:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Support craft and design businesses to start-up and grow
Open up enhanced cultural spaces for local community uses
Enrich Creekside's public realm and creative identity
Build resilience and foundations for Cockpit’s future vision

These contribute to Good Growth Fund aims to Grow Prosperity, Empower People and Make Better Places.
Objectives

The project will meet these aims by delivering the following objectives.
§
§
§
§
§

Create 623m2 new / improved specialist craft affordable studio space by Q4 2022/23
Create 271m2 community space (two education rooms, public café, front garden) by Q4 2022/23
Host community cultural events attracting 4,000 visitors by Q4 2023/24
Attract annual footfall of 16,000 by Q4 2023/24
Provide support to 130 craft businesses by Q4 2023/24

Our proposals comprise:
§
§
§
§
§
§

New extension in front yard creating a for-purpose, visible education space
Refurbishment of existing ground floor and first floor to create new studios and education spaces.
New storage and for-purpose studio space in rear yard.
Improvements to front and rear yards
Total area improved/created: 1465 m2
Of which, new build: 143 m2

The project delivers a total additional 272 m2 of specialist studio space, an increase of 78% on existing
provision on ground and first floors. This will enable us to accommodate at least 21 more businesses in our
studios, supporting approximately 26 jobs.
Increasing the capacity and quality of our provision will enable Cockpit to operate more efficiently, improve
affordability for creative businesses, provide better services for makers, secure our sustainability and engage
more actively with our local community.
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SECTION 3: PROJECT DESIGN and ACTIVITIES
3.1. Project design in response to context and rationale

The project has been designed to optimise currently under-used space at Cockpit Arts to secure the future of
affordable light industrial studio space on Creekside and welcome local people into the heart of Cockpit’s
working community of makers.
Four project elements comprise an integrated programme to achieve inclusive growth: new community
spaces and café, extended studio space, enterprise training, and community programmes.
The current building configuration precludes public access and includes significant unused and underused
areas at ground and first floor. Cockpit is unable to meet demand both from resident makers wishing to run
participatory workshops and community groups looking to hire low-cost space. New spaces will address this
unmet local demand, raise visibility and accessibility, improve the public realm, and offer opportunities for
people from different backgrounds to interact and meet.
The capital elements of the project will:
§ create a new entrance and generous public ‘face’ encouraging the community to use the building
§ make better use of unused ground floor spaces to create new public areas: two large education
spaces, café and yard
§ re-organise the ground floor layout to improve circulation, separating public areas from studios
§ make use of existing unused, inaccessible front garden space
§ improve shared facilities for Cockpit’s makers
§ create additional studio space
§ take advantage of the existing rear yard space to create spaces for education and maker activities
These capital elements will be complemented by an enhanced business development programme and by new
community-facing cultural programmes, focused on young people, making Cockpit’s activities more visible,
open and accessible.
By addressing the south of our site, adjacent to the viaduct, the project will contribute positively to the area
as a whole as the neighbouring Sun Wharf development comes forward. It also creates opportunity to involve
the local community at Crossfields Estate and Kent Wharf in the shaping of our proposals.
Using a co-design approach, the project will be informed throughout by detailed consultation with local
people and groups (through participatory events and e.g. Lewisham Homes text surveys, partner
organisations) and Cockpit businesses. We see devising a legacy for the 1989 mural as an opportunity to
involve local people in contributing to the design brief and ideas, bringing existing and new communities
together to create a sense of ownership and belonging.
Working with local groups (including LEAN, Crossfields Residents Association, Deptford Neighbourhood
Action, Youth First, local schools and Assemblies) and embedding co-design principles will address concerns
that existing communities are being left behind by regeneration in Deptford.
As home to some of the UK’s leading makers, integrity of design is vital. Throughout the project, internally and
externally, Cockpit’s maker ethos will be evident in the use of considered materials (reclaimed, where
appropriate) in well-crafted spaces.
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3.2. Financial Inputs
FINANCIAL INPUTS
Type/Source

Amount

CAPITAL
Good Growth Fund
Stride Strategic Investment Pot
Lewisham Inclusive Growth Builder
Cockpit Arts
TOTAL

£
£
£
£
£

PRE-FEASIBILITY
Cockpit Arts
Weston Culture Fund
Cockpit Arts in-kind
Other in-kind
Total investment prior to July 2021

£
£
£
£
£

REVENUE
Awards and bursaries
Business support for makers
Total revenue contribution (per year)

£
£
£

Notes

1,000,000
1,300,000
50,000
80,000
2,430,000

18,745
50,816
29, 619
51,125
120,686

77,000
67,500
144,500

For approval by LEAP 09/07/21
Agreed in principle
Secured
Underwritten by mortgage loan

Investment prior to July 2021
Professional fees, planning
Funding secured to upgrade digital infrastructure
Pre-feasibility 2019/20
Professional support in-kind 2019/20

Funding for studio places for makers. Per year.
Business support (in kind, staff & trainers). Per year.
Per year.

3.3 Activities delivered
ACTIVITIES DELIVERED

1. Create new studios for
makers, designers and craft SMEs

Notes
Specialist studios for designers and makers (e.g. ceramicists, weavers,
leather workers), including shared equipment and individual studios.

2. Create new cultural,
community, education and
training facilities

Two new, flexible training/workshop/pop-up exhibition spaces.

3. Provide business incubation
and training for makers and craft
SMEs

Tailored, in-house business advice and coaching for craft and design
microenterprises, complimented by business training programmes on
topics such as business planning, marketing, intellectual property,
export, employment etc.

New facilities will be available for low-cost hire by community groups
as well as used for in-house business training programmes, and by
Cockpit makers to deliver practical craft and design workshops to the
public, schools/colleges, and other local groups.

Business development programmes also offered to non-resident craft
businesses.
4. Deliver and host programme of
cultural and community events

School and community events programmed by Cockpit Arts and
delivered by Cockpit and resident craft businesses; plus events
produced by partners and community groups and hosted at Cockpit.
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3.4 Project management and governance

The project will be overseen by a Project Board comprising the following individuals and representatives.
Lead Partner and Sponsor – London Borough of Lewisham
Head of Economy and Partnership, Karen Fiagbe.
Business Development Officer
Monitoring Officer
Funders
GLA Regeneration
Stride London
Cockpit Arts Executive Team
Chair of Property Committee, Ben O’Neill
CEO, Annie Warburton
Financial Controller, Hugo Godfrey
Head of Operations (interim), Fabienne O’Neill
Project Manager
Lewisham Council will be the lead partner and accountable body, working with the Mayor of London,
GLA/LEAP and the co-match-funding partner Stride (strategic investment Pot match-funding) to reach timely
grant agreements; manage the governance, budget, delivery, monitoring, evaluation and funding claims of
the project.
Within Cockpit Arts, the project will be overseen by the charity’s Property Committee and Audit and Risk
Committee which, in turn, report to the Board of Trustees.
Composition of the Project Board is designed to ensure timely decision-making.

Project Organogram

GLA

LB LEWISHAM
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
PropCo

ARCo
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

HEAD OF OPERATIONS

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER

PROJECT MANAGER

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATOR

PROFESSIONAL TEAM

QS

ARCHITECT

CONTRACTOR
HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNITY LIASON
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GROUP

SPONSOR

MEMBERS

ROLE

Project
Board

Head of
Economy &
Partnership,
London
Borough of
Lewisham

London Borough of Lewisham:
Head of Economy &
Partnerships; Monitoring
Officer; Business Development
Officer.

Overall project
governance.

Cockpit Arts
Property
Committee
(PropCo)

Chair,
Property
Committee

Cockpit Arts:
CEO, Financial Controller, Head
of Operations, Project Manager.

MEETING
CYCLE
Monthly

Sign-off of deliverables,
reports and monthly
claims.
Sign off at key RIBA
milestones.

Funders’ representatives:
GLA
Stride

Ensures alignment with
wider Lewisham and
GLA strategies and
initiatives.

Trustees of Cockpit Arts
(currently 5 trustees)

Reviews project
delivery, budget and
project risk register for
Cockpits Arts, ensuring
alignment with overall
property strategy.

Monthly
initially.

Reviews project
expenditure and
funding, and risk
register, in context of

Bi-monthly

Overall responsibility for
Cockpit Arts governance
and Trustees/Directors
fiduciary and legal
responsibilities.
Receives and reviews
reports from PropCo &
ARCo and ensures
alignment with charity’s
overall mission

5 times a
year

Co-opted members with
background in property, legal
and finance.

Moving to
bi-monthly

Attended by CEO, Financial
Controller, Head of Operations,
Project Manager.
Cockpit Arts
Audit and
Risk
Committee
(ARCo)

Chair, Audit
and Risk
Committee

Trustees of Cockpit Arts
(currently 4 trustees)
Co-opted members with
background in finance.
Attended by CEO, Financial
Controller, Head of Operations.

Cockpit Arts
Board of
Trustees

Chair,
Cockpit Arts
Board of
Trustees

Trustees and Directors of
Cockpit Arts (currently 12
Trustees)
Attended by CEO and other
members of staff as needed for
specific agenda items.
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SECTION 4: PROJECT OUTPUTS and OUTCOMES
The table below summarises project outputs and outcomes. Notes are provided on the following page.
OUTPUTS
Ref

Item

Unit

Baseline

Number

Date

Notes

PEOP
1.1

No. of people who
participate in a
project

No. of
people

60 SMEs
2,459 OS
visitors

4000

Q4
2023/24

PLAC
1.3

Physical design
encouraging
people of
different
backgrounds to
meet & interact

Poor acceptable
- good
scoring

N/A

Good

Q4
2022/23

PLAC
2.1

Amount of public
realm created /
improved
Commercial space
created/
improved

m2

N/A

412

Q4
2022/23

Businesses,
workshop/training
participants, public
visitors.
Assessed by trained site
assessor, using eg
CABE's 'Building for Life"
standards. To be
informed by an
assessment of potential
users.
Ed spaces, meeting
room, yard, WCs, café

m2

351
(inc.space
that will be
improved)
351
(inc.space
that will be
improved
64 2018/19

683

Q4
2022/23

683

Q4
2022/23

130

Q4
2023/24

Per year

Number

Date

Notes

PROS
2.1

(412m2)

Studios, storage,
leather, lathe and kiln
rooms, offices: GF & 1st
floor inc WCs
Same as PROS 2.1
(commercial space) but
specific to project

Affordable
workspace
created targeted
at artists
PROS Businesses
6.1
receiving support
OUTCOMES

m2

Ref

Item

Unit

Baseline

PEOP
4.5

No. accessing
cultural activities
through
community asset
Increase in
footfall
Increase in visitor
satisfaction

No. of
people

2,459 OS
visitors

4000

Q4
2023/24

Initial annual target.

No. of
people
Perception'
%

2,459 OS
visitors

16000

Q4
2023/24
Q4
2023/24

Per year

PROS
4.2

New jobs being
created and
existing jobs being
safeguarded

No. of FTE

N/A

5

Q4
2022/23

PROS
4.2

New jobs being
created

No. of FTE

N/A

25

Q4
2023/24

PROS
7.3

Increase in
business turnover

No.
businesses
w/ higher
turnover

To be
established

86

Q4
2023/24

Project Manager Project
Assistant, Café staff.
Construction
Apprentice. Studio
manager (safeguarded)
New businesses based
at Cockpit Arts postbuild
66% of businesses
receiving support
experience higher
turnover

PROS
2.5

PLAC
3.1
PLAC
7.1

No. of
businesses

85%
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Notes on Output and Outcome Measures

Outcomes are forecast to the end of 2023/24. We anticipate that we will continue to deliver social, cultural
and business outcomes beyond this date, reaching more businesses and more members of the public.
We anticipate that, in addition to these given outputs and outcomes, further jobs will be created as a result of
the project, through employment by resident craft businesses. For example, in 2018/19, Cockpit makers
employed 130 freelancers, and ten Cockpit businesses had PAYE employees. However, we have not included
these additional jobs in our forecast outcomes.
Outcome PEOP 4.5 (No. accessing cultural activities through community asset) relates to Output PEOP 1.1
(number of people participating in the project).
Output PLAC 2.1 (Amount of public realm created/improved) relates to new public education spaces, meeting
rooms, café and facilities.
Output PROS 2.5 (affordable workspace created targeted at artists) is a more specific descriptor for Output
PROS 2.1 (commercial space created/improved). The two outputs refer to the same space.
Outcome PROS 4.2 (jobs created or safeguarded) includes 5 jobs created or safeguarded through the project (both
during the construction phase and post-construction) and 25 jobs created or safeguarded post-construction through
accommodating, retaining and/or training new creative businesses at Cockpit Arts.

Total area improved / created: 1,465m2
Of which, new (net total uplift): 143m2
As explained in our evaluation plan, we will also track additional long-term impacts, including demographic
measures, adding to our current, annual impact reporting and measurement in The Cockpit Effect:
https://cockpitarts.com/impact-research/

Long-term Impact
The outputs and outcomes specified in the table above will contribute to the following overall project aims,
aligned with GGF aims for inclusive growth:
Grow Prosperity
Improved & increased creative workspace
More SMEs benefiting from low-cost space.
More start-ups and SMEs receiving business support & training
Increased business turnover.
Empower People
Increased local cultural assets & community spaces
More people using community spaces.
More local people accessing cultural activities.
Make Better Places
Improved public realm
Good quality design that meets local needs
More cultural activities taking place.
Positive perceptions of change in local area.
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SECTION 5: DIVERSITY AND INCLUSIVE GROWTH
Cockpit Arts Commitment to Inclusive Growth

Inclusive growth is at the heart of Cockpit’s work and ethos, with a commitment to generating employment
opportunities whilst operating in an ecologically sustainable way.
Inclusion and Equality
Cockpit is committed to inclusion, diversity and equality in all our activities, recognising that creativity is
fuelled by diversity. We have a long-standing commitment to address barriers through apprenticeships, free
training, and bursaries, and we are an accredited London Living Wage Employer.

We are proud of the diversity of our community: 20% of our makers are from non-white backgrounds,
compared to 4% in the wider craft sector. And we are determined to do more. We aim to:
§
§
§
§
§

Open up access to starting a professional career in craft to everyone with talent
Address structural barriers, including systemic racism, inequality of access to education and training,
and socio-economic barriers
Promote and celebrate the diversity of Cockpit’s community of makers
Continually deepen our learning and evolve our understanding of diversity and inclusion
Build a more diverse, inclusive and cohesive community: makers, team, Trustees, partners

Key actions 2021:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20% of studio places offered free for makers who could not otherwise afford them.
A new 6-year programme for makers from underrepresented backgrounds
8 makers on ‘Make It’ – a 2-year studio and training programme for makers aged 16-26 from nontraditional backgrounds
A ‘remote studio’ pilot for a disabled maker and guaranteed interview scheme for disabled applicants.
Careers programme to open up access to craft careers to young people from diverse backgrounds.
Our young people’s programmes are led by our Project Coordinator who joined us via a bursary
tackling socioeconomic exclusion and is now on permanent staff.
Public events have free entry times for local residents who may otherwise be unable to attend.

At Board level, our work on inclusion is led by Trustee, and EDI expert, Nishita Dewan.
Our Diversity and Inclusion Policy and commitments are published on the Cockpit Arts website here.
Environment
We are committed to minimising our impact on the environment and are currently (July 2021) updating our
environmental action plan. In the lead up to COP26 we are undertaking mapping the work Cockpit makers are
doing to support UN Sustainable Development Goal 13 – Take urgent action on climate change.

Actions already taken:
- Switching to renewable energy and low energy lighting in 2019
- Sourcing from sustainable producers, e.g. sourcing used, rather than new, furniture for our offices.
- An annual carbon footprint assessment for all staff, to be introduced to our maker community in 2022
- Running business workshops on sustainability for our studio residents
- Planning an environmental audit of both our buildings
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How our project will benefit Londoners with protected characteristics and improve social integration

Our project specifically aims to improve social integration in Creekside, Deptford. It will create new business,
cultural and community facilities that are open and welcoming to Londoners in our immediate local area.
Community and cultural infrastructure
Creekside Deptford is in the 20% most deprived neighbourhoods in the country, and in the highest decile of
income deprivation affecting older people (LSOA Lewisham 039E, Index of Multiple Deprivation 2019). The
area is changing rapidly with new residential development at Kent Wharf and Sun Wharf but lacks spaces that
are inclusive of people from all backgrounds ( https://deptfordischanging.wordpress.com/2019/11/ ).
Our new community and cultural facilities are intended as welcoming spaces where people from different
backgrounds can meet and interact: older, established residents attending a workshop; creative practitioners
taking part in business workshops; new residents visiting the café; young people attending a careers day.
The education spaces will be offered at low-cost to community groups and the café will be run by an
independent operator, ideally another social enterprise, with the focus on affordable refreshments.
Our events programme will be developed to involve groups facing greatest barriers, as well as use craft to
explore and exchange different cultural traditions. DCMS data shows that craft can be more accessible, and
involves more participants nationally, than other art forms and has rising numbers of Black, Asian and
minority ethnic (BAME) participants up by 70.3% between 2014/15 and 2017/18 to 17.2%. * We are conscious
that ‘BAME’ is a contested term. We use it here for consistency with official statistics and GLA monitoring.
During the design phase, by engaging local people and involving with local community groups (LEAN,
Creekside Residents Association, schools, local Assemblies, Deptford Neighbourhood Action, Youth First),
existing and new residents, we will embed ‘connective social infrastructure’ into the project from the start.
Business support, jobs and careers
Through bursaries, we make business support, studios and shared equipment available to those who would
not otherwise be able to afford them: 20% of our studios are free of charge. This project will enable us to
grow our provision of affordable studio space. Cockpit’s community of craft studio holders is ethnically
diverse: 20% BAME (compared to just 4% in craft as a whole). Over 80% of current studio holders are women
(compared with 47% in wider craft). We aim to grow our diverse studio community through targeted
partnerships and bursaries and extending our business training programmes to non-resident businesses.
In 2021, we launched a new Award (a 6-year initiative) to makers who experience barriers due to race and/or
socioeconomic background, championed by 10 ambassadors. Since 2010 we have run a two-year business
start-up programme aimed at young people aged 25 or under who are under- or unemployed, creating
opportunities for over 30 makers to date. Several participants from previous cohorts have stayed on
permanently at Cockpit; others have gone on to set up independent studios elsewhere.
We are currently growing our careers and young people’s programmes, including hosting Year 10 and 11
students from local schools for the national Discover! Creative Careers initiative – and running digital careers
events during the pandemic, including as a lead partner for National Careers Week. Expanded, for-purpose
education spaces will enable us to expand this provision and host programme that opens up knowledge of,
and access to, creative careers to local young people.
We are committed to further opening up access, making our work more visible and ensuring inclusion. This
project will enable us to meet those ambitions.
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APPENDIX: FURTHER INFORMATION

These proposals are the result of two years’ work by Cockpit Arts and professional advisors. The project went
forward to the final stage 2 of Good Growth Fund (GGF) Round 3 in January 2020. It was commended for its
vision, rigour and fit with the fund’s objectives and was placed in the GGF reserve list.
The project has been fully revised for submission in July 2021.
Accompanying these proposals are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architectural report and scope, prepared by Francis Fawcett, Cooke Fawcett Architects
Structural scope by Eddie Jump, Pell Frischmann engineers
MEP services scope by Michael Pangalis, Max Fordham
Risk register
Detailed budget
Detailed project delivery plan and key milestones

Our vision for a transformed presence in Deptford enjoys considerable local support, and we received letters
in support of our bid from 36 local organisations in Deptford and national creative industries organisations.
We presented our plans – including longer-term plans beyond the scope of this proposal – to Lewisham
Council for consideration in pre-application meetings in December 2019 and January 2020. We received
positive feedback and encouragement for our proposals and ambition to provide improved creative industries
workspace and community/education spaces within the Creative Enterprise Zone.
We have continued to meet regularly with the developers of Sun Wharf, adjacent to our Creekside site, to
ensure alignment between our plans and theirs in the overall context of the Lewisham Local Plan.
Whilst the ambition and potential for positive impact are clear, Cockpit would be unable to achieve this plan
without significant funding. Investment in facilities run by a respected, well-established social enterprise is an
effective, sustainable solution to meeting the challenges and opportunities set out here, ensuring value for
money, true community benefit and inclusive growth.
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Agenda Item 7
Chief Officer Confirmation of Report Submission
Cabinet Member Confirmation of Briefing
Report for:
Mayor
Mayor and Cabinet
Mayor and Cabinet (Contracts)
Executive Director
Information
Part 1 √ Part 2
Key Decision

Date of Meeting
Title of Report

September 14 2021

Originator of Report

Polly Pascoe – Integrated
Commissioning Manager – MHP

√

√

Permission to procure Lewisham Advocacy Centre
Ext. 49860

At the time of submission for the Agenda, I confirm
that the report has:
Category

Yes

Financial Comments from Exec Director for Resources
Legal Comments from the Head of Law
Crime & Disorder Implications
Environmental Implications
Equality Implications/Impact Assessment (as appropriate)
Confirmed Adherence to Budget & Policy Framework
Risk Assessment Comments (as appropriate)
Reason for Urgency (as appropriate)

No

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Signed:
Cabinet Member for Health and Adult Social Care
Date: 06/09/2021
Signed:
Executive Director
Date: 6/9/2021
Control Record by Committee Support
Action
Listed on Schedule of Business/Forward Plan (if appropriate)
Draft Report Cleared at Agenda Planning Meeting (not delegated decisions)
Submitted Report from CO Received by Committee Support
Scheduled Date for Call-in (if appropriate)
To be Referred to Full Council
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Date

MAYOR AND CABINET
Permission to procure Lewisham Advocacy Centre
Date: 14th September 2021
Key decision: Yes
Class: Part 1.
Ward(s) affected: All wards
Contributors:
Director of Integrated Commissioning – Dee Carlin
Executive Director for Community Services – Tom Brown
Integrated Commissioning Manager (Mental Health Pathways) – Polly Pascoe

Outline and recommendations
We currently provide statutory and community mental health advocacy services using two
separate working models and two separate providers. COVID19 has highlighted opportunities
to reduce inefficiencies and improve system flow if a new model is adopted. Changes in
legislation to be implemented by April 2022 also require a review of service model and
workforce plans.
This paper presents the case for the open tender of a single Lewisham Advocacy Hub that
would seek to address current issues and promote smoother, more efficient working with our
staff and service users.
A single supplier contract with a duration of 36 months (from 22nd February 2022 to 31st
March 2025) with an option for extend for a period of up to 2 years. The estimated contract
value is £200,000 per year, with a total contract cost of £1,000,000.

1.

Summary

1.1.

This document is intended to outline the local need and demand for hospital and
community advocacy within the borough, as well as recommend procurement options
for services from February 2022 onwards.

1.2.

Section 67 of The Care Act 2014 outlines the Local Authority duty to arrange
independent advocacy if the authority considers an individual would experience
‘substantial difficulty’ in participating in (amongst other things) their assessment and / or
the preparation of their care and support plan.

1.3.

Currently Lewisham arranges advocacy for adults via two key contracts: the integrated
community advocacy service and our hospital discharge service. Learning from the
delivery of these two contracts, in conjunction with legislation changes, have led to the
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requirement of a new service that provides professionals and patients within the
system to access a ‘one-stop shop’ for all advocacy requirements.
1.4.

This paper outlines the intended approach to recommissioning advocacy services to
ensure service provision beyond February 2022.

2.

Recommendations

2.1.

Mayor and Cabinet are recommended to give approval for the procurement of a new
Lewisham Advocacy Service for a period of 3 years with the option to extend for up to
a period of 2 years at an estimated value of £1,000,000. The annual cost of the
contract is £200k per annum.

3.

Policy Context
Legislation

3.1.

Section 67 of the Care Act 2014 outlines the Local Authority’s statutory duty to appoint
an independent advocate where an individual may experience ‘substantial difficulties’ in
being involved in discussions and decisions related to their care. This duty applies at any
stage of an assessment, planning, care review, safeguarding enquiry or safeguarding
adult review. Also it applies to all settings, including care homes and prisons.

3.2.

The 2007 amendments to the 1983 Mental Health Act clarified those individuals for
whom the statutory duty applies:









admitted to hospital and sectioned under the mental health act (even if they
are currently on leave of absence from hospital) apart from those patients
detained under sections 4, 5(2), 5(4), 135 or 136;
Subject to Guardianship under the Act
placed on a Community Treatment Order
that does not have the capacity to make specific decision around their care
who needs to make a decision around residential care/nursing home
that does not have a friend or family member who is able to make a decision
that is in their best interest
being considered for a treatment to which section 57 applies (“a section 57
treatment” under the Mental Health Act)
under 18 and being considered for electro-convulsive therapy or any other
treatment to which section 58A applies (“a section 58A treatment” under the
Mental Health Act).

3.3.

The Mental Capacity Act 2005: The Mental Capacity Act, like the Care Act, gives some
people who lack capacity access to Independent Mental Capacity Advocacy (IMCA) in
order to represent their views. However the duty to provide independent advocacy under
the Care Act is boarder and applies in a wider set of circumstances.

3.4.

The Mental Capacity (Amendment) Act 2019 introduced the Liberty Protection
Safeguards (LPS) to replaced the current Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards
(DoLS) which are considered by parliament to be too bureacratic. LPS will have a
significant impact on the roles and responsibilities of the Local Authority, Statutory
Services and Advocates. LPS is expected to be fully implemented within boroghs by April
2022. This legislative change will amend the roles required within the borough, with
Approved Mental Capacity Professionals expected to be in role by the implementation
date.

3.5.

Related legislation includes:



The Mental Health Act 1983 (amended in 2007)
The Care Act 2014
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No Health without Mental Health
NHS Long Term Plan
NHS Five Year Forward View for Mental Health
Mental Capacity Act 2005
Health and Social Care Act 2012
The Care and Support Regulations 2014
Improving access to mental health services by 2020

3.6.

The new proposed Lewisham Advocacy Hub and the proposed approach to
commissioning the service aligns with the Council’s Corporate Strategy. Specifically
the priorities, “Delivering and defending: health, social care and support”.

3.7.

Related local and regional policies and strategies include:







Health & Wellbeing Strategy
Violence Against Women & Girls Strategy
Safer Lewisham Plan
A Safer City for All Londoners: Police & Crime Plan 2017-2021
South East London CCG Sustainability & Transformation Plan
Our Healthier South East London Recovery Plan

4.

Background and context

4.1.

Lewisham residents experience high levels of deprivation, unemployment and a lack of
fixed or appropriate accommodation1. These compounding issues manifest in the
significantly higher rates of serious mental illness within Lewisham, when compared to
the national average2 3. Equally, a higher proportion of individuals in Lewisham require a
Care Plan Approach and a higher proportion claim benefits due to a mental or
behavioural disorder than their counterparts across London4.

4.2.

Lewisham is a mixed ethnicity borough, with 51% of residents identifying as belonging
to a non-white ethnic minority community; this is expected to grow over the next decade,
with this number rising in the younger populations (61%)5 6. Those from BAME
populations are more likely to be diagnosed with serious mental illnesses such as
schizophrenia, more likely to experience poor outcomes from treatment and more likely
to first present to mental health services in crisis than their white counterparts7 8.

4.3.

Lewisham also has high prevalence of substance misuse, with this substance misuse
commonly co-occurring alongside mental health issues9.

4.4.

The above groups are more likely to experience acute-stage interactions with mental
health services and as a result, are less likely to have the capacity to fully engage and
interact with decisions regarding their care.

4.5.

In order to support these individuals, we currently offer statutory and informal advocacy

1

https://lewisham.gov.uk/-/media/files/imported/mental-20health-20and-20emotional-20wellbeing-20strategy-20for-20children-20and20young-20people.ashx
2http://www.lewishamjsna.org.uk/sites/default/files/Improving%20Mental%20Health%20and%20Wellbeing.pdf
3 https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/documents/s72342/Item%204a%20-%20Mental%20Health%20JSNA.pdf
4 http://www.lewishamjsna.org.uk/adults/mental-health/what-do-we-know/facts-andfigures#:~:text=Poor%20mental%20health%20has%20a,This%20equates%20to%203%2C423%20people.
5 https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/documents/s72342/Item%204a%20-%20Mental%20Health%20JSNA.pdf
6 http://www.lewishamjsna.org.uk/a-profile-of-lewisham/social-and-environmentalcontext/ethnicity#:~:text=Lewisham%20is%20the%2015th%20most,the%20total%20population%20of%20Lewisham.
7 https://www.clinks.org/sites/default/files/2018-09/race_mental_health_and_criminal_justice_30.pdf
8 Uhrig, N. (2016), Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic disproportionality in the Criminal Justice System in England and Wales. [online] London:
Ministry of Justice. Available at:https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/black-asian-and-minority-ethnicdisproportionality-in-thecriminal-justice-system-in-england-and-wales [accessed 10.07.2017]
9 https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/documents/s72342/Item%204a%20-%20Mental%20Health%20JSNA.pdf
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across the borough, via two separate services. This paper outlines the intention and
justification for moving to a ‘one-stop’ Lewisham Advocacy Hub in the borough.
5. Current provision
5.1.

The Adult Integrated Commissioning Team on behalf of Lewisham Council and South
East London CCG currently commissions an Integrated Advocacy Service that provides
statutory advocacy including IMHA, IMCA, CCA, RRPS to those who individuals that
meet the eligibiity criteria. Community advocacy is also provided via this service.
Table 1: Types of advocacy provided
Type

Role

Independent Mental
Capacity Advocate (IMCA)

People who lack capacity, and do not have an
appropriate family member or friend to represent their
views, are legally entitled to an IMCA, if decisions are
being made about serious medical treatment or a
change of accommodation.

Independent Mental
Health Advocate (IMHA)

IMHA advocates help people who have been detained
under certain sections of the Mental Health Act and
support people to understand their rights, including their
right to appeal.

Independent Care Act
Advocate (CAA)

ICAA advocates can help people who are eligible to
engage and participate in assessments that can decide
their level of care and support. This could include any
needs assessment, care plans, safeguarding enquiries
and appeals about a local authority’s decision under the
Care Act.

Relevant Person's Paid
Representative (RRPR)

For those who are subject to the Deprivation of Liberty
Safeguards (DoLS) (part of the Mental Capacity Act
2005), and have no one appropriate to take on the role
of representative, RPPRs maintain contact with the
relevant person and represent and support them in all
matters relating to the deprivation of liberty safeguards

Community Advocacy

This service is for people over 18, who are residents of
the London Borough of Lewisham and have a mental
health diagnosis or are currently accessing mental
health services.

5.2.

A hospital discharge advocacy pilot is also currently running in Lewisham, funded by the
Better Care Fund. This project provides advocacy where it is required for patients in
University Hospital Lewisham to support hospital discharge and movement back into the
community.

5.3.

Demand for statutory advocacy services has fallen over the COVID19 period, reflecting
activity levels within broader mental health services (table 2). We expect numbers to
return to pre-COVID levels following the lifting of restrictions.
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Table 2: Statutory advocacy activity within the borough
Year

IMCA

IMHA

ICAA

RRPR

Discharge

Total

2019/20 132

157

29

146

51

515

2020/21 105

111

29

140

30

415

5.4.

Non-statutory community advocacy numbers rose by 20% over the lockdown period from
106 in 2019/20 to 123 in 2020/21, with a much larger number of people attending for
support with housing and related socio-economic issues resulting from the destablisation
caused by COVID19. This increase can be attributed to a dip in statutory needs during
this period and therefore increased capacity to attend to non-statutory needs. We expect
to see these numbers return to 2019/20 numbers following COVID19 recovery. While we
will seek to identify providers who can offer non-statutory advocacy where capacity
allows, the delivery of non-statutory services will not be a core element of the new
service.

5.5.

The total cost of our current mental health advocacy contracts are as follows:


Integrated Advocacy Service - £138,596 per annum



Hospital Discharge Advocacy Project - £58,000 per annum

5.6.

The move to Liberty Protection Safeguards will increase demand on the service to
incorporate all residents over 16 and those in the community (whether in supported
accomodation or at home). Work is currently underway to map out expected impact of
these changes within the borough.

5.7.

Under the current contracts, COVID19 exposed the unecessary bureaucracy resulting
from splitting the current responsibilities across two separate providers and two separate
contracts. Working arrangements between various providers and partners during the
COVID19 changes and uncertanties were disrupted and the rate of inappropriate
referrals rose during this time. Efficiencies are sought through the streamlining and
centralisation of all Mental Health advocacy provision in the borough.

5.8.

Due to the specialist nature of the advocacy provided by the service, it is considered
appropriate to commission this service from an external provider, rather than bring the
service in house.

6.

Proposed service model

6.1.

It is proposed that a new Lewisham Advocacy Hub be commissioned, which would act
as a one-stop shop for those in Lewisham who require statutory mental health advocacy
services. A new approach where staff can receive support and guidance regarding types
of advocacy and when best to apply them is considered to improve the process of
accessing advocacy and reduce delays to advocacy caused by inappropriate referrals
and resulting signposting/re-referrals.

6.2.

While we expect to see activity numbers revert to expected levels following the lifting of
lockdown restrictions, changes in legislation will likely result in a rise in demand across
the borough for statutory mental health advocacy. A newly combined service would
expect to take up to 650 referrals per year (based on agreed hourly averages per
referral).

6.3.

The new contract cost is estimated to be £200,000 per annum for three years, with the
option to extend for up to 2 years at a total contract cost of £1,000,000.

6.4.

Funding for the service would be split between London Borough of Lewisham and South
East London CCG.
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7.

Procurement Approach

7.1.

Commissioners will seek to undertake an open competitive tendering approach.

7.2.

A single supplier contract with a duration of 36 months (from 22nd February 2022 to
31st March 2025) with an option for extension of 24 months, up a total of 60 months
will be procured via an open competitive tender approach

7.3.

Per year, the estimated contract value will be £200,000 per year, with a total contract
cost of £1,000,000.

7.4.

The Local Authority procurement processes will be followed, led by commissioners
from Lewisham Borough Council.

8.

Financial implications

8.1.

The proposed Lewisham Advocacy Service contract is for a period of 3 years with the
option to extend for up to a period of 24 months at an estimated value of £1,000,000.
The annual cost of the contract is £200k per annum.

8.2.

The budget attached to this project is comprised of £138k (TBC) per annum for the
Integrated Advocay Service from the Adult Social Care Revenue Budget and £58k per
annum for the Hospital Advocacy service from the Better Care Fund.

8.3.

Better Care Funding is subject to annual review, therefore the Hospital Advocacy
element of the new contract will be subject to available funding. A clause within the
contract will be drafted outlining that the Hospital Advocay is subject to annual review
and available funding.

8.4.

There is sufficient budget provision for the contract and there are no savings attached.

9.

Legal implications

9.1.

The report seeks approval to future delivery of an Integrated Advocacy Service by an
external provider. Given the potential spend on this contract (at a length of 3 + 2 years)
this contract would be categorised by Contract Procedure Rules as a Category A
contract. The report explains why an open procurement is the recommended option.

9.2.

Assuming that Mayor and Cabinet accepts the recommendation for future delivery of
by an external provider, Contract Procedure Rules place requirements on how that
should happen. The Rules require that when letting contracts steps must be taken to
secure value for money through a combination of cost, quality and competition, and
that competitive tenders or quotations must be sought depending on the size and
nature of the contract (Rule 5). Given the potential spend on this contract the
procurement regulations (Public Contracts Regulations 2015) will also apply. The
requirements of both Contract Procedure Rules and the procurement regulations would
be satisfied by an open tender procedure. The process for procurement and the award
of the contract would have to be in accordance with the Contract Procedure Rules. As
a Category A contract, it would be for Mayor and Cabinet to take a decision on the
award of any contract.

9.3.

This is a key decision and therefore needs to be included in the key decision plan.

9.4.

In taking this decision, the Council’s public sector equality duty must be taken into
account. It covers the following protected characteristics: age, disability, gender
reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

9.5.

In summary, the Council must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the
need to: eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other
conduct prohibited by the Act; advance equality of opportunity between people who
share a protected characteristic and those who do not; foster good relations between
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people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not.
9.6.

It is not an absolute requirement to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or other prohibited conduct, or to promote equality of opportunity or foster
good relations between persons who share a protected characteristic and those who
do not. It is a duty to have due regard to the need to achieve the goals listed above.
The weight to be attached to the duty will be dependent on the nature of the decision
and the circumstances in which it is made bearing in mind the issues of relevance and
proportionality and understanding the impact or likely impact of the decision on those
with protected characteristics who are potentially affected by the decision. The extent
of the duty will necessarily vary from case to case and due regard is such regard as is
appropriate in all the circumstances.

9.7.

The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) has issued Technical Guidance
on the Public Sector Equality Duty and statutory guidance. The Council must have
regard to the statutory code in so far as it relates to the duty. The Technical Guidance
also covers what public authorities should do to meet the duty. This includes steps that
are legally required, as well as recommended actions. The guidance does not have
statutory force but nonetheless regard should be had to it, as failure to do so without
compelling reason would be of evidential value. The statutory code and the technical
guidance can be found on the EHRC website.

9.8.

The EHRC has issued five guides for public authorities in England giving advice on the
equality duty. The ‘Essential’ guide provides an overview of the equality duty
requirements including the general equality duty, the specific duties and who they
apply to. It covers what public authorities should do to meet the duty including steps
that are legally required, as well as recommended actions. The other four documents
provide more detailed guidance on key areas and advice on good practice.

10.

Equalities implications

10.1.

The Council’s Comprehensive Equality Scheme for 2012-16 will provide an overarching
framework and focus for the Council's work on equalities and help ensure compliance
with the Equality Act 2010.

10.2.

One of the key quality criteria measured during any commissioning process is
“Processes for addressing equality and diversity”. All the services contained in this report
will be subject to robust contract monitoring processes which include evaluating fair
access to services for all.

11.

Climate change and environmental implications

11.1.

The Council has made a commitment to making the borough carbon neutral by 2030.

11.2.

The contracts set out in this report will not have any negative impact on the rate of energy
consumption or increase of carbon admissions.

11.3.

Recycling should be proactively promoted within the contracts and will be monitored
during scheme visits and will be dicussed with staff

12.

Crime and disorder implications

12.1.

The services in this report will have a positive impact on the care and recovery of those
with a forensic history.

13.

Health and wellbeing implications

13.1.

The services in this report will have a positive impact on health, mental health, and
wellbeing by providing support and advice to individuals who have difficulty engaging in
decision-making processes
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14.

Social Value implications

14.1.

The council is an officially accredited London Living Wage (LLW) Employer and is
committed to ensuring that, where appropriate, contractors and subcontractors engaged
by the council to provide works or services within Lewisham pay their staff at a minimum
rate equivalent to the LLW rate. Successful contractors will be expected to meet LLW
requirements and contract conditions requiring the payment of LLW will be included in
the service specofocatoin and contract documents

14.2.

The incorporation of Social Value into Lewisham contracts will significantly help the
Council to deliver on its strategic corporate and Mayoral priorities and deliver added
value for the borough as a whole.
Background papers
n/a

15.

Glossary

In-house

Services delivered by the Council instead of commissioning third parties.

New; pioneering. Delivering services in ways which use imagination and
new ideas about delivering services. Innovation is at the core of the
Council’s aspiration to deliver better services to local communities
The process from delivering a service by a third party to delivering a service
In-Source
by the Council.
Joined up, coordinated health and social care that is planned and organised
Integrated
Care
around the needs and preferences of the individual, their carer and family.
System (ICS)
This may also involve integration with other services for example housing.
Integrated
Coordination of care services for defined groups of people, e.g. older
Community Based
people, people with learning disabilities, etc. (King’s Fund)
Care
Citizens taking part in the contract monitoring process with an aim to give
an independent perspective of how services are run. They are usually
Lay Visitors
volunteers with an interest in local services and communities. Their views
are valued and included in the monitoring reports produced by Council
officers
Innovative

Lead Providers

Three homecare providers who were awarded contracts by the Council in
2016 to provide all homecare services in the borough. They are each
allocated a geographical area within which they have the sole responsibility
to provide home care.

Lewisham Health and Care Partners is a partnership of the main health and
care commissioners and providers in Lewisham. The partners include NHS
Lewisham Health Lewisham Commissioning Group, Lewisham Council, One Health
and Care Partners Lewisham Ltd GP Federation, South London and Maudsley NHS
Foundation Trust and Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust (Lewisham
CCG)
Market Shaping

Working together with other partners to encourage services to meet local
need and ensuring there is enough supply of different types of services.

Market
Sustainability

Ensuring a robust and a varied local market of providers by awarding
financially viable contract to a range of providers; avoiding to rely on a small
number of providers who may be too ‘big to fail’.
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Multi-Disciplinary
Team (MDT)

A Multidisciplinary Team is a group of professionals from one or more
clinical disciplines who together make decisions regarding recommended
treatment of individual patients/service users. MDTs may include social care
professionals and independent providers.

Ongoing care outside hospital for someone who is ill or disabled, health care
arranged and funded by the NHS. This type of care can be provided
NHS Fully Funded anywhere, and can include the full cost of a place in a nursing home. It is
Continuing
provided when your need for day to day support is mostly due to your need
Healthcare
for health care, rather than social care. The Government has issued
guidance to the NHS on how people should be assessed for continuing
health care, and who is entitled to receive it.
The options appraisal allows a number of different delivery model options to
be explored and evaluated against a set of agreed criteria, leading to the
Options Appraisal
selection of the preferred option. This stage can commence once the
function of the service has been clearly defined. (www.gov.uk)
In social care, an ‘outcome’ refers to an aim or objective you would like to
achieve or need to happen – for example, continuing to live in your own
Outcome Focussed
home, or being able to go out and about. You should be able to say which
Care
outcomes are the most important to you, and receive support to achieve
them.
Money that is allocated to you by your local council to pay for care or budget
support to meet your assessed needs. The money comes solely from adult
social care. You can take your personal budget as a direct payment, or
choose to leave the council to arrange services (sometimes known as a
Personal Budgets
managed budget) – or a combination of the two.
An alternative is an individual service fund, which is a personal budget that
a care provider manages on your behalf. A personal health budget may also
be available: it is a plan for your health care that you develop and control,
knowing how much NHS money is available.
The principle behind the current transformation of adult social care services,
and also related to health services. Personalisation refers to the process of
Personalisation
providing personalised, flexible care that is intended to promote the
independence of those who need care.
From 1 July 2019, all patients in England will be covered by a primary care
network. They aim to integrate primary care with secondary and community
Primary
Care services, and bridge a gap between general practice and other types of
Networks
healthcare services. Primary Care is health care services provided in the
community as the first point of contact, e.g. a GP or an advice clinic (includes
GPs, community pharmacists, dental, optometry (eye health).
Procurement
The process of buying or purchasing goods or services.
“Public health is generally thought of as being concerned with the health of
the entire population, rather than the health of individuals – and therefore
requiring a collective effort – and as being about prevention rather than cure.
The three areas of public health are: health improvement; health protection;
Public Health
and health services.
Under the Health and Social Care Act, responsibility for public health is to
be taken over from the NHS by local government. A national public health
service, Public Health England will also be created.
Connecting people to community groups and services, for example, a local
Social Prescribing
arts and crafts group. Primary purpose of social prescribing is to combat
social isolation and to help people take part in meaningful activities.
A person with an interest or concern in something, community services in
Stakeholder
this case.
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Sustainable
Community
Strategy

The role of the sustainable community strategy is to set out the strategic
vision for a place. It provides a vehicle for considering and deciding how to
address difficult cross-cutting issues such as the economic future of an area,
social exclusion and climate change. (www.local.gov.uk)

Sustainable
A costing mechanism developed by ADASS, which aims to help
Provider Operating
commissioners and providers decide on rates that are sustainable and
Costs
Tool
effective
(SPOCT)
A law passed in Parliament in 2012, bringing together various pieces of
The Care Act
legislation and setting out new duties and expectations from local authorities
Time and Task

Care activity delivered at a specific time

Tissue Viability

Tissue viability is a relatively new discipline, which started in the 1980s and
has been defined as a growing speciality that primarily considers all aspects
of skin and soft tissue wounds, including acute surgical wounds, pressure
ulcers and all forms of leg ulceration (Tissue Viability Society, 2014).

Urgent Community
South East London’s Integrated Care System (ICS) is to become one of
Response
seven new urgent community response accelerator sites across the country.
Accelerator
It aims to provide an assessment in a patient’s home if they are in a crisis.
Scheme
Used by the World Health Organisation (1946) in its definition of health as
“a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely
the absence of disease or infirmity”.
Wellbeing
More recently the concept was described as “feeling good and functioning
well” (New Economics Foundation, 2008). Creating wellbeing (of which
good physical health is a component) requires the mobilisation of the widest
assets to ensure community cohesion, safety and so on.
Workforce
Support for workers to become capable, skilled and confident.
Development

16.

Report contact

16.1.

Kenneth Gregory

16.2.

kenneth.gregory@lewisham.gov.uk, tel: 0208 314 9860
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Cabinet Member for Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning
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Executive Director for Children & Young People
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Control Record by Committee Support
Action
Listed on Schedule of Business/Forward Plan (if appropriate)
Draft Report Cleared at Agenda Planning Meeting (not delegated decisions)
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Date

KEY DECISION

Mayor and Cabinet

Reginald Road Land Assembly
Date: 14 September 2021
Key decision: Yes
Class: Part 1
Ward(s) affected: New Cross
Contributors: Executive Director for Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm, Executive
Director of Corporate Resources and Director of Law, Corporate Governance and
Elections.
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Outline and recommendations
Approve the serving of Notices of Seeking Possession and taking possession
proceedings, where necessary, in respect of tenants in 2 -30A Reginald Road – noting the
previous approval;
Approve the serving of Initial Demolition Notices on all remaining secure tenants within 2 –
30A Reginald Road in order to suspend the requirement for the Council to complete right to
buy applications for as long as the Notices remain in force – noting the previous approval;
Approve the serving of Final Demolition Notices on all remaining secure tenants within 2 –
30A Reginald Road once the proposed demolition date is known, in order to render all
existing right to buy applications ineffective and prevent any further right to buy applications
being made – noting the previous approval;
Approve the required increase in the budget required to achieve vacant possession of 230A Reginald Road as set out in the accompanying Part 2 report;
Approve the remaining drawdown of the previously agreed Right to Buy contribution as set
out in the accompanying Part 2 report;
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Timeline of engagement and decision-making
Mayor And Cabinet, 15 July 2009 – The future of Deptford Town Centre Regeneration
Programme and update on financial arrangements and commercial approach
Mayor And Cabinet, 11 April 2012 – Deptford Town Centre Regeneration Programme –
Delivery of the Southern site housing component of the regeneration programme.
Mayor and Cabinet, 11 July 2012 – Deptford Town Centre Regeneration programme
Mayor and Cabinet, 1 May 2013 – Deptford Town Centre Regeneration Programme
Southern Housing Sites update.
Mayor and Cabinet, 11 September 2013 – Deptford Southern Housing Sites S105
consultation outcome.
Mayor and Cabinet, 25 March 2015 - Deptford Southern Housing Sites Regeneration
Project update and Decant
Mayor and Cabinet, 15 July 2015 - Deptford Southern Housing Sites Regeneration
Programme Appropriation of land report
Mayor and Cabinet, 28 June 2017- Deptford Southern Housing Sites update and changes
to affordable housing numbers and grant funding
Mayor and Cabinet, 15 March 2018 - Deptford Southern Housing Sites update on Tidemill
- increase in affordable housing levels and revised budget
Mayor and Cabinet, 27 June 2018 - Deptford Southern Housing -Tidemill update

1. Summary
1.1.

The building comprising 2 – 30A Reginald Road is part of what is known as the
Deptford Southern Housing site which is a multi phased regeneration scheme
delivering new housing as well as improved public realm and community facilities.
Delivey of the scheme commenced in 2006.

1.2.

The completed phases of the scheme have seen the delivery of the extension to the
Wavelengths leisure centre extension, Frankham Street parking boulevard, the
Tidemill/Deptford Lounge community and library development and the relocation of
Deptford Green School.

1.3.

The remaining phases of the Deptford Southern Housing sites scheme consists of two
development sites. These are:
Amersham Vale – the former site of the Deptford Green school – now reprovided in
new premises.
Tidemill – a site between Reginald Road and Frankham Street including the old
Tidemill School and playspace for the school – also now reprovided in new premises.
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1.4.

Working in partnership with Peabody on both sites and Sherrygreen Homes on the
Amersham Vale site, the housing element of the programme will deliver 329 new
homes of which 141 will be genuinely affordable homes for social rent at LAR levels.
This is an uplift of 128 social homes from what was originally approved at planning.
Additionally 56 will be shared ownership homes for residents on lower incomes.

1.5.

The Amersham Vale site is now nearing completion with the homes expected to be
ready for occupation in the autumn. The transfer of the freehold to Peabody was
completed on 25 August 2021.

1.6.

Following significant delays due to a revised planning application, a Judicial Review
and issues relating to obtaining vacant possession, Tidemill phases 1 and 2 are now in
construction. Phase 3 of the Tidemill site is 2 -30A Reginald Road, a Council freehold
building of 16 residential properties.

1.7.

Officers have been working with the original residents of 2 -30A Reginald Road to offer
them alternative homes in line with the commitments made to them at the outset of the
scheme. All of the original secure tenants are being offered new homes on either the
Amersham Vale site or the Tidemill phase 1 and 2 sites, or they can choose to move to
another property of their choice through Lewisham Find Your Home, the Council’s
choice based lettings scheme. These residents also receive compensation in the form
of a ‘homeloss’ payment. Leaseholders also get the option to reinvest into a shared
equity home on either the Amersham Vale or Tidemill sites as set out in the leasehold
offer . If this is not a financially viable option then Peabody can seek to offer a tenancy.

1.8.

Whilst officers will work with all of the original residents to offer them a new home, the
Council needs to protect its position to ensure that vacant possession of the building is
obtained when required in order to build the new homes.

1.9.

This report provides an update on the scheme progress and recommends that the
measures required to achieve vacant possession of the building at 2 -30A Reginald
Road, as set out in the report, are approved.

1.10.

This Part 1 report provides the background to the schemes, progress to date and the
measures required to obtain vacant possession of the building. The accompanying Part
2 report provides commercially sensitive information in relation to the budgets required.

2. Recommendations
It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet:
2.1.

Approve the serving of Notices of Seeking Possession and taking possession
proceedings, where necessary, in respect of tenants in 2 -30A Reginald Road – noting
the previous approval;

2.2.

Approve the serving of Initial Demolition Notices on all remaining secure tenants within
2 – 30A Reginald Road in order to suspend the requirement for the Council to
complete right to buy applications for as long as the Notices remain in force – noting
the previous approval;

2.3.

Approve the serving of Final Demolition Notices on all remaining secure tenants within
2 – 30A Reginald Road once the proposed demolition date is known, in order to render
all existing right to buy applications ineffective and prevent any further right to buy
applications being made– noting the previous approval;

2.4.

Approve the required increase in the budget required to achieve vacant possession of
2-30A Reginald Road as set out in the accompanying Part 2 report;

2.5.

Approve the remaining drawdown of the previously agreed Right to Buy contribution as
set out in the accompanying Part 2 report;
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3. Policy Context
Housing
3.1.

The Council’s Corporate Strategy (2018-2022) outlines the Council’s vision to deliver
for residents over the next four years. Building on Lewisham’s historic values of
fairness, equality and putting our community at the heart of everything we do, the
Council will create deliverable policies underpinned by a desire to promote vibrant
communities, champion local diversity and promote social, economic and
environmental sustainability. Delivering this strategy includes the following priority
outcomes that relate to the provision of new affordable homes:
 Tackling the Housing Crisis – Providing a decent and secure home for everyone.
 Building an Inclusive local economy – Ensuring every resident can access highquality job opportunities, with decent pay and security in our thriving and inclusive
local economy.
 Building Safer Communities – Ensuring every resident feels safe and secure living
here as we work together towards a borough free from fear of crime.

3.1.

Lewisham’s Housing Strategy (2020-2026), includes the following themes that relate to
the provision of new affordable homes:
1. delivering the homes that Lewisham needs.
2. preventing homelessness and meeting housing need.
3. improving the quality, standard and safety of housing.
4. supporting our residents to live safe, independent and active lives.
5. strengthening communities and embracing diversity.

4. Background
4.1.

In May 2006 officers commenced initial design and feasibility work with respect to the
Council’s intent and aspirations for regeneration for a number of sites in Deptford. A
final report was published in March 2007 jointly by Lewisham Council and PTE
architects called “Tidemill School, The Lewisham Lounge and Giffin Street
Regeneration Area”.

4.2.

In the summer of 2007 officers subsequently prepared a Business Case to
demonstrate the commercial and financial viability of the proposed regeneration
programme and to identify the commercial approach to its development. A key element
of the Business Case was the delivery of a baseline housing scheme of 251 new
homes of mixed tenure and split (by habitable room) approximately 65% private and
35% social and affordable. It was agreed this was to be delivered in phases four to six
in a six phase scheme, the first three phases of which have now been completed
(Wavelengths extension, Frankham Street parking boulevard and Deptford
Lounge/Tidemill development).

4.3.

The Business Case also referred to the other projects on-going in Deptford town
centre, including the delivery of a new station in partnership with Network Rail. The
Business Case assumption that the earlier phases of the programme could be funded
by the Council on the basis of projected receipts from future housing projects within the
programme has underpinned the approach to programme development and to the
scope of the Deptford Southern Housing Sites project.
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4.4.

Following consultation with residents and stakeholders, officers agreed to review plans
and investigate if the existing housing blocks at Reginald Road and Giffin Street could
be brought into the scope of the regeneration programme. This work commenced in
summer 2008 but was mainly suspended until summer 2011 due to the recession,
changes to funding and prioiritsing other elements of the wider Deptford regeneration
programme.

4.5.

From Summer 2011, officers worked with PTE Architects to revise the 2007 feasibility
report and produce a revised design proposal for the Deptford southern housing sites
which included the demolition and replacement of the existing Giffin Street and
Reginald Road blocks as part of the proposals.

4.6.

A housing needs assessment was carried out with residents in both the Giffin Street
and Reginald Road blocks in June 2012. This showed that there are various re-housing
issues including overcrowding and accessible homes requirements.

4.7.

On 1 May 2013 a report was agreed by Mayor & Cabinet that altered the scheme
proposals to a hybrid option of previous schemes, which included the demolition of 230A Reginald Road and left the Giffin Street blocks in situ. Agreement to this revised
scheme was on the basis that the results of a further Section 105 consultation and an
Equalities Analysis Assessment would be reported back to the Mayor & Cabinet prior
to commencement of the dialogue stage of the procurement exercise. This was
reported to and approved by Mayor & Cabinet on 11 September 2013.

4.8.

On 12 February 2014 Mayor and Cabinet agreed to the selection of a consortium of
Family Mosaic (now Peabody), Sherrygreen Homes and Mulalley as the preferred
development partner for the two sites, at the former Tidemill School and on the site of
the former Deptford Green School. The key terms of the winning bid included:


A capital receipt for both sites combined, to be received in stages as the
development progressed, in addition to a contribution to cover the costs the
Council will incur in securing vacant possession of the site;



The provision of 329 new homes in total of which 117 (36%) were to be
affordable housing made up of 77 affordable rent (23%) and 40 shared
equity/ownership (13%);



This bid was selected because if offered the greatest level of affordable
housing. Other bids offered a greater capital receipt but lower levels of
affordable homes;



In line with Family Mosaic’s wider approach and corporate strategy, the
affordable rented homes on the development would have rents set at social rent
levels, and not at 80% of the market; and



The preferred bidder offered a good package of support for existing tenants and
leaseholders in 2 – 30A Reginald Road who would be able to move into the
new development on similar terms, with rents protected for tenants and with a
good shared equity offer for leaseholders.

4.9.

In March 2015, officers presented a report to Mayor and Cabinet making
recommendations to prepare for vacant possession of the site, pending a successful
planning application. The report set out a number of measures required to assemble
the land including serving demolition notices to suspend further Right to Buy
applications, taking possession action where required, agreeing to compensate
residents and commence the process of buying back the 3 leasehold properties.

4.10.

In July 2015, Mayor and Cabinet agreed that Council owned land within the scheme
should be appropriated for planning purposes in order to enable the powers in Section
237 of the Town and Country Planning Act (T&CPA) 1990 to be used to ensure that
any restrictive covenants or other rights affecting the land can be overridden in the
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interests of the proper planning of the area, thereby allowing the redevelopment of the
land to proceed.
4.11.

On 17 September 2015 the Development Agreement was entered into with Family
Mosaic Home Ownership Limited (now Peabody) and Sherrygreen Limited conditional
upon:


Satisfactory planning permission being issued for both sites;



The Council having appropriated the sites for planning purposes and the
decision being free from challenge; and



The necessary disposal consent having been obtained by the Council.

4.12.

On the 29 September 2016 the Strategic Planning committee considered applications
for both sites in the project separately. The application for 120 new homes of which
33% were to be affordable on the Amersham Vale site was approved. The application
for the Tidemill site was deferred to allow the applicant to further consider aspects of
the proposal; the impacts of the daylight/sunlight; to confirm the offer to residents of 230a Reginald Road and the rationale for demolition; to clarify the affordable housing
offer on the development; and to further consider the open spaces and how they might
be available for community use.

4.13.

On the 28 June 2017 a report was agreed by Mayor and Cabinet which agreed an
increase in affordable housing on the Tidemill site from 37% to 47% by altering the
tenure of 21 of the allocated private sale units to London Affordable Rent.

4.14.

On 30 June 2017, Family Mosaic and Peabody Trust merged to become Peabody
Group.

4.15.

The Planning committee considered the Tidemill application again on 27 September
2017 and the application was approved. The approved plans include 74 social rented
and 25 shared ownership homes.

4.16.

The Council continued to work with Peabody and the GLA to maximise the amount of
affordable housing on the Tidemill site and negotiated to further increase the amount of
new affordable homes to 117 social rented and 41 shared ownership. This was
reported to Mayor and Cabinet in March 2018.

4.17.

Works to the new housing on the Amersham Vale site commenced in June 2018. The
site will provide 24 new social rent homes, 15 shared ownership homes and 81 private
sale homes. A new park, Charlottenburg Park, has also been delivered as part of the
scheme. The majority of the park was delivered in September 2016, with the remainder
to be delivered on completion of the new homes.

4.18.

The new homes on the Amersham Vale site will be ready for occupation this autumn
with residents of 2 – 30A Reginald Road having first refusal of the social rented homes
on a protected rent or a shared equity home.

4.19.

Part of the Tidemill site was being used as meanwhile space whilst the housing plans
came forward and actual construction could begin. In August 2018, the Council served
notice on the meanwhile occupants as they had refused to return the space when
requested. Possession action had to be taken and the Council and Peabody had to
defend a Judical Review claim. This was concluded in October 2018 when the claim
was dismissed.

4.20.

As well as having an impact on the delivery time, the delays due to the deferred
planning application and delay in gaining vacant possession of the site have had an
impact on the scheme viability.

4.21.

Additonally, officers deferred serving demolition notices and commencing possession
until there was more certainity on the Tidemill scheme proceeding. Residents who had
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chosen to move still received the compensation due and the offer to buyback
leaseholders remained as any vacated property would be used as temporary
accommodation.
4.22.

Given the length of time since the intial decision to serve the demolition notices and
commence possession action (where necessary) which was not implemented, officers
are now seeking a renewal of those decisions.

4.23.

Building work finally commenced on the Tidemill site phases 1 and 2 in October 2020
and the new homes are expected to be complete in early 2023. Again, original
residents of 2 – 30A Reginald Road will have first refusal of these new homes on a
protect rent.

4.24.

The Tidemill phase 3 site is the 16 properties at 2 – 30A Reginald Road and
surrounding area as outlined in Appendix 1. Developing phase 3 requires the decant of
residents. Phase 3 will deliver 38 new social rented homes and 27 shared ownership
homes. Officers have been working with residents and an update is provided in Section
5.

4.25.

In total, the combined sites at Amersham Vale and Tidemill will deliver 329 new homes
of which 197 will be affordable (60%).

5. Decant offer and update
5.1.

When the decision was taken in May 2013 to include the 16 properties at 2 – 30A
Reginald Road, there were 13 secure tenants and 3 leaseholders.

5.2.

The offer to secure tenants is that they are given the option to move into a new
property on the Amersham Vale site, a new property on the Tidemill site or a property
of their choice through ‘Lewisham Find Your Home’ – the Council’s choice based
lettings scheme. Secure tenants have been guaranteed a ‘like for like’ offer so that they
are not required to downsize even if they are now underoccupying. Additionally, the
rents in the new build property are protected social rents for decanting secure tenants,
meaning that they will pay the same rent on a like for like basis as if they were to
remain in the Reginald Road property.

5.3.

All secure tenants receive financial compensation in the form of a Homeloss Payment,
which is currently £6,500. Additionally, the Council will pay for reasonable
disbursement costs such as removals, disconnections/connections, postal redirection
and contribute towards carpet/curtain replacement.

5.4.

The offer to leaseholders is that the Council will purchase their property at full market
value (value assessed independently), will pay compensation in the form of a
Homeloss Payment (7.5% of the value for non-resident leaseholders and 10% for
resident leaseholders). The Council also meets all reasonable costs such as solictors
fees, surveyors fees, removals, Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT),
disconnections/connections and postal redirection.

5.5.

Resident leaseholders also have the option to invest in a new build property on either
the Amersham Vale or Tidemill site on a shared equity basis. This is where they would
invest the equity that they have in their current home and if it is not sufficient to
purchase a new property in full, then they will own a % (minimum 25%) and not be
required to pay rent on the remaining amount. If a resident leaseholder does not have
sufficient equity, as independently assessed, the Council will seek to offer a tenancy.

5.6.

In March 2015, it was agreed that officers would start the process of assemblying the
land – meaning putting into place various measures to gain vacant possession of the
16 properties. This included the serving of Notice of Seeking Possession and taking
possession action (where necessary) on secure tenants, and also the serving of
Demolition Notices to prevent any further sales under the Right to Buy scheme.
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5.7.

As stated in 5.2 all secure tenants will receive an offer of a new home, however, the
Council needs to protect its position of ensuring that vacant possession is secured to
allow for the 65 new homes to built on phase 3 of the site. This may require taking
possession action. The first step is to serve a Notice of Seeking Possession and then
to seek a Possession Order from the County Court. It will only be necessary to take full
possession action should a resident refuse all other options presented by Officers.
Should it be necessary for full possession action to be taken, the Council will make a
property available that meets the residents known needs.

5.8.

Initial Demolition Notices suspend any current Right to Buy (RtB) applications. Final
Demolition Notices are served when the actual demolition date is known and renders
all existing RtB applications ineffective and prevents further applications.

5.9.

The Mayor and Cabinet report of 25 March 2015 sets out the previous
recommendations.

5.10.

Although Mayor and Cabinet have previously approved the recommendations 2.1, 2.2
and 2.3, officers did not proceed at the time as there have been delays to the scheme
as set out in this report. Given that the previous approval was in 2015 and there is now
certainity on the scheme timetable, officers are seeking an updated approval. It should
be noted that since the last approval there has been an increase in the timeframe
between the service of Initial Demolition Notices and the proposed demolition from 5
years to 7 years.

5.11.

Since 2015, officers have been working with secure tenants and leaseholders to assist
them if they wish to move in advance of the Council requiring vacant possession.
Secure tenants have been given a high rehousing priorty for if they wish to move
through Lewisham Find Your Home and have also been entitled to the compensation
package. Leaseholders have been offered the same terms as if a Compulsory
Purchase Order were in place.

5.12.

Properties that are vacated by secure tenants or leaseholders are used as temporary
accommodation until such time that full vacant possession is required. Subject to
entitlement, temporary residents will be made an offer of alternative accommodation.

5.13.

Five of the original thirteen secure tenants have already moved to homes through
Lewisham Find Your Home and one is currently under offer. Three have been allocated
new homes in the Amersham Vale site and are expecting to move this autumn. Officers
have been visiting remaining secure tenants to discuss their preferences.

5.14.

In regards to the three leaseholders, the Council has already completed the purchase
of a non-resident leaseholder property and one of the resident leaseholders has
accepted the offer of purchasing a home through the shared equity offer at Amersham
Vale. Officers have attempted to visit the remaining leaseholder a number of times and
will continue to try and engage to complete the purchase by agreement.

6. Achieving vacant possession
6.1.

As outlined in Section 5, all remaining secure tenants and resident leaseholders have a
number of options available to them.

6.2.

The majority of the residents are engaging with officers and have either already moved
or have accepted an offer of a new home.

6.3.

Officers will continue to engage with all remaining residents and work with them on
their options. However, the Council does need to protect its position to ensure that
vacant possession of the whole building can be achieved when necessary. It is
currently forecast that this will be early 2023 to tie in with the completion of the new
homes in Phases 1 & 2.

6.4.

In relation to secure tenants, this will mean serving a Notice of Seeking Possssion and
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then seeking a Possession Order through the County Court.
6.5.

In relation to leaseholders, this will mean seeking a Compulsory Purchase Order
(CPO). Officers are preparing the case for a CPO and will be reporting back to Mayor &
Cabinet shortly.

6.6.

As outlined in this report, there is a significant cost to assembling the land with the
compensation to secure tenants and the cost of purchasing leasehold properties and
the associated compensation. The accompanying Part 2 report sets out the financial
position of scheme and the requirement for an additional budget to ensure vacant
possession.

7. Resident consultation and engagement
7.1.

There has been several stages of consultation and information given to residents and
local stakeholders throughout the life of the scheme so far including public exhibitions,
drop in sessions and Section 105 consultation in 2008 and then again in 2012. In May
2013, the Council again carried out formal Section 105 consultation with tenants to
seek their views on the current scheme.

7.2.

Since planning was achieved, Officers alongside Peabody have continued to engage
with the Frankham Street Landscape Group through a series of workshops with BDP,
the landscape architects, to develop the landscape and public realm design for the
scheme. The final engagement report was submitted to planning in November 2019.

7.3.

Ongoing dialogue and detailed housing needs assessments have taken place for the
majority of secure tenants and leaseholders at 2-30A Reginald Road. This has
included a number of drop in sessions at the Deptford Lounge, evening and weekend
door knocking and individual home visits. Officers will continue to engage with
residents throughout the decant process to ensure that they are rehoused to properties
of their choice as detailed in 5.2 of this report.

7.4.

The developer’s approach to consultation and communications during the selection
process was very strong and they agreed a full strategy with the Council to engage
with residents and stakeholders across both sites throughout the Planning process and
delivery stages. The strategy sets out a range of communication tools including
regular newsletters, drop in sessions and a website.

8. Financial implications
8.1.

Financial implications are contained in part 2 of this report.

9. Legal implications
9.1

The Council has power under the Housing Act 1985 to acquire land for the provision of
housing accommodation. This power is available even where the land is acquired for
onward sale to another person who intends to develop it for housing purposes. The 1985
Act also empowers local authorities to acquire land compulsory (subject to authorisation
from the Secretary of State) but only where this is in order to achieve a qualitative or
quantitative housing gain.

9.2

Section 84 of the 1985 Act provides that the Court shall not make a possession order of
a property let on a secure tenancy other than on one of the grounds set out in Schedule
2 to the Act, the relevant ground in this case being ground 10.

9.3

Ground 10 applies where the local authority intends to demolish the dwelling house or to
carry out work on the land and cannot reasonably do so without obtaining possession.
The demolition works must be carried out within a reasonable time of obtaining
possession.
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9.4

Where the Council obtains possession against a secure tenant it is required to provide
suitable alternative accommodation to the tenant. This is defined in the 1985 Act and
requires consideration of the nature of the accommodation, distance from the tenants’
family’s places of work and schools, distance from other dependant members of the
family, the needs of the tenant and family and the terms on which the accommodation is
available.

9.5

There is a more limited statutory re-housing liability for leaseholders whose properties
are re-acquired by the Council under CPO or shadow of CPO powers. The duty imposed
by Section 39 of the Land Compensation Act 1973 is to secure that any person displaced
from residential accommodation is provided with suitable alternative accommodation
where this is not otherwise available on reasonable terms. In order to facilitate early
possession of properties which have been sold under the Right to Buy, Peabody has a
range of flexible options for resident leaseholders who wish to invest in a new home in
the development.

9.6

In accordance with the Land Compensation Act. secure tenants will be entitled to home
loss and disturbance payments. Leaseholders will be entitled to receive market value for
their properties as well as home loss and disturbance payments where appropriate in
accordance with the Land Compensation Act 1973. In both cases, the Land
Compensation Act 1973 provides for these payments to be made whether or not the
secure tenant or leaseholder (as the case may be) gives possession by agreement rather
than requiring a possession order or CPO to be obtained.

9.7

The Housing Act 1985 (as amended) provides a statutory procedure for the service of
Initial and Final Demolition Notices by authorities. Broadly, the effect of the service of
Initial Demolition Notices on secure tenants is to suspend the requirement for the Council
to complete right to buy applications for as long as the notice remains in force. The Initial
Demolition Notice is required to contain certain prescribed information including a
statement that the landlord intends to demolish the property, the reasons for this and the
period within which the demolition will take place, which must be a reasonable period
expiring not more than 7 years after the date of service of the Notice on the tenant. The
Notice does not prevent tenants from making right to buy applications. However, the
effect of the notice is that the Council is not required to complete any right to buy
applications within the period specified in the Notice. In the event that the Notice expires
before the demolition has taken place, the consent of the Secretary of State would be
required to serve a further Initial Demolition Notice. Tenants with existing right to buy
claims at the time the Initial Demolition Notices are served are entitled to claim
compensation for legal and other fees, costs and expenses (e.g. survey fees) incurred
prior to the Initial Demolition Notices coming into force.

9.8

Once the proposed demolition date is actually known, the Council can then serve a Final
Demolition Notice which renders all existing right to buy applications ineffective and
prevents any further right to buy applications being made. Again, compensation will be
payable to Tenants with existing right to buy claims at the time the Final Demolition
Notices are served.

9.9

The Human Rights Act 1998 effectively incorporates the European Convention on
Human Rights into UK law and requires all public authorities to have regard to
Convention Rights. In making decisions Members therefore need to have regard to the
Convention.

9.10

The rights that are of particular significance to Members’ decision in this matter are those
contained in Articles 8 (right to home life) and Article 1 of Protocol 1 (peaceful enjoyment
of possessions).
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9.11

Article 8 provides that there should be no interference with the existence of the right
except in accordance with the law and, as necessary in a democratic society in the
interest of the economic well-being of the country, protection of health and the protection
of the rights and freedoms of others. Article 1 of the 1st Protocol provides that no-one
shall be deprived of their possessions except in the public interest and subject to the
conditions provided for by law although it is qualified to the effect that it should not in any
way impair the right of a state to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the
uses of property in accordance with the general interest.

9.12

In determining the level of permissible interference with enjoyment the courts have held
that any interference must achieve a fair balance between the general interests of the
community and the protection of the rights of individuals. There must be reasonable
proportionality between the means employed and the aim pursued. The availability of an
effective remedy and compensation to affected persons is relevant in assessing whether
a fair balance has been struck.

9.13

Therefore, in reaching this decision, members need to consider the extent to which the
decision may impact upon the Human Rights of residents and to balance this against the
overall benefits to the community which the redevelopment will bring. Members will wish
to be satisfied that interference with the rights under Article 8 and Article 1 of Protocol 1
is justified in all the circumstances and that a fair balance would be struck in the present
case between the protection of the rights of individuals and the public interest.

9.14

It is relevant to the consideration of this issue, that all displaced secure tenants would be
offered re-housing as set out in this report. Resident leaseholders will be offered a range
of flexible options to acquire a new home in the new development. The Council retains
the discretion to enable resident leaseholders who cannot afford to purchase a new
home to rent a home on an assured tenancy in order to prevent homelessness. Secure
tenants will be entitled to home loss and disturbance payments. Leaseholders will be
entitled to receive market value for their properties as well as home loss and disturbance
payments where appropriate in accordance with the Land Compensation Act 1973.

9.15

In taking these decisions, the Council’s public sector equality duty must be taken into
account. It covers the following protected characteristics: age, disability, gender
reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or
belief, sex and sexual orientation. In summary, the Council must, in the exercise of its
functions, have due regard to the need to: eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment
and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Act; advance equality of opportunity
between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not; and foster
good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do
not.

9.16

It is not an absolute requirement to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or other prohibited conduct, or to promote equality of opportunity or foster
good relations between persons who share a protected characteristic and those who do
not. It is a duty to have due regard to the need to achieve the goals listed above. The
weight to be attached to the duty will be dependent on the nature of the decision and the
circumstances in which it is made. This is a matter for members, bearing in mind the
issues of relevance and proportionality. Members must understand the impact or likely
impact of the decision on those with protected characteristics who are potentially affected
by the decision. The extent of the duty will necessarily vary from case to case and due
regard is such regard as is appropriate in all the circumstances.

9.17

The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) has issued Technical Guidance
on the Public Sector Equality Duty and statutory guidance. The Council must have regard
to the statutory code in so far as it relates to the duty. The Technical Guidance also
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covers what public authorities should do to meet the duty. This includes steps that are
legally required, as well as recommended actions. The guidance does not have statutory
force but nonetheless regard should be had to it, as failure to do so without compelling
reason would be of evidential value. The statutory code and the technical guidance can
be found on the EHRC website.

10.

Equalities implications

10.1.

Mayor and Cabinet approved the Equalities Impact Assessment at the outset of the
scheme. Officers have since taken the new Equalities Analysis Assessment (EAA)
additional categories into account in considering the impact of the regeneration
scheme. There are equalities implications in the decanting and rebuilding process and
there will also be benefits in the completed scheme.

10.2.

The decanting process provides a very individual service, where decant officers visit
tenants at home and get to know them and their needs on an individual basis, so that
any special requirements can be taken into account such as language, mobility or
support needs. It is recognised that decanting is a very stressful time and decant
officers will offer as much support as required to minimise the anxiety to residents.

10.3.

It should be noted that the Council is committed to ensuring our developments will be
inclusive and feature accessible and adaptable homes that will meet the needs of our
residents throughout their life.

11.

Climate change and environmental implications

11.1.

Existing planning consents are and will be in line with the high standards expected by
Lewisham Council and the GLA. Developments will meet or exceed guidance including
seeking to reduce energy consumption, emissions, and climate change.

11.2.

Every effort will be made to enhance the natural environment. This will include
undertaking demolition and construction works in line with environmental protection
and public health guidelines and seek to limit the impact on neighbours.

12.

Crime and disorder implications

12.1.

There are no crime and disorder implications arising from this report.

13.

Health and wellbeing implications

13.1.

There are no direct health and wellbeing implications arising from this report although
the provision of new social homes will have a positive impact on health and wellbeing
of people on the housing register waiting for permanent accommodation.

14.

Social Value implications

14.1.

As part of the development, the Council seeks to deliver wider benefits to local
residents and businesses by setting targets on employment and training opportunites
for Lewisham residents as well as using Lewisham businesses.

14.2.

Peabody and Mulalley (the main contractor) produced a Local Labour and Business
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Strategy in August 2020 setting out their commitments to deliver on the social value
aspects of the scheme. This is monitored by officers throughout the build period to
maxamise the opportunity for Lewisham residents and businesses.

15.

Background papers

15.1.

More information on the previous Mayor and Cabinet reports are available on the
Council’s website at https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/

16.

Report author and contact
James Ringwood - Senior Development & Land Manager
020 8314 7944 - James.ringwood@lewisham.org.uk

17. Comments for and on behalf of the Executive Director for
Corporate Resources
Tony Riordan – Principle Accountant
0208 314 6854 – Tony.Riordan@lewisham.gov.uk

18. Comments for and on behalf of the Director of Law,
Governance and HR
Katherine Kazantzis - Principal Lawyer
0208 314 7937 - Katherine.kazantzis@lewisham.gov.uk
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Date

KEY DECISION

Mayor and Cabinet

Novation of Stock Transfer for Grove Park Between L&Q and
Phoenix
Date: 14 September 2021
Key decision: Yes
Class: Part 1
Ward(s) affected: Grove Park, Bellingham & Whitefoot and Downham
Contributors: Executive Director for Housing, Regeneration and Public Realm, Executive
Director of Corporate Resources and Director of Law, Governance and HR.

Outline and recommendations
Approve the transfer of the properties in the Grove Park Stock Transfer Agreement
between L&Q and Phoenix.
Delegate authority to the Executive Director of Housing, Regeneration & Public
Realm in consultation with the Director of Law, Corporate Governance & Elections
to agree and enter into all legal documentation in connection with the transfer
including any variations to the Transfer Agreement

Timeline of engagement and decision-making
N/A
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1.

Summary

1.1

The Council entered into a Stock Transfer Agreement with L&Q Housing Association in
2008 as part of its Decent Homes Strategy. The Council transferred the ownership and
management of 1447 tenanted and leaseholder properties in the Grove Park area to
L&Q on the basis that L&Q would provide the necessary investment needed to ensure
the transferred properties achieved the Government’s Decent Homes Standard by
2008.

1.2

L&Q are now wishing to transfer these Grove Park Stock Transfer properties to
Phoenix Community Housing and are seeking the Council’s approval to do so.

1.3

Phoenix Community Housing was established in 2007 as the result of the Council’s
stock transfer of 6317 tenanted and leaseholder properties in the Bellingham,
Whitefoot and Downham area. The purpose of this stock transfer was also to secure
the investment needed in achieve the Government’s Decent Homes Standard.

2.

Recommendations
It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet:

2.1.

Approve the transfer of the properties in the Grove Park Stock Transfer Agreement
between L&Q and Phoenix Community Housing.

2.2.

Delegate authority to the Director of Housing in consultation with the Director of Law,
Corporate Governance & Elections to agree and enter into all legal documentation in
connection with the transfer including any variations to the Transfer Agreement.

3.

Policy Context
Housing

3.1.

The Council’s Corporate Strategy (2018-2022) outlines the Council’s vision to deliver
for residents over the next four years. Building on Lewisham’s historic values of
fairness, equality and putting our community at the heart of everything we do, the
Council will create deliverable policies underpinned by a desire to promote vibrant
communities, champion local diversity and promote social, economic and
environmental sustainability. Delivering this strategy includes the following priority
outcomes that relate to the provision of new affordable homes:
 Tackling the Housing Crisis – Providing a decent and secure home for everyone.
 Building an Inclusive local economy – Ensuring every resident can access highquality job opportunities, with decent pay and security in our thriving and inclusive
local economy.
 Building Safer Communities – Ensuring every resident feels safe and secure living
here as we work together towards a borough free from fear of crime.

3.1.

Lewisham’s Housing Strategy (2020-2026), includes the following themes that relate to
the provision of new affordable homes:
1. delivering the homes that Lewisham needs.
2. preventing homelessness and meeting housing need.
3. improving the quality, standard and safety of housing.
4. supporting our residents to live safe, independent and active lives.
5. strengthening communities and embracing diversity.
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4.

Background

4.1.

The Government’s Decent Homes Strategy 2005, required all local authorities to
undertake stock options appraisals in order to determine how the Government’s
Decent Homes standards would be achieved on all their existing stock by 2010.

4.2.

LBL completed the Stock Options Appraisal in 2005 and following approval from
Government pursued the following three options, Stock Transfer, the setting up of a
Housing PFI and the creation of an ALMO.

4.3.

In total the Council entered into seven different Stock Transfers with a range of
Housing Association providers. A PFI was set up to manage the stock in the Brockley
area and the ALMO (Lewisham Homes) was created to manage the remainder of the
housing stock.

4.4.

The stock transfer of properties in Grove Park to L&Q Housing Association took place
on 7th July 2008 and included the transfer of 1447 properties.

4.5.

The stock transfer of properties in the Bellingham and Downham area to Phoenix
Community Housing took place on 3rd December 2007 and included the transfer of
6317 properties.

4.6.

At the time of the stock transfer, L&Q were chosen as the preferred HA by the tenants
and leaseholders of the Grove Park properties, following a lengthy consultation and
ballot process. A Stock Transfer Agreement was drawn up between L&Q and the
Council in which L&Q outlined their investment plans and set out their commitments to
residents.

4.7.

As part of their investment promise, L&Q committed to spending £20m within the first
five years following transfer, thus ensuring the transferred stock would meet the decent
homes standard requirement as set by Government.

4.8.

L&Q has honoured this investment commitment and in some cases has exceeded the
requirement.

4.9.

L&Q are now seeking to transfer the Grove Park Stock Transfer properties to Phoenix
Community Housing, a locally focussed provider, to build on this work and provide a
quality ongoing service to residents. The proposed transfer also builds on L&Q’s Build
London Partnership (L&Q’s support for small and BAME associations to develop new
homes) initiative.

4.10.

Phoenix Community Housing was created in 2007 after a stock transfer by the Council
of 6317 properties in the Bellingham, Whitefoot and Downham Wards. The new HA
was based on a Community Gateway Model which put residents firmly at the centre of
their organisation.

4.11.

Phoenix Community Housing is a not-for-profit resident led Housing Association, with
residents making up the largest group on the Phoenix Board. This resident led model
helps empower tenants and leaseholders to play a central and major part in Phoenix
Community Housing’s decision making processes

4.12.

Since the transfer in 2007, Phoenix Community Housing have invested £170m in major
works and improvement to their properties and the environment and have achieved a
100% decency rating for their stock.

4.13.

Phoenix Community Housing are a recognised and respected housing developer and
they have built a number of new homes in the area in recent years. They have several
new sites currently under construction and plans are in place for a number of future
developments. The Council keenly supports Phoenix Community Housing in their
development plans and appreciated and recognises their contribution toward new build
provision in the Borough.
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4.14.

Phoenix currently owns and manages 6,300 homes in the Borough, and has an
excellent record of providing high quality services, not only to its residents but also to
the wider community. Their current tenant overall satisfaction level stands at 85% and
71% for leaseholder satisfaction.

4.15.

Geographically Phoenix Community Housing is well placed to incorporate the Grove
Park transfer properties into their stock and their local office presence will ensure they
can provide a high-quality service to the residents of Grove Park.

4.16.

By taking on these homes, Phoenix Community Housing will be able to expand its
community regeneration and involvement initiatives to a wider area, working together
with a range of Lewisham partners.

4.17.

As a resident-led organisation, Grove Park residents will have the opportunity to
become Phoenix Community Housing shareholders and voting members on the
Phoenix’s Community Housing Board, providing a significantly increased level of local
accountability.

4.18.

The transfer proposals therefore play to the respective strengths of both organisations to the ultimate benefit of both existing and future residents in Grove Park.

4.19.

The Council’s consent to the transfer is required under the terms of the original 2008
Transfer Agreement together with confirmation that the Council is satisfied that the
transfer should not trigger any clawback. Phoenix has also requested a variation to the
Mortgagee Exclusion clause contained in the original Transfer to L&Q. It is
recommended that the Director of Housing, in consultation with the Director of Law,
Corporate Governance & Elections agree and enter into all legal documentation in
connection with the transfer including any variations to the Transfer Agreement.

5.

Resident consultation and engagement

5.1.

In preparation for the stock transfer to Phoenix Community Housing, L&Q have
embarked on a comprehensive consultation programme with residents and
stakeholders, using a variety of different methods. These include:








A bespoke website which offers information on the stock transfer
Public online resident and homeowner meetings, advertised in advance through
letters and emails to residents and key stakeholders
Posters displayed across the estate and in the WG Grace Centre
Letters and emails to ensure residents are aware of the stock transfer process
and engagement opportunities
Dedicated email address and phone number for residents and stakeholders to
return comments, feedback and questions
Online and paper feedback forms for residents to use at any time to return their
comments to the team
Meet and greet at Grove Park for residents to meet with staff from both
organisations.

5.2

The Grove Park consultation programme has employed various socially distanced and
online initiatives to consult with as many residents and stakeholders as possible while
following the government’s coronavirus guidelines. The consultation programme
started in December 2020 and will continue until after the transfer takes place later this
year. Residents have so far received six mail outs from the team alongside posters on
their estates, website updates and tailored email blasts.

5.3

To date, L&Q have had over 50 residents attend their online events, over 60 residents
contacting them via email or phone to give their feedback and 7 residents completing
the online feedback form. The majority of comments received are positive about the
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proposal and most responses relate to queries around service charges, tenancy
changes, rent cards, housing benefit payments and services offered by Phoenix
Community Housing.
5.4

L&Q held a meet and greet event at Grove Park on Wednesday 25th August 2021
offering residents the opportunity to meet staff from both L&Q and Phoenix Community
Housing

5.5

The consultation period ends on 7th September 2021.

5.6

The outcome and results of the consultation exercise will be provided as an Addendum
to this report.

6.

Next Steps

6.1.

Subject to the recommendations in this report being agreed, officers will finalise the
agreement of the deed of novation. L&Q and Phoenix are working to complete the
transfer as soon as possible, no later than the end of the calendar year.

7.

Financial implications

7.1.

This report seeks Mayor and Cabinet approval for the transfer of the properties in the
Grove Park Stock Transfer area between L&Q and Phoenix Community Housing. As
such there are no direct financial implications for the Authority arising from this report.

7.2.

Any outstanding financial or other Stock Transfer commitments entered into by L&Q as
part of the original Stock Transfer agreement will be addressed as part of the ‘deed of
novation’ between L&Q and Phoenix under which Phoenix will assume responsibility
for those commitments or included as variations to the Transfer Agreement.

8.

Legal implications

8.1.

Under the terms of the original Stock Transfer of the properties to L&Q, the Council’s
consent is required to this transfer together with confirmation that the transfer does not
trigger any clawback of the sale proceeds by the Council. It is proposed that this is
given on the basis that Phoenix is assuming all outstanding financial or other Stock
Transfer commitments entered into by L&Q as part of the original Stock Transfer
agreement so that the Council’s position is effectively unchanged, Members should be
satisfied that Phoenix is an appropriate body to take over control of the stock and
assume those liabilities.

8.2.

The Council will be party to the deed of novation between L&Q and Phoenix. It is
proposed that authority is delegated to the Director of Housing in consultation with the
Director of Law, Corporate Governance & Elections to agree and enter into all legal
documentation in connection with the transfer including any variations to the Transfer
Agreement which may be necessary.

9.

Equalities implications

9.1.

There are no direct equalities implications arising from this report. Phoenix Commnuity
Housing is assuming management for the stock, bound by the same management
commitments as L&Q following the stock transfer from Lewisham Council.

10.

Climate change and environmental implications

10.1.

There are no direct climate change or environmental implications arising from this
report.
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10.2.

Phoenix Community Housing have adopted their own Sustainability Strategy which
sets out a framework detailing how they will achieve their business objective of
achieving Net Zero Carbon (NZC) by 2050.

11.

Crime and disorder implications

11.1.

There are no crime and disorder implications arising from this report.

12.

Health and wellbeing implications

12.1.

There are no direct health and wellbeing implications arising from this report. Phoenix
Community Housing will continue to provide services and work in partnership with
other agencies to ensure the continued health and wellbeing of the residents involved
in this transfer.

13.

Social Value implications

13.1.

Phoenix Community Housing work hard to incorporate social values into the services
they provide to their residents and to the community they serve.

13.2.

Examples of this work includes:
- Engaging with and supporting a variety of community focused groups
- Contributing to community food projects by working in partnership with GCDA and
Lewisham FareShare Hub
- Work to reduce digital exclusion by providing digital devices to residents and
providing support and training in their use
- Providing workshops for young people including on-line workshops
- Providing employment support to residents
- Run the Phoenix Academy which offers training courses to their residents and
members of the local community
- Providing Citizen Advice Bureau surgeries online and last year made 137 referrals to
the Bureau
- Taking on a number of Apprentices
- Their contractors and partners have volunteered their time and made donations to
support community events

14.

Background papers

14.1.

More information on the previous Mayor and Cabinet reports are available on the
Council’s website at https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/

15.

Report author and contact
Fenella Beckman – Director of Housing
020 8314 8632 – Fenella.Beckman@lewisham.gov.uk

16.

Comments for and on behalf of the Executive Director for
Corporate Resources
Tony Riordan – Principle Accountant
0208 314 6854 – Tony.Riordan@lewisham.gov.uk
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17.

Comments for and on behalf of the Director of Law,
Governance and HR
Katherine Kazantzis - Principal Lawyer
0208 314 7937 - Katherine.kazantzis@lewisham.gov.uk
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KEY DECISION

Mayor and Cabinet

Addendum to Novation of Stock Transfer for Grove Park Between
L&Q and Phoenix

Date: 14 September 2021
This is an addendum to the report titled “Novation of Stock Transfer for Grove Park
Between L&Q and Phoenix” due to be before Mayor and Cabinet on 14 September 2021.
As referred to at paragraph 5.6 of the report, Officers were envisaging being able to update
members on the outcome and results of the consultation exercise prior to consideration of
this report by Mayor & Cabinet. However, L&Q have now confirmed that the results of the
consultation cannot be made publicly available until after they have been considered by
L&Q’s Board on 21 September 2021.
It is not possible to defer this matter to the next meeting of Mayor & Cabinet on 6 October
2021 as the novation needs to be agreed in time for Phoenix to go out for funding on the
stock transfer. There is a longstop date of mid-October for the completion of the novation,
otherwise there is a very serious risk of the transfer not proceeding.
Accordingly it is therefore proposed that authority be delegated to the Executive Director for
Children & Young People, in consultation with the Executive Member for Housing, to
consider the results of the consultation once this is publicly available and to decide whether
or not the transfer should proceed.
The current recommendations in the report should therefore be amended to read:
2.1 Delegate authority to the Executive Director for Children & Young People, in
consultation with the Executive Member for Housing, to consider the results of the
consultation with residents once this is publicly available and to decide whether or not
the transfer of the properties in the Grove Park Stock Transfer Agreement between
L&Q and Phoenix Community Housing should proceed;
2.2 Subject to recommendation 2.1, to delegate authority to the Executive Director for
Children & Young People, in consultation with the Director of Law, Corporate
Governance & Elections, to agree and enter into all legal documentation in connection
with the transfer including any variations to the Transfer Agreement.
Fenella Beckman
Director of Housing
14 September 2021
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Date

KEY DECISION

Mayor and Cabinet
Transforming and Modernising Adult Social Care
Update on Review: Phase 2 (Design and Implementation)
Date: 14 September 2021
Key decision: Yes
Class: Part 1
Ward(s) affected: All wards
Contributors: Tom Brown, Executive Director Community Services

Outline and recommendations
This report seeks the approval of Mayor and Cabinet to procure external management
transformation resource for the ongoing service-wide review of Adult Social Care (ASC)
(“phase 2 services”) and approve the award of a contract under a framework agreement to
Newton Europe Limited (Newton Europe). In particular, this support is for the further design
and implementation of financial opportunities as identified in the Phase 1 Diagnostic report
by Newton Europe.

Timeline of engagement and decision-making
The approval to procure report for phase 1 Diagnostics to carry out a mini-competition
using the Crown Commercial Services (“CCS”) framework agreement RM3745 Lot 5 was
approved on 18th January 2021. This procurement of consultancy services was to provide
Adult Social Care with the additional capacity and capability to undertaken a service-wide
‘Diagnostic’. This Diagnostic would help to identify agreed budgetary savings of more than
£7m in 2021/22 for an ‘Adult Social Care cost reduction and service improvement
programme’, whilst maintaining good quality outcomes for residents
The contract for the Phase 1 Diagnostic was awarded on 8th April 2021.
The decision sought by this report is the approval to procure further ‘Phase 2’ services
which cover the design and implementation of new ways of working and service
configurations based upon quantified opportunities from the Phase 1 Diagnostic through
use of a new Crown Commercial Services (“CCS”) framework agreement (CCS RM6187
Management Consultancy Framework Three, Lot 7 which has replaced RM3745). These
sustainable financial opportunities within Adult Social Care are to realise a target estimated
by Newton Europe of £8.3m, with a stretch target of £11.5m. This report is also seeking
approval to make an award of contract under the CCS RM6187 Management Consultancy
Framework Three (MCF3), Lot 7.
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1.

Summary

1.1

This report is to seek Mayor and Cabinet’s agreement to procure Phase 2 Services and
to approve an award of contract under the CCS Management Consultancy Framework
Three agreement (RM6187) in order to appoint Newton Europe Limited to deliver the
transformational change within Adult Social Care (ASC) as identified in Phase 1
Diagnostic (Section 6 of this report) and Phase 2 proposals (Section 7 of this report).

1.2

This award will take place in accordance with the CCS Management Consultancy
Framework Three Agreement (RM6187). This framework offers a range of Lots. The
recommended Lot for Phase 2 services is Lot 7, Health, Social Care and Community,
which covers the subject matter in question and focusses on cost, commercial and
efficiency review of public services.

1.3

Following the award to Newton Europe Limited, delivery of services will involve: the
design and implementation of opportunities evidenced in the earlier diagnostic phase of
the review; the acceleration of service modernisation and transformation; as well as the
continuous development of our staff through skills and knowledge transfer. This report
sets out the proposed strategy to obtain those services inclusive of the contract award
recommendations.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

It is recommended that Mayor and Cabinet:


support Phase 2 of the modernisation of Adult Social Care, appointing Newton
Europe Limited to help deliver transformational changes.



approve the the procurement of Phase 2 services (Design and Implementation) via
an award of contract using the CCS Management Consultancy Framework Three
agreement (RM3745, Lot 7) at an estimated value of £4.5m.



approve the award of contract to Newton Europe Limited.



delegate to the Executive Director of Community Services (on advice from the
Director of Law, Governance and Elections) the decision about the detailed terms
of the award of contract.

3.

Policy context

3.1

The contents of this report are aligned to the Council’s policy framework as well as
wider health and care system transformation, as follows:


Corporate Strategy, specifically Priority 5 ‘Delivering and defending: health, social
care and support - Ensuring everyone receives the health, mental health, social
care and support services they need.’



Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) and the requirement to deliver £40m of
budget savings across the council up to 2023/24, with more than £7m in 2021/22
for an ‘Adult Social Care cost reduction and service improvement programme’.



Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy and the key focus on quality of life, quality of
health care and support, and sustainability.



Future Lewisham and the strategic COVID recovery theme of ‘A healthy and well
future’, including the wider determinents of health and reducing health inequalities.



Future Working and the active role staff are playing in our borough’s COVID
recovery, in a workplace where staff are empowered to succeed and the best ideas
and innovations thrive.



Lewisham System Recovery Plan and the ‘build back better’ priorities identified
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by the Lewisham Health and Care Partnership.


Our Healthier South East London (Integrated Care System) priority of ‘Improving
health and care together’ across the partnership.

3.2

Following a request from Public Accounts Committee for a review of expenditure in
ASC (see para 17.2) and as part of the 2021/22 budget setting process, a piece of
work was commissioned through a competitive tender process to support the service in
reviewing ways of working and use of resources. Newton Europe were successful in
securing the contract for this “diagnostic” and they began this work in April 2021.

4.

Service modernisation and transformation

4.1

The aim of Adult Social Care is to help ensure that some of the most vulnerable
residents in the borough are empowered and enabled to have as much control as
possible over their lives and to live as independently as possible. This needs to happen
in the context both of personalisation and choice and also limited resources. Thus we
need to ensure that we use our resources effectively to help achieve this aim of
promoting independence.

4.2

The current service-wide review of Adult Social Care is focused on modernising the
service, identifying and harnessing opportunities for genuine transformation, and
sustainably developing the workforce so that they have the confidence, skills and
mindset to make a positive change to their ways of working. There is no intention to
reduce the council workforce as a result of the implementation of these proposals and
part of the plan is to explore investing in a new “Progression Service” to better support
people with Learning Disabilities to be more independent.The approach adopted has
been discussed with representatives from Unison and Unite, the proposal explained
and there will be opportunities for staff in ASC to extend their skills and be more
effective in their roles.This in turn will benefit our residents through the delivery of more
personalised and responsive services to maintain their independence for as long as
possible.

4.3

The ambitions of this review build upon a solid foundation of service improvement
activity that is already underway in Adult Social Care to improve these outcomes for
residents, as well as reducing cost pressures. The review is working in alignment with
this existing work, complementing rather than duplicating, and providing the necessary
resource to expedite the essential modernisation process.

4.4

Progress has already been achieved by implementing an approach developed through
the Care and Health Improvement Programme (CHIP) from the Local Government
Association (LGA) and the Association of Directors of Adult Social Care (ADASS). This
approach uses a methodology that evaluates our use of resources by identifying areas
for further exploration, where spend and/or performance is significantly different to
regional or national benchmarking data.

4.5

Areas identified for improvement have focused on better demand management at the
community front door, by supporting people to find appropriate and altenative options
that will support them to remain independent. This has included the use of social
prescribing, the use of technology and equipment, and improved access to information
and advice on what is available within the community.

4.6

The impact of the work to date is evidenced in the 30% reduction of contacts per month
that require a referral for a Care Act assessment, with average numbers decreasing in
Q1 of 2021/22 from 627 to 425. The improved use of technology to support service
users, has also helped to increase the number of people that do not receive any
ongoing longer term care by 3% on 2019/20 figures, so that it now equates to 27% of
our client total.
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4.7

Our In-House Enablement service has also been essential to helping us manage
demand and reduce or delay the need for longer term care, by helping people recover
from acute episodes and regain their skills and confidence to become more
independent. The focus has been on promoting and sustaining independence at all
stages of support and recovery. There has been a service review undertaken that
identified areas for improvement. This has increased productivity and has strengthened
the interface with Occupational Therapists thereby ensuring Enablement programmes
are proportionate and improve outcomes and goals to achieve independence. Digital
solutions such as telecare as well as the use of equipment and adaptations further
complement our approach. As a sign of this success, over three-quarters (76%) of
people starting a programme of Enablement in 2020/21 successfully completed it, of
which two-thirds (66%) did not need ongoing longer term care.

4.8

Improvement work is also underway in services for young people who have a disability
and/or a learning disability and are preparing for adulthood. A Transitions team has
been established and a strategy is in place to develop local opportunities that promote
independence, provide access to employment pathways and supported living
arrangements that are more person centred and cost effective.

4.9

Underpinning all of this positive change is the ongoing commitment to the development
of our workforce and the investment in, and empowerment of our staff. The Principal
Social Worker, Advanced Practitioners for social work and Occupational Therapy work
closely with Learning and Development (L&D) that is situated within this service to
promote best practice in accordance with statutory requirements and compliance with
Care Quality Commission for those services registered such as Enablement and
Shared lives.

4.10

The provision of an L&D function within the service is an acknowledgement of the
critical role that our staff have to play in achieving our strategic transformation
objectives and ensuring that any culture changes are sustainable. This priority remains
at the centre of the review, with sustainable skills and knowledge transfer to staff a key
feature throughout.

4.11

Corporate systems and processes have also been the focus of current improvement
activity, in particular the ability to accurate report and monitor performance and finance
in a meaningful and timely way, including the alignment of key data sets. Previous cuts
to corporate functions (e.g. dedicated performance team for Community Services) have
reduced opportunties for real-time data management by frontline teams. Whilst
progress has been made to address this with the roll-out of Controcc, there is an
urgency to increase the pace of this. As such, the review will provide additional tools to
highlight and prioritise areas of concern, reconciling performance and finance and
increasing the accountability of budget holders for their spend. It will also provide the
insight into which transformational activities are realising the greatest benefits.

4.12

Whilst key drivers for service transformation have focused on outcomes for residents
and opportunities for staff, there is also a pressing need to address increasing cost
pressures against reduced service budgets.

4.13

Lewisham faces increasing spend on adult services, with an outturn in Community
Services that has increased by approximately 5.8% (£10m) over the last 3 years.
Equally, Adult Social Care continues to respond to budgetary pressures and has made
savings of more than £22.5m over the last 5 years.

4.14

Adult Social Care projected overspend is currently £5.4m for general fund services.
This compares to a £2.5m underspend in 2021/22. The overall overspend is £11.2m,
where £5.8m of these costs are attributable to COVID-19 activity. The general fund
services overspend takes into account £10m savings that is anticipated on being
delivered.

4.15

The gross budget for ASC in 2021/22 is £116.3m (the value of the proposed contract
equates to 3.87% of the gross budget for ASC in 2021/22). Gross budgeted spend
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reflects all planned spend on staffing, providers etc. Gross budgeted income includes
grant income (BCF, iBCF, winter pressures, ILF), health income, precept, client
contributions. The balance is the net budget which is expenditure that is funded by
councils general fund.
4.16

As well as immediate COVID related activity, budgetary pressures continue to
increase, driven by both population growth and increasing complexity of need that
increased the spend per individual receiving support.

4.17

Currently, approximately 80% of Adult Social Care spend is within the independent
care sector. The Council requirement (since 2018) that all contractors pay the London
Living Wage (LLW) along with the adoption of the Unison Ethical Care Charter for
Home Care, have both impacted Adult Social Care commissioning and contract spend,
resulting in annual cost pressures of £3.5m.

4.18

The Council is seeing increases in demand for community based services as they are
being discharged from hospital. Furthermore, the number of placements in residential
care has increased and this pattern is expected to continue into 2022/23. These costs
were supported by the COVID-19 Grant as well as national NHS funding for
discharges. Whilst pressures for 2020/21 were managed, there is a risk that the
Council will face increased costs and demands in 2021/22 without the funding support
it received last year. Higher levels of care from discharged clients, increased use of 24
hour care at home, and increased use of double-handed care are just a few cost
drivers that the service have seen an increase in.

4.19

It should also be noted that every year Adult Social Care sees a demographic cost
pressure of approximately £1m absorbed without additional investment as young
people with complex needs transition from Children and Young People into ASC. This
is a long term pressure that is reflected nationally and is consistent with the increased
cost pressures experienced in SEND over recent years.
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Description
% Change net
Budget
% Change in
savings

16/17 to 17/18

17/18 to 18/19

18/19 to 19/20

19/20 to 20/21

20/21 to 21/22

-2%

3%

2%

-4%

-10%

59%

-88%

290%

186%

71%

4.20

The chart above illustrates the short-term funding of Adult Social Care. Government
has promised proposals on reform of the funding for Adult Social Care later in 2021. It
is expected that this will also propose further integration with the NHS.

4.21

Since the introduction of the Adult Social Care precept in 2016/17, this element in the
Council Tax has been raised each year with an increase of 10% over a 5 year period. It
currently stands at 13% for 2021/22, which equates to over £14m in cash terms. These
increases are detailed in the following table:

4.22

Year

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

ASC precept
increase

2%

2%

1%

3%

2%

ASC expenditure for 2019/20 from the Use of Resources report by the Local
Government Association, allows for benchmarking between Lewisham and some of our
neighbours that are also paying the London Living Wage. Data analysis highlights that
the expenditure on short term care for adults of both 18-64 and 65+ years, benchmarks
lower in Lewisham (though this is distorted in that it does not include Better Care Fund
investment). However, expenditure on long term care in Lewisham benchmarks higher
overall (18+ years) than some and especially for those aged 18-64 years, as seen in
the table below:
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Borough

Spend
on ASC
per
person
18+

Spend on
long term
care per
person 18+

Spend on short
term care per
person 18+
(Note this does
not include
funding via BCF)

Spend on
long term
care per
person
18-64

Spend on
long term
care per
person 65+

None age
specific nor
classified as
short or
long term

Lewisham

451

356

2.82

225.3

1296

92

Borough A

469

385

9.29

242.51

1274

75

Borough B

412

345

6.71

214.11

1478

59

Borough C

376

272

7.06

181.5

1029

97

Borough D

447

328

3.67

134.17

1548

115

4.23

It should be noted that there are also some demographic differences that impact on
some of the variance in expenditure, for example the higher level of Adults with
Learning Disabilities residing in Lewisham.

4.24

Most savings delivered over the last 4 years have been made as a result of a focus on
demand management and by using a “strengths based approach.” This approach
helps build upon individual, network and community assets, thus reducing the need for
statutory interventions or resources. As can be seen in the bar-chart above, despite
demographic growth, the numbers of people needing services has broadly remained
the same at just over 3000 people at any one time.

4.25

For example there are approximately 1,800 contacts received at the community referral
Gateway. Of these 90% are resolved at the initial point of contact by providing
information and advice or by maximising informal care, access to benefits, social
prescribing and suitable community activities. Equally though, we are an outlier in
terms of the numbers of people contacting the Council for support and this unusually
high level of contacts to the Gateway is evidence of a pressing need to better equip our
residents to self-serve going forward - for example through improved information and
advice available on our website.

4.26

The sustained impacts of COVID on our most vulnerable residents have placed new
and unprecedented cost pressures on the delivery of Adult Social Care services in
Lewisham.

4.27

There has been a 10% increase in people needing 1:1 support following hospital
discharge on a year by year comparison. Often we can reduce this support in the
weeks following admission into a care home, but due to the increased levels of acuity
and the pressure that care homes are facing with more people having higher level of
need, these 1:1’s are remaining in place far longer.

4.28

There has been a greater level of demand experienced in helping people to be
discharged earlier from acute hospitals in line with the Discharge to Assess (D2A)
principles. This earlier transfer has increased the levels of expenditure and heightened
the number of individuals requiring longer term care and increases to care package of
domiciliary care support. In March 2020, when D2A was fully implemented to support
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the COVID epidemic, we were providing 13,196 hours per week in domiciliary care. We
are now providing 15,524 hours per week, an increase of 2,328 hours per week.
4.29

Such increases to domiciliary care hours following the outbreak of COVID are being
reflected similarly across London and elsewhere, with ADASS currently seeking to
quantify these sustained pressures across the country.

4.30

Increased demand on services is compounded by the challenges faced in Lewisham,
London-wide and nationally to recruit appropriately skilled staff for frontline roles. This
has been exacerbated by Brexit and Covid-19 pressures. This shortage is driving up
costs of service delivery.

4.31

The journey to modernise Adult Social Care is well underway with tangible benefits for
our residents, staff and the council. This review will help to expedite this essential
service transformation, realising further opportunities and savings in the process.

4.32

This programme is being delivered in parallel to the organisation’s approach to
transformation, performance and data being established alongside the development of
our organisational development strategy through the new Insight, Transformation &
Organisational Development service.

4.33

The new Insight, Transformation & OD team will play a key role in ensuring the
transformational and OD aims and approach of the wider organisation are delivered in
ASC through this work, as well as establishing a two-way relationship where our
corporate practices and approach can be informed by the work Newton Europe is
delivering, ensuring both alignment as well as a wider learning & development piece
that can be applied to services across the organisation through the new team.

5.

Approach and scope

5.1

Key to the review is to have access to a good analysis of the data behind Adult Social
Care activity and cost drivers in order to inform the service planning, modernisation
and transformation process. New tools (e.g. Controcc) are in place but ASC staff need
to be supported in using these and making the appropriate connections between
performance and finance data at a client-level. This will complete the feedback loop,
evidencing what is working on the frontline and ensure that we provide more
personalised care that is both cost-effective and delivers the best outcomes for
residents, within available resources.

5.2

Capability to make this step-change is not currently available internally, though the new
Strategic Transformation, Organisational Development and Insights team is being
resourced to provide this type of support in the near future. The transfer of skills and
capability from Newton Europe to this team will help support future developments
across the Council.

5.3

As such, the service-wide review of Adult Social Care has been set-up and deliberately
split into two phases to help expedite the desired direction of travel:


Phase 1 – Diagnostic



Phase 2 – Design and Implementation

5.4

The rationale for this approach was in order to help us get insight into where the
opportunities might be for further service improvements, accelerating the
modernisation of the service that is already underway and transform our ways of
working to deliver further efficiencies and savings.

5.5

This phased approach also allowed for the start of the review to be expedited and
provided a pause after Phase 1 to assess how best to deliver the findings and
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recommendations of the Diagnostic.
5.6

Newton Europe were appointed following a mini-competition under a Framework
Agreement (see para 18.1 in ‘Glossary’) and their Phase 1 Diagnostic was completed
in June 2021. Their work in Phase 1 aimed to improve outcomes for staff and residents
as well as addressing the budget challenge.

5.7

Newton Europe have a history of over fifteen years working in local government
including Adult Social Care, and Children’s Services (including the transition to Adult),
as well as working across health and social care systems. They are operational
improvement experts who have worked with 40+ health and care systems, working
alongside front line teams to deliver innovation and improvement. Their clients include
Department of Health, Local Government Association, NHS England, ADASS,
SOLACE, the Royal Borough of Greenwich and Hammersmith & Fulham.

5.8

Looking forwards towards Phase 2, although consideration was given to an in-house
programme, the complexity and challenge of delivering the required transformational
change at the pace and scale required cannot be met by existing in-house capacity
and capability alone. Thus the preferred approach is to procure an external delivery
partner. Newton Europe have expertise, skills, capacity and significant experience in
supporting corporate change and transformation. Whilst Newton’s work with some
other councils has been about the need to reduce overspends in ASC, the focus in
Lewisham is driven by the transformation agenda and the desire to both accelerate and
deepen transformation opportunities.

5.9

The scope of Phase 2 will require the following activities:


Supplier and key stakeholders to co-design new service delivery solutions that will
accelerate the modernisation of the service and deliver the financial opportunities
identified in the Phase 1 Diagnostic.



Pilot these solutions, whilst measuring the impact of improvements and continue to
refine these alongside key stakeholders.



Fast-track implementation of preferred solutions in accordance with agreed
timescales.



Ensure that all service changes are sustainable and resultant benefits (both
financial and outcomes-based) are fully maximised and realised.



Identify and support the ongoing organisational culture changes required to
underpin the successful delivery of these service changes or new ways of working.



Continuously develop and invest in our staff through appropriate skills transfer.

5.10

Further details on the the findings and recommendations of the Phase 1 Diagnostic
and design and implementation requirements for Phase 2 are set out in the following
sections of this report.

6.

Phase 1 (Diagnostic)

6.1

The methodology that Newton Europe adopted was very much based on working with
front line staff and using real cases to help explore opportunities for both service
improvements and better use of resources. Alongside these workshops they also used
data from our systems and data they have gathered from work they have done in other
Local Authorities (including a very recent piece of work undertaken with the Royal
Borough of Greenwich).

6.2

Despite some initial scepticism, staff have positively engaged in working with Newton
Europe. 119 staff members from 12 different teams have participated in workshops that
looked at 123 cases to identify opportunities for doing things differently. The workshops
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indicated that staff feel that only around 42% of residents were getting their ideal
outcome following the interventions from ASC. Newton Europe advised that these
figures are very similar to other LA’s where they have offered support.
6.3

6.4

The reasons for these less than ideal outcomes are mainly based on:


Pressures with decision making (including individuals feeling personally
responsible and thus being overly risk-averse).



Service constraints which have led to “over provision”.

The Diagnostic identified that through some different approaches to working by staff,
there is a real opportunity to build on the “strengths based approach” activity already
underway and create greater levels of independence for residents, while at the same
time reducing expenditure on long term care costs. For example:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

6.5

Decision-making – 28% of Lewisham residents could live more independently
with:
o Improved access to Multi-Disciplinary Teams and partnership working
o More time with residents tthrough reducing paperwork
o A greater knowledge of and easier access to community based services
that are applicable to Care Act needs (e.g. more effective use of
universal services and the voluntary sector).
Services and providers – 27% of Lewisham residents could live more
independently with improved:
o Access to reablement
o Access to progression support for Adults with Learning Disabilities
o Use of Assistive Technology
o Provider engagement and support
Culture – sustainable change will require a cultural shift across the
organisation:
o Empowering staff to design and implement changes
o Ensuring staff feel valued when collaborating
o Building confidence using data
Digital – digital support will be critical to the improvement process, ensuring:
o Operation metrics are meaningful to staff, shared on digital dashboards
with automated prioritisation of issues.
o Operational metrics will be bridged to outturn to track the in-week impact
of improvements, including which projects are having the greatest
impact.
o Digital tools will support reconciliation and allow for forecasting and
monitoring budget impact in a data-driven way.
o Managers can be held more accountable for their spend against budget
by linking this spend directly to operational metrics.

The savings opportunity identified by the Diagnostic is in the range of £8.3m-£11.5m
and these savings will see a realigned base budget going forward (£6.9m savings have
already been taken from the 2021/22 budget). They will be realised incrementally as
new ways of working are embedded, staff are upskilled, service changes implemented
and individual cases are reviewed or reassessed and less restrictive care and support
is put in place.
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6.6

Newton Europe are adding some short term capacity and skills to help Lewisham to
deliver against the ambitious goals that it has set for itself and its residents and to
enable sustainable change going forward. They will help us move forward at a faster
and more confident pace, extending what is achievable. Skills and knowledge transfer
to our staff both within the service and more broadly (e.g. the Strategic Transformation,
Organisational Development and Insights team) are key elements of this work. By the
end of the 9 month contract period the council can continue the new ways of working
and strategic transformation activity can be taken forward by in-house staff across the
wider organisation. As such, this is a long-term investment on the part of the council.

7.

Phase 2 (Design and Implementation)

7.1

Phase 2 will comprise an ambitious change programme spanning 9 months, that is
looking to improve the outcomes for our residents whilst delivering a significant
financial benefit, year-on-year. Further, the benefits from this transformation will
support and enable broader transformation across health and care in the borough.

7.2

Based upon the output of the Diagnostic the following six workstreams are
recommended as the basis for Phase 2:
Decision-making
 Reducing time pressures
 Focus on accountability
 Improving links to the community sector
 Improving support through Assistive Technology
 Working with acute & community NHS partners
 Working with providers
 Interface with SLaM
Learning Disabilities moving on
 Identifying and moving individuals (including transitions) into more ideal settings
 Supporting the recruitment of Shared Lives placements
Enablement
 Build on the achievements of the In-House service in order to further increase the
number of people who benefit from enablement
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Increasing the capacity of the service by more effective deployment of this resource
Increasing the effectiveness of those who benefit from enablement

Progression
 Setting up a progression team
 Supporting individuals (including transitions) to progress to more independent
settings
Change and culture
 Engaging and shifting the culture of our teams through well being surveys, comms
etc.
 Supporting and training staff to review performance measures
 Skills development and knowledge transfer
Digital and finance
 Creating the visibility of the performance
 Supporting each of the workstreams in their digital requirements
 Determining the financial impact of each workstream and measuring delivery
7.3

Phase 2 will include all necessary activity to co-design, test, implement and sustain
new ways of working and solutions to deliver the benefits identified during Phase 1.
This will require substantial transformation, including extensive change in our culture
and practice, new operational processes and ways of working and developing our
digital infrastructure and toolkit to support practitioners. To deliver this, we are seeking
to enter into another contract with Newton Europe.

7.4

This contract will see Newton support us to deliver the benefits identified in Phase 1 on
a fixed fee model where this fee is fully contingent against the cash benefit delivered.
This cash benefit is only considered ‘delivered’ when it has been agreed, through an
extensive and rigorous benefits tracking approach. This means Newton will be
incentivised to work with us and see the benefits come through.

7.5

As well as delivering the benefits identified, the contract with Newton will involve indepth work to measure and ensure benefits are being realised, a comprehensive set of
activities to transfer knowledge from Newton and build the skills of our teams, as well
as support through governance, structure, advice and guidance for other initiatives
outside of the direct scope. The contract will be designed to maximise the value the
Borough realises.

7.6

The approach seeks to both better skill up and equip our staff to help ensure that
people receive the optimal support at the right time. Newton will not be undertaking
social work roles, rather supporting staff to improve ways of delivery (for example by
analytical support that can help better identify opportunities and alternative support) or
helping professional teams undertake their own problem solving.

7.7

Phase 2 will comprise the following three stages over a nine month period, aligned to
the workstreams identified in paragraph 7.2:
2021
Oct

2022
Nov

Dec

Design & Testing

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Implementation & Sustainability

May

Jun
Health Checks

Design and Testing (3mths)
7.8

Following on from Phase 1, Newton will work hand-in-hand with our teams and relevant
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partners to jointly co-design solutions.
7.9

Newton will ensure that our teams are heavily involved in the design process and that
staff who are instrumental in building the solutions will become the trainers and
champions of the new ways of working.

7.10

The programme will also incorporate the ‘user voice’ into these design activities to
ensure that services are accessible, fit for purpose and meet residents’ needs.

7.11

Proposed service designs will be developed and tested with frontline practitioners in a
live, but lower-risk environment, working with a controlled cohort of users.

7.12

Solutions will be rapidly iterated to ensure that they work, that they achieve the desired
behavioural change, and deliver the target benefits.

7.13

Results from the Design stage will be closely monitored, and an improvement cycle will
be put in place which will clearly highlight the attributes of the designed model which
are working, and those which need refinement.

7.14

The output from the Design stage will be a set of solutions (new ways of working,
structures, processes, systems changes etc.) which deliver the necessary operational
and behavioural change and are ready to be shared across all impacted teams.

7.15

By the end of the Design and Testing stage, there will be a cohort of staff who have
made meaningful contributions to the design process and are ready to act as
advocates in leading the change across the wider Directorate.

7.16

There will be a strong evidence base that gives confidence that the solutions, once
implemented, will deliver the expected benefits. There will be a clear plan to implement
these solutions, including an in-depth communication and engagement plan, which will
ensure wider colleagues are successfully managed through a change journey.
Implementation and Sustainability (5mths)

7.17

Following on from the Design stage, solutions will be shared with all impacted teams
from across the organisation. Whilst it is crucial to sustainability that the change be led
by our own staff, Newton will continue to work hand-in-hand with them throughout
implementation.

7.18

Newton will manage us through this complex behavioural change programme, with
staff engagement and feedback measured throughout, allowing us to refine our
approach as needed. Adoption of the new ways of working will be actively tracked and
changes will be ‘hard wired’ wherever possible, making them difficult to be lost.

7.19

Rigorous and robust improvement cycles will be put in place to ensure confidence that
the changes to ways of working are delivering the expected benefits, both financially
and in terms of service user outcomes.

7.20

Results must be maintained or improved with minimal Newton input for a period of
time, to give everyone confidence that performance will be sustainable. This period
gives both ourselves and Newton an opportunity to observe how new ways of working
will embed as part of ‘BAU’, and which areas need more work to ensure sustainability.
It is only following this period that results are considered ‘signed off’ and agreed.

7.21

The processes and governance needed to continually monitor the progress of
Implementation and Sustainability will be established.

7.22

The design principles for robust reporting and monitoring will ensure that operational
metrics are meaningful to staff, that they are easy to capture and that existing systems
will be used wherever possible. These metrics will be shared on dashboards with
automated prioritisation of issues to determine which are the biggest problems.

7.23

Operational metrics from the case management system will be bridged to outturn to
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track the in-week impact of the improvements. Digital tools will support reconciliation
and allow for forecasting and monitoring budget impact in a data-driven way. This will
support a new culture of responsibility where managers are accountable for their spend
against budget by linking spend directly to operational metrics.
7.24

The benefit of this approach is that we will know what we have spent and how this
compares to last year and to the budget, we will know what operational changes have
driven this change in spend and we will also know what specifc projects or
improvements have delivered against this.
Health Checks (1mth)

7.25

Once the programme has been formally completed, with results sustained for an
agreed period and the Newton team are no longer supporting the programme, Health
Checks will be completed by Newton.

7.26

These will take the form of a 1-3 day ‘mini diagnostic’, where a member of the Newton
team will return to Lewisham, spend time with colleagues from all levels of the
organisation to observe how new ways of working are being sustained; performance
data will also be reviewed and 1:1 conversations will be had with senior leaders.

7.27

Remedial action will be recommended and taken where necessary to ensure
sustainment of the new solution and its measurement.

7.28

Following this process, a short report will be provided by Newton with
recommendations on areas of strength and weakness, and how results could be further
improved.

7.29

Alongside the three stages of Phase 2 Design and Implementation, as detailed above,
Newton will support Lewisham to build organisational capability which goes beyond the
delivery of the specifc opportunities identified. This will occur through:

7.30



Skills Transfer and Change Capability - Formal joint teams will be created to
deliver Phase 2 of this programme between our staff and Newton. Those who are
involved will receive intensive, full-time training in Newton’s methodology and will
be closely supported and mentored as they apply this to real challenges. They will
also be supported through Newton’s wider network, for example by making
connections to other authorities who have developed similar capability.



Benefits Tracking - Newton bring a comprehensive approach to tracking the
benefits of change programmes through to an impact on our financial ledger, and
this is something we would seek to employ across other areas of the council. This
has five major parts:
i.

Developing the right set of operational KPIs, which have a clear link to
financial performance.

ii.

A suite of tools to measure the sustainability of operational process which
influences these operational KPIs.

iii.

Benefits realisation planning, where action is needed to realise a financial
saving from an operational change (for example where a contract may need
to be re-let).

iv.

Finance and performance ‘bridging’ where the operational data is directly
connected to financial data, and a process to monitor and improve this
alignment is put in place.

v.

A full suite of reporting and management information covering all of the
above.

A dedicated Finance and Performance Group of staff will be developed and supported
by Newton, which will likely be continued for future change programmes, which will
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manage and oversee this approach. These will be skilled and able to operate at a
corporate level supporting wider council opportunities for improvements and savings.

8.

Procurement Options

8.1

The Procurement Team have considered both open tender and framework agreement
as possible options for the approach to Phase 2.
Open tender

8.2

An open tender process would allow for the entire marketplace to submit a bid,
enabling greater competition.

8.3

However, an open tender approach takes longer than a call-off from a Framework
contract. This would delay the further realisation of monetary savings within Adult
Social Care during 2021/22 and lose the momentum developed within the service
during the Diagnostic phase. In consideration of the urgent need to move forward at
pace, an open tender is not recommended.
Framework agreements

8.4

Framework agreements provide an expedited approach to procurement. Suppliers
have already been evaluated to get onto the framework agreement ensuring that they
meet the required quality standards. Furthermore, suppliers’ rates on a framework
have also been subject to a competitive process, ensuring financial value.

8.5

In the case of this procurement the following frameworks were reviewed and
considered:


Crown Commercial Service (CCS) RM6187 (Lot 7: Health, Social Care and
Community)



YPO Managing Consultancy and Professional Services 940



Bloom NEPRO 3 (Social Care - Adults and Children)

8.6

CCS’ Management Consultancy Framework Three RM6187 provides a simple and
compliant route to market for a range of consultancy requirements. This framework
provides the means through which the Council can procure consultancy services
through the process of engaging in a mini-competition between suppliers listed on the
framework or via a direct award. The framework has the benefit of the fee becoming
contingent on the delivery of the savings. Further, it also means that we can move
seamlessly through the process and take staff with us, thus maintaining the momentum
for change.

8.7

YPO’s Managing Consultancy and Professional Services 940 framework was also
considered.This framework offers to appoint a single provider to deliver a managed
service provision for consultancy and professional service requirements and does not
allow for a competitive process among key players in this market to be achieved. This
framework is therefore not a favourable option for this procurement.

8.8

Bloom’s NEPRO3 framework offers a range of specialist professional services from a
choice of regional and national suppliers. Although it offers appropriate categories
including Social Care (Adults and Children), it is delivered via the use of a procurement
consultancy to prepare procurement and tender documents and this would incur a
further cost to the Council of between 5% – 25%. This framework was therefore
deemed not to offer best financial value for this procurement.

8.9

The previous iteration of this CCS Management Consultancy Framework (RM3745)
was used to procure consultancy services for the Phase 1 Diagnostic stage of the
overall ASC project and proved to be an efficient and effective route to market.
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8.10

Following comparative analysis of these framework agreements by the Procurement
Team the use of the CCS RM6187 (Lot 7: Health, Social Care and Community) is the
preferred option for Phase 2.
Contract award

8.11

Newton Europe Ltd has provided excellent service delivery over the contracting period
(8 April to 30 June 2021) for the Phase 1 Diagnostic. Through the summer months
officers have been reviewing and exploring options for progression to delivery. An
award of contract to Newton Europe for the provision of management consultancy
services for Phase 2 is permissible within the terms of the CCS RM6187 agreement. It
is also the recommended procurement strategy for the following reasons:


Newton Europe have established credibility with staff and have helped to generate
an enthusiasm for taking this work forward. Any delays in progressing this work will
result in a loss of momentum and staff may not engage in the same way going
forward.



The quality of the outputs from Phase 1 provide confidence that Newton Europe
would successfully deliver Phase 2.



The good working practices embedded during Phase 1 can be harnessed and
leveraged to their full potential during Phase 2.



There would be a seamless transition into Phase 2 as Newton Europe Ltd have
already accumulated a knowledge base of our systems, practices and processes.



An award of contract to Newton will enable a quicker mobilisation (i.e. up to 35mths quicker than alternative procurement options).



They have a proven track record of working with neighbouring boroughs that have
a similar demographic profile to Lewisham.

8.12

Newton have indicated that in their history of working with the public sector they have
never failed to deliver at least the target benefits identified in their diagnostic (i.e.
£8.3m for Lewisham).

8.13

CCS RM6187 provides for an award of contract to Newton provided that the contract
length is no longer than 9 months and officers can demonstrate that the supplier offers
the most economically advantageous bid in terms of Council knowledge, a financial
proposal, service delivery and sustainable outcomes. Officers are confident that Phase
2 can be delivered within 9 months and the Terms and Conditions are fit for purpose. In
addition, the Framework allows for a contingent fee which means the Council will only
pay the provider on achievement of certain milestones and savings.

8.14

Mayor and Cabinet is therefore recommended to approve the procurement of Phase 2
services via an award of contract using the CCS framework agreement RM6187 (Lot 7)
and to approve this award of contract to Newton Europe Ltd for Phase 2 Design and
Implementation.

9.

Financial implications

9.1

Newton Europe have just concluded the diagnostic phase of ASC Review work at a
cost of £255,790. This report is proposing a direct award to Newton to undertake
Phase 2 of the review, should this happen this fee will become contingent on delivery
of savings from phase 2.

9.2

The diagnostic has identified the opportunity to deliver recurring financial benefit of
£8.3m - £11.5m per annum to Lewisham, along with unquantifiable transformative
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benefit to Adult Social Care. There will be some overlap with the current savings
programme the service is in the process of delivering. However there is a benefits
realisation model in place that will tease out any duplication and subsequently avoid
double counting of savings. The c£220k costs associated with setting up a new
Progression Service for Adults with Learning Disabilities have been factored into the
calculation of these financial benefits.
9.3

Savings of £3.89m have been assumed in the budget for 2021/22 based on the
delivery of a cost reductions and service improvement programme. The current
projected overspend for this year includes this budget reduction and delivery will help
reduce cost pressures.

9.4

Newton are proposing a plan to jointly deliver these opportunities for a fixed fee, on a
fully contingent basis. This means that, if the actual recurring, agreed benefit delivered
is not greater than the combined one-off fee (for Phase 1 Diagnostic and Phase 2
Design and Implementation), then Newton will either:

9.5



Continue to work, without any additional cost, until this achieved, or;



Reduce the one-off fee, pro-rata, until the actual, recurring agreed benefit is greater
than the fee.

This commercial model has the benefits of:


Guaranteeing that Lewisham will be better off as a result of working with Newton



Ensuring that Lewisham and Newton are fully aligned around a common set of
objectives



Limiting and fixing Lewisham’s investment

9.6

Based on the work required, the one-off, fixed fee for Newton support will be £4.295m
(plus VAT and expenses). However if the agreed recurring financial benefit delivered
by the programme does not exceed £4.551m (£255,790k for Phase 1 plus £4.295m for
Phase 2) then the guarantee clause (para 9.4) will apply

9.7

The profiling of payments to Newton will be based on a monthly schedule and this will
be made in advance of the benefits being fully realised. As the benefit realisation is
based on projected future benefits there will be a cash flow difference which will need
to be managed.

9.8

This proposal is self-financing, costs for this consultancy will be met from ASC budgets
in year, netted off against savings being delivered as part of Phase 2. While there is a
one-off cost, the savings are recurrent. There are no plans to reduce staff in these
proposals.

9.9

Benefits to the council will continue following the skills and knowledge transfer to
council officers.

9.10

Finance and Performance officers – utilising existing resource – will reconcile the
movements in operational measures to movements in outturn to support reliable
monitoring of savings delivery.

10.

Staffing Implications

10.1

There is no intention to reduce the council workforce as a result of the implementation
of these proposals and part of the plan is to explore investing in a new “Progression
Service” to better support people with Learning Disabilities to be more independent.

10.2

The approach adopted has been discussed with representatives from Unison and
Unite, the proposal explained and there will be opportunities for staff in ASC to extend
their skills and be more effective in their roles.
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11.

Legal implications
Procurement Strategy

11.1

Under the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules the Council may use a framework
agreement set up by a public sector body where that framework agreement has been
procured in accordance with the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 (as amended by
Brexit provisions including the Publc Procurement (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2020 SI 2020 No.1319). The recommended framework agreement is
compliant and can be used by the Council.
Contract award

11.2

The framework agreement sets out procedures that allows for a direct award in the
circumstances set out in the report.

11.3

The framework agreement has predefined terms and conditions for the call-off contract
which the Council must use. The contract (including the specification and pricing
document) will include all the terms and conditions that the Council requires and
adequately protects the Council.

11.4

Officers are recommending that Mayor and Cabinet delegate the approval of the
detailed terms of the award of contract to the Execuitve Director for Community
Services.

11.5

These decisions are key decisions and must therefore be included in the Key Decision
Plan.

11.6

The Council has a public sector equality duty (the equality duty or the duty - The
Equality Act 2010, or the Act). It covers the following protected characteristics: age,
disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation. In summary, the Council
must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to:




eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act.
advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic
and those who do not.
foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those
who do not.

11.7

It is not an absolute requirement to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or other prohibited conduct, or to promote equality of opportunity or foster
good relations between persons who share a protected characteristic and those who
do not. It is a duty to have due regard to the need to achieve the goals listed above.
The weight to be attached to the duty will be dependent on the nature of the decision
and the circumstances in which it is made. This is a matter for the decision maker,
bearing in mind the issues of relevance and proportionality. The decision maker must
understand the impact or likely impact of the decision on those with protected
characteristics who are potentially affected by the decision. The extent of the duty will
necessarily vary from case to case and due regard is such regard as is appropriate in
all the circumstances.

11.8

The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) has issued Technical Guidance
on the Public Sector Equality Duty and statutory guidance. The Council must have
regard to the statutory code in so far as it relates to the duty. The Technical Guidance
also covers what public authorities should do to meet the duty. This includes steps that
are legally required, as well as recommended actions. The guidance does not have
statutory force but nonetheless regard should be had to it, as failure to do so without
compelling reason would be of evidential value. The statutory code and the technical
guidance can be found on the EHRC website.
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11.9

The EHRC has issued five guides for public authorities in England giving advice on the
equality duty. The ‘Essential’ guide provides an overview of the equality duty
requirements including the general equality duty, the specific duties and who they
apply to. It covers what public authorities should do to meet the duty including steps
that are legally required, as well as recommended actions. The other four documents
provide more detailed guidance on key areas and advice on good practice.

12.

Equalities implications

12.1

The appointed supplier will be required to comply with the Council’s equality and
diversity policies.

12.2

Addressing inequalities within the health and care system, especially those impacting
upon our Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) communities, is a key priority for the
Council and its partners. This focus has been sharpened in response to the
disproportionate impact that COVID-19 has had on these communities. Any changes to
ASC services originating from this review will need to be mindful of this, with a
thoroughly consideration of the equality implications for our most vulnerable residents
alongside appropriate mitigation to reduce any negative impacts.

13.

Climate change and environmental implications

13.1

There are no anticipated climate change and environmental implications arising from
this review of ASC. However, any proposed service changes or recommendations
must be mindful of the Council’s intention of becoming a carbon neutral borough by
2030 and observe our commitments in the Climate Emergency Action Plan that was
agreed by Mayor and Cabinet in March 2020.

14.

Crime and disorder implications

14.1

There are no anticipated crime and disorder implications resulting from this service.

15.

Health and wellbeing implications

15.1

The successful supplier will design and implement the findings and opportunities
evidenced in the Phase 1 Diagnostic. These changes are likely to have implications for
how current services are delivered with an aim to improve outcomes for our residents.

16.

Social Value

16.1

The services procured from Newton Europe in Phase 2 (Design and Implementation)
are designed to create ownership within the Lewisham team from the leadership to
front line staff, essential for delivering sustainable change. Direct partnership between
Lewisham and Newton colleagues on each workstream aims to maximise skills and
knowledge transfer. This will build the capability of staff and allow future improvements
to be taken on without the support of external partners. This is also beneficial for the
personal development of the individuals involved.

16.2

Phase 2 will also work to improve the opportunities for residents to live more
independently, through targeted support (e.g. access to reablement, progression
support, use of assitive technology etc) or stronger links with community-based
services that provide support aligned to the Care Act domains. For example,
progression support will help Adults with Learning Disabilities to access opportunities
for work, education or volunteering.
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17.

Background papers

17.1

ASC Phase 1 Award Report Part 1

Item 6a - Decision by ED of Cty Services - ASC Award Report - Part 1.pdf

17.2

Public Accounts Select Committee, 3 December 2020, Agenda Item 5 ‘Budget Cuts’

https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=123&MID=6317#AI26474
17.3

Phase 1 Diagnostic Summary Report

Diagnostic
Summary Report.pdf

18.

Glossary

18.1

Please find definitions of some key terms in the table below:
Term

Definition

ASC

Adult Social Care

CCS

Crown Commercial Services

ESPO

Eastern Shires Purchasing Organisation

A framework comprises a description of common public sector
requirements, a list of suppliers who have been evaluated as capable
of delivering the requirements, and standardised contract terms, which
Framework save time and money. Frameworks are often divided into lots, typically
Agreement by product or service type. The collective purchasing power of
customers, plus the procurement knowledge of the framework provider,
means they can get the best commercial deals in the interests of
taxpayers.
YPO

Yorkshire Purchasing Organisation

19.

Report author(s) and contact

19.1

Stewart Weaver-Snellgrove, Strategic Transformation and OD Business Partner,
stewart.weaver-snellgrove@lewisham,gov.uk, Ext. 49308

20.

Comments for and on behalf of the Executive Director for
Corporate Resources

20.1

Abdul Kayoum, Group Finance Manager (Community Services),
abdul.kayoum@lewisham.gov.uk
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21.

Comments for and on behalf of the Director of Law and
Governance

21.1.

Mia Agnew, Senior Lawyer, Mia.agnew@lewisham.gov.uk, Ext. 47546
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Mayor and Cabinet

Report title: Comments of the Healthier Communities Select Committee
on the adult social care review
Date: 14 September 2021
Key decision: No.
Class: Part 1
Ward(s) affected: All
Contributors: Assistant Chief Executive (Scrutiny Manager)

Outline and recommendation
This report informs Mayor and Cabinet of the views of the Healthier
Communities Select Committee arising from discussions held at its meeting on
Wednesday 8 September 2021 on the Transforming and Modernising Adult
Social Care review.


The Mayor and Cabinet is recommended to note the views of the
committee and agree to provide a response.
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1.

Summary

1.1.

This report informs the Mayor and Cabinet of the views of Healthier Communities
Select Committee arising from discussions held at its meeting on Wednesday 8
September 2021 on phase 2 of the Transforming and Modernising Adult Social Care
review.

2.

Recommendation

2.1.

The Mayor and Cabinet is recommended to note the views of the committee as set out
in section four of this referral and agree to provide a response.

3.

Policy Context

3.1.

The Council’s Corporate Strategy 2018-2022 outlines the Council’s vision to deliver for
residents and includes the following priority relevant to this item:

1. Delivering and defending: health, social care and support - Ensuring
everyone receives the health, mental health, social care and support services
they need.

4.

Healthier Communities Select Committee views

4.1.

At its meeting on Wednesday 8 September 2021, the Healthier Communities Select
Committee received an update report on Phase 2 (Design and Implementation) of the
Transforming and Modernising Adult Social Care Review. Following presentations from
officers, questions and discussion, the committee resolved to refer its views to Mayor
and Cabinet in the following terms:

4.2.

The committee notes the ambitious proposals for the design and implementation phase
of the adult social care review. The committee requests the provision of regular
progress updates with evidence of outcomes and improvements. The committee also
requests assessments of the impact of changes on residents receiving a service as
well as staff.

5.

Financial implications

5.1.

There are no direct financial implications arising from the implementation of the
recommendations in this report.

6.

Legal implications

6.1.

There are no direct legal implications arising from the implementation of the
recommendations in this report.

7.

Equalities implications

7.1.

Equality Act 2010 brought together all previous equality legislation in England,
Scotland and Wales. The Act included a new public sector equality duty, replacing the
separate duties relating to race, disability and gender equality. The duty came into
force on 6 April 2011. It covers the following nine protected characteristics: age,
disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

7.2.

The Council must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to:


eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act
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advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.

8.

Climate change and environmental implications

8.1.

There are no direct climate change or environmental implications arising from the
implementation of the recommendations in this report.

9.

Crime and disorder implications

9.1.

There are no direct crime and disorder implications arising from the implementation of
the recommendations in this report.

10.

Health and wellbeing implications

10.1.

There are no direct health and wellbeing implications arising from the implementation
of the recommendations in this report.

11.

Background papers

11.1.

Healthier Communities Select Committee Agenda, 8 September 2021

12.

Report contact

12.1.

John Bardens, Scrutiny Manager, john.bardens@lewisham.gov.uk 020 8314 9976
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Agenda Item 11
MAYOR & CABINET
Report Title

Exclusion of the Press and Public

Key Decision

No

Item No.

Ward
Contributors

Chief Executive (Head of Business & Committee)

Class

Part 1

Date: September 14 2021

Recommendation
It is recommended that in accordance with Regulation 4(2)(b) of the Local Authorities
(Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information)(England)
Regulations 2012 and under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the
press and public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of business on
the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in
paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12(A) of the Act, and the public interest in
maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information

12

Cockpit Arts Deptford Redevelopment

13

Reginald Road Land Assembly
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